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COMPLETE COVERAGE EVERY WEEK
OF ALL CALLOWAY COUNTY NEWS

MURRAY soFrolgia LEAGUE SEASON
TO OPEN PLAY TONIGHT AT 7:45
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After receiving sufficient response
from both players and local fans
following the "feeler" game last
Thursday night, Ty Holland, athletic director of Murray High
Selibol, said this morning that a
4-team league had been formed in
Mtiend'IIII
-tiliat games would be
played ench.Ttiesday and Thursday
night ar7:45-o'clock on the Murray
High field. Beginning ,with tonight's (June 261 game, each team
will meet the other three times
iduring the first half season of play
'which will end Thursday night,
July 24.
The league has been formed for
the benefit of Murray players and
fans who desire some sort of entertainment 'during - the., hot summer months and will not be a
money-making business as only a
small admission charge will be
made-to defray the necessary -expense of balls, ground equipment,
lighting of the playing field, etc.,
Mr:-Holland stated.
- To blow the "lid off" of the Murray Softball season. the Resell outfit will tackle the TVA ten in the
'initial tilt .while NYA will attempt
to administer a defeat to Wallis
Drug. in the nightcap of this evening's play.
The first half schedule, including
tonight's games._is as follows:
The first team mentioned will be
the home team in each instance—
Thursday. June HI
Rexall vs. TVA
NYA vs. Wallis Drug.
Meekly, July I
-TWA.-WerViditt TIrtfif
NYA vs. Rexall .. Thursday. July 3
TVA vs. NYA
Wallis Drug vs Rexall
Tuesday. July 3
TVA vs Rexall
Wallis Drug vs. NYA
Thursday, Judy HI
Wallis Drug vs TVA
Resell vs. NYA
Tuesday. July 1,5
NYA vs, TVA
Resell vs Wallis Drug
Tbersday. July 17
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Murray, Kentucky, Thursday p.fternoion June 26, 1941

Dale Melugin To
Enter California
Institute

Buy Kentucky
Products for
Kentucky Prosperity
-Kentucky farmers are now engaged in a live-at-home program, in order to aid National
Defense, but Kentucky consumers can also help National
Defense by consuming Kentucky
grown products.
Transportation facilities are
crowded, and in the past many
Kentucky products have been
shipped to the North and East
and then returned to Kentucky
for sale. This is absolutely an
unnecessary expense for both
the producer and consumer.
We can help onr neighbors
and ourselves by eating Kentucky fOrids.
,,, commissioner of Agriculture,
William H. May. states that the
Slogan, "Buy Kentucky Products for Kentucky Prosperity"
is a good answer to the question

COUNTY GROWERS
ATTEND SORGHUM
CO-OP MEETING

Fisherman's Paradise

Drawing' by three students of
the Mtp•ray State art department
were exhibited with the sixth annual expibition of "Young America
Paints", a national instnution, held
iit the. American Museum Of Natural History in New York June
7-22..
The Murray students whose work
WAS displayed are: Miss Ida Fulkerson, Paducah; Joe Marshall Ward,
Murray; Harold
West. Mayfield.
Each received a certificate from the
institution this Week in recognition of their work exhibited.
Three students from the college
art department were invited to
participate in this national exhibit
early in the year. The drawings
sent in were selected from class
competition on the theme "America as Seem Through the Eyes of
Ilec_c.bildrSM"
Following the thew In New
York, the exhibit will be broken
into small units and sent over the
country to schools and colleges.
One of these exhibits is expected
to be in Murray during the school
year 1041-42.

Loren Putnanili
Given Fellowship
Loren Putnam, son of Prof. and
Mrs. Leslie R. Putnam of Chestnut
Street, Murray. has been given a
fellowship to work on his doctor's degree in biology at the Stone
Laboratories, Put-In-Bay. 0. extension laboratory of the University of Ohio. Mr. Putnam has been
En instructor in Bowling Green
High School, Bowling Green, Ky.
for th past three years.
His wife, the former Mildred
Miller of Hazel, will, act as secretary to the head of the biology department. Mr. and Mrs. Putnam
will begin their work July 1.

Dale Melugin, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh Melugin, who is a
junior at Murray State College
with a physics major, has been
notified to arrange personal matters for a special training course
in metereology at the California
Institute of Technology.
,
Mr. Melugin is a matt, minor
and has completed the Civilian
Pilots' Training course at Murray
for a private pilot certificate._ He
has been active member of thin
Physics Club at tlui,"scillege for tho
past two years.

WORK OF LIOCAL
STUDENTS SHOWN
IN NEW YORK

YOUR

SOME NEWSFOR OVER HALF
PAPER PROGRESSIVE
A CENTURY

The above picture, reading from lover of the sport in the person
right to left: Solon Shackelford, of Glenn Rogers, who stocked the
Norman Lovins, Laverne Wallis of lake with 9000 catfish, 200 bass.
Murray. 011ie Parks of Lynn Grove, 200 crappie. Mr. Rogers stated
and Charlie Hatcher of Detroit, that the remarkable thing concernshowing their string of between 60 'Mg the lake that only` One catfish
and 70 pounds of fish caught in had been caught, that one weighing
Rogers lake near Murray. The over 10 pounds. The lake is idealabove group numbered in their ly located and contains all the elecatch six bass averaging between ments that would whet the appetite
4 to 542 pounds apiece; 5 earl) of the most ardent lover of the
with one of them being 4 years sport Calloway County sportsmen
old weighing 11 pounds and a are more than grateful for Glenn
number of other' fish.
Rogers 'and his contribution to
Rogers lake was created as. a maoy hours indulging In their
fisherman's paradise by a. true snarl-

Murray Enrollment
Approaches Figures
of Summer of 1940

Max B.urt Will
Attend WOW Meet
in San Francisco

Vol. LXI; No. 26

AL BUSINESS MEN TO COOPERATE
IN COTTON STAMP PROGRAM
#
_
Foreman Grgharn is
Calloway County. Chosen Chairman
This Is Your +- of Calloway
Group
Newspaper

a
Formation of a Cotton Stamp
We are proud to present your
Committee for Calloway County to
efforts and achievements to cooperate with the United States
the "World." And from these
Department of Agriculture in the
operation of the Supplementary
and other letters of recognition
and appreciation, the world is Cotton Stamp Plan in.this area was
evidently proud of you. We,' announced Today by John T. Coch________-_--the staff of the Ledger St Times, ran, county agrieutural agent.
F. H. Graham, of Graham &
take no credit. These letters,
Jackson.
Mugray,
was elected as
while addressed to us, are in
chairman .of he committee. Other
reality only to be conveyed by
members, representative of the Cotus to you. It is for-,,you who
are doing the things that merit ton Trades Industry of Calloway
County. include:
Vernon Hale
this recognition.
National Stores, Inc.; J. E Littleton,
. .
J.
E.
Littletqp
&
Co.;
Mrs. Gladys
TEN WHITE HOI71111.
Scott, Gladys Scott's Dress Shop;
WASHINGTON
•
L. W. Imes, L. W. Imes & Co.. Al-.---June 30, Mil
MO: Fiettman Fitts. W. S. Fitts_ &
My dear If Nall:
Son; and Otis Eldridge, cotton
The President has asked me
Tuesday, July 1, between the
farint.r.
7
to thank you for your letter of
hours of 7 a. m. and 9 p. m., the
Mr. Graham Atated that the main
June thirteenth which he •„.has
Selective Service Board of .Callopurpose of organizing the cornnoted with a great deal of inway County, with offices located
mittee was to assist the governterest. - ancl appreciation. It was
on the second floor of the Bank
ment -in helping to acts:taint all rethOughtful of you *to send him
of Murray. Murray, will conduct
tailers of cotton goods in the couna copy of the current issue of ty with the manner
the Second Registration.
in which they
The Ledger and Times, and he
This date has been set by the
could cooperate and participate in
wants you to know that in these
Federal Government as Second
the benefits of the program.
days of national emergency it
Registration daY for all persons
He stated that a mass meeting
is especially reassuring te re-'of all store operators and their
who on or before July 1, 1941 and
ceive
such
a
wholehearted clerks handling cotton products
subsequent to October 16. 1940 has
pledge of cooperation in the
attained the twenty-first anniverswould be held at the court hquse
National Defense Program. He July 29 at 710--Is-wr. In stftflffing
ary of,the day of his -birth and has
is grateful, too, for the confi- the importance of attending the
not heretofore been registered
dence in his leadership whihh
under the Selective Training and
Meeting.- Mr. Grahami pointed out
your words imply.
Service Act -a 1940:- all persons
that merchants cannot accept the
Very sincerely yours,
who on October 16, 1440„, had atstamps for redemption by- the goyM. H. McINTYRE
tained the twenty-first anniversary
ern,ment until they have completed
Secretary to the President
of the day of his- birth and had
a "Retailer's Statement- form ennot attained the thirty-sixth antitling them to participate. These
.
forms
niversary of the day of hio birth, R. M. Nall. HNC
may be obtained from the
• "-'•
scririitulear agent, and.the_
mut .has. not -he:stamp- been...tag--.-The-14011g424-33Murray...,
'rules and regulations governing the
istered under the Selective Trainplan's operation will be fully exKentucky.. j •
ing and Service Act of 1940. PROplained at the meeting.
VIDED, That the duty of any per"I feel sure," -said Mr. Graham.
son to present himself for and subKENTUCKY'TAM Brit AU
-that every retailer of American.
mit to registration in accordance
FEDERATION
with any previous proclamation
Bea Kilgore, Executive See'y. - grown and mlinufactured . cotton
issued under the said Act shall not
205 Bourbon Stock Yards Bldg. products in Calloway County will
want to cooperate wholeheartedly
be affected by this proclabiation.
Louisville, Kentucky
with the government's effprt Wo aid
cotton farmers and the cotton
our
Bowling Green. Ky.
industry as
whole. It is certainly
June 21, 1941
to their advantaa'to do so, and
.Mr R lit Nall.
any who do not would be placed
Editor and Manager,
at a distinct competitive ,disadvanThe Ledger and Times,
tage"
IlliterapACeutucky.
Aeeereling-te'Mr. Coehrem -eotten
Mr arid Mrs. Cliff Marine. Lynn
;stamps will be issued to farm famGreve, 'are in receipt of a letter 'Mr. Dear Mr, Nail:
ilies and the plan will begin operaconcerning their son. Augustus
You have taken your newstion in Calloway County on or aHester Marine, apprentice seaman.
paper and knocked, what I
bout August 45.
U. S. Navy, stationed at Great
would call a "Home Run" ih
Lakes. Ill., and stating that he had
the field of newspapers. In it
been selected Honor Man of His
you have given the people what
Company. Below is a copy of the
they need, and what a power
letter
received
from
young
the written word is.
Marine's commanding officer and
I appreciate the opportunity
also a short biography of marine
that you have given our County
William J. Finney. Murray State
compiled by the Navy department:
Farm Bureau president. Mr. student for the past two years. enDear Mrs. Marine:
Rudy Hendon, to reach the
tered the Massachusetts Institute of
It gives me great pleasure to inFarmer through your press. Technology this week at Camform you that your son, Augustus
and I am sure he will do a great
bridge.
Hester Marine, has been chosen as
Finney will receive training on a
job .ashe has always done in
the honor man of his company
cooperative plan. Alter being in
working for the betterment,- of
school
for a term he will work for
which has 110 members.
the farm folk.
I am enclosing a copy of a letter
More power to you and Rudy. a period in Washington. D. C., with
the Bell Telephone Cpmpany. Folwhich has been forwardd to the
Yours truly,
lowing another session of school he
Inspector of Recruiting. Central
W. 0. PARR,
will go to New York to continue
Division, Chteago,
_
,
Officer-inhis employment.
Charge, Navy Recruiting Station.
Editor's Note: Sea Ledger and
All the college credits Finney re.
Detroit, Mich.: Our Navy Magazine;
Times issue of June 1111-for other
eeived at Murray 'were accepted by
and the United States Navy Weekletters.
Die Institute and he entered school
ly Magazine.
•
with a junky` standing.
Your son will complete training
While a student at Murray High
with his company on June 14, 1941.
Finney won first place in the
School
He will be congratulated by the
'Rate seholership test. After
physics
commanding officer upon his exentering college he beeame an accellent attention to duly. resulting
tive member of the Physics gels
In the winning of this high honor.
and completed work for a-rtsajmnn
Sincerely' youcs.
Physics.
W. P. RODMAN,
William is the son of Mrs. W. H.
Commander. f_T S. Navy.
Finney and the Iota W. H. Finney'
Executive Officer
of Murray.

JULY I SET FOR
2ND REGISTRATION
DAY IN NATION

Calloway County had one of the
best delegations at the meeting
called in Frankfort Monday by
Ivan Jett. state director of maliceing. of representatives of the "nine
sorghum co-operatives in KenIn spite of the fact that many
Several
prominent
Kentucky
tucky wjA,, distribotors rind, glass_
etuderies---heve---withdrerwn • -from MetiTnintralrig - Wat-11. MUM bled
and label manufacturers to make
school to accept employment in consul and member of Camp No.
plans for marketing the 1941 prodefense
and related
industries, 592, of Murray, will attend the
duction.
Murray State's enrollment for the Sovereign Camp coovention of the
Those attending were W. H.
present summer is rapidly ap- Woodmen of World Life Insurance
vocational
Brooks.
agriculture
proaching the figures reached in Society in San Francisco, Calif.,
teacher. Murray Training School:
the summer of 1940, President Rich- beginning June 30, according to De
Q. T. Guier. manager. CaUoway
mond revealed today.
Eminett Bradshatv. WOW president,
County Vegetables Growers CoAt the end of the first week of of binaha. Nebr.
operative and the following direcAt the recant Head Camp consummer school, 525 students have
tors of the local co-op; Leonard
registered, as compared with the vention in Paducah, the following
Wilson. Harry Wilcox and Ches569 who had enrolled on a cur- .men were selected to represent
ley Adams.
responding date a year 'ago, Dr. Kentucky: C. R. Clark, junior past
Kentucky's co-operative sorghum
Richmond said. This is a decrease heed consul of the jurisdiction and
will be marketed in glass containof
only 7 8 per cent. The general member of Camp No. 5, of Hopers of various Oars and plans were
trend
enrollment kinsvale, .and Mr. Hurt of Murra*for summer
for 'ample-size glees jars,
Funeral serviesii -reirlfri. Sid G. throughout United States this year
The Kentucky delegates will take
, *WA. vs. Wallis Drug
recipes showing how sorghum can Boggess. age
44, who died at her indicates a slump of 15 to 25 per en important pert an the convention
Tuesday. Jody 22
be made, promotion and advertis- home on South
13th
street
Satprogram, according to President
cent.
Wallis Drug vs TVA
ing to widen the demand for the urday morning
at 2:30, were held
announces the
College officials expect a number Bradshaw, who
NYA vs. Resell
product. It was said that Ken- Sunday afternoon
at
3
O'clock
at
theme
of the c- onvention as one
of
students to enroll for the last
Thursday. July 24.
tucky now markets only one-fourth Elm Grove Church
with
the
Revs.
of
the
most
important
five
weeks
subjects in
of
the
present semesTVA vs. NYA
as much saighum as formerly but Thomas, Lloyd
Wilson and A. E. ter—July 21 to August 22—thereby the nation today—"Home Defense."
Willis Drug vs. Rexall
with a standardized product, at- Lassiter
in charge. Mrs. Boggess swelling the summer total to an
A recent national survey contractive a.nd convenient containers. had been in
ill health for about approximate 000, which would be ducted by "Fraternal Monitor." a
promotion and advertising that two years
of coniplications
very close to the grand total of trick inagazine for the fraternal
possibilities for marketing were
She is survived by her husband, the 1940 summer term
field: reveals that the Woodmen
wide. Mr. Jidt exhibited various
three daughters. Mrs. Lillian Pearl
Registration began Monday, June of the World Life Insurance Sosizes of containers and samples of
Kelso. Misses Eva Carl Boggess and 16. Classwork opened Tuesday and ciety is the strongest in financial
labels.
Kathryn. Boggess; three sons. Hugh, the. first 3-weeks' session will close strength of any society in the
of
Agriculture Preston and L
rs. Lee Barnett. 54. of Almo, 'Commissioner
B Boggess. her
United States. In Kentucky more
dose, wt her home %Wednesday William H. May welcomed the parents, Mr. and Mrs. Math Wrye; Friday, July 18_
Courses leading to the master than 7,700 members of the society
around 10:30 o'clock
of pistol conferees. Short talks were made one sister. Mrs. James H. Kuyof arts degree in education are be- hold in force $7,357.767 of insurL. Rumrnell, agricultural
wound's According to the attend- by/
kendall; and four brothers. Hardin. ing offered this summer at Mur- ance. President Bradshaw termed
ing phylneian The bullet entered e4utpel for the Kroger Grocery Fred. Macon and Alfred Wrye
ray State. The masters degree re- the Kentucky area one of the
her head'. over the left eye and & Baking Co., Cincinnati: M. W.
quires 36 weeks of residence and most importaq,t in the national ordeath occ ed
within a short Alldredge, sales manager for the
the student is rquired to complete ganization of The Woodmen of the
Great Atlantic & Pecific Tea -Co.,
. time.
a minimum of 30. semester hours, World.
--- Funeral
Will be held this Louisville; Dan Baldwin, manager
24 of which must be in regular
.s1ursdayt Ifonn at Temple of the Hancock County Sorghum
course work, and write a thesis in
Growers So-operative, who be— Hill.
•
his major field.
comes Assistant State Director of
Marketing on July 1 and Joe
Lovett, of the Kentucky Chain
Billie Miller. aged 13. died at the
Storea'Council.
Noble Memorial Hospital. Paris.
OUR NEIGH
The retail distributors gave sug- Tenn.. after a .four days' illness of
gestions on ways and means to at- blood poisoning. Saturday night.
At the state convention of the
He shuffled in the -stole,
tain
greatest consumer acceptance June 21. at 830 o'clock_
I.
National Federation of Post OfFuneral
services
were
conducted
and
on
the
sizes
of
containers
and
fice Clerks, which was held in
ord.
itufiVidu
unkept dirty
Members of the Brooks Chapel
Somehow you could tell by the'. prices which would move sorghum by Rev. Lloyd Wilson at the Gosh- Louisville June 20 and 21. L. C Church and friends in the comlook on his face he didn't want to t the greatest rate. They also en Cemetery Monday afternoon at Hendon, local post office clerk, was munity are making plans for •
d of some of the competitive 1.30 o'clock.
elected delegate to the National big "Homcoming" day at the
do it. Half fear—half determinaHe is survived by his mother, conventing which is to be held in church
tion. The owner at the:
store. here pr 'lems of eorghum.
there next Sunday. June a
Mrs.
Minnie
Jane
Miller.
SpringFo wing the Frankfort meeting
St. Louis during the week follow- when they will "rally 'round" the
At the last meeting of the local
In this city presents to the outside
UNITED STATE NAVAL
ville,
Tenn.:
father,
Robert
Miller.
the
Ca
oway
delegation conferred
ing Labor Day.
post of the American Iserten the
world an air of one who wouldn't
old church in the interests-of the
TRAINING STATION
Murray: four sistert, Mrs. Odessa
in
Lou'
ille
with
Great
Atlantic
Mr. Hendon, who is the retiring new.
election of officers for the year
Rev. H. P. Blankenship.
be so kind. But is that the true
Great Lakes, Illinois
West. Mrs Jessie Mae Mason. Mrs.
president of the state organization, who helped plan the. project, will
man! No. for hurriedly he came- * Pacific Tea Co. officials on mar- Ida Mae Miller. and
June 5, 1941
- 1941-42 took place and the followMiss Mary Sue was accompanied
of
keting
the.,
1941
Calloway
Couning
were elected to the offices
to the state con- be back for the 11 -00 •o'clock serSubject.:
Short biography of
forward: "Well how. are you me
Miller: three brothers. T C. Miller.
named:
friend -- How is Mn.
--'" ty co-operativia\ tomato crop.
Leonard Miller, and James H. Mil- ventioir by his wife and son. Sev- vice, and Rev. C N Jolley dis- Honor Man of Company 69-41 who
Cosiunander, Dr. A. D. ButterHe waSn't bring polite—merely
ler; one niece. Helen Delores Ma- eral post office clerks from this trict supervisor, will also help- In will graduate on June 14, 1941.
A novel an dinteresting prograirt'
I Augustus Nester Marine, Ap- worth: Adjutant, Confile B. Ford;
si
son: grandmother. Mrs. Lou Tishey. section attended the convention. the preaching service.
There will be good quartet, choir prentice Seaman. U. S. Navy, Ser- Vice-Commanders, H. T. .Waldrop, will be presented Saturday night..
What could thisise?, said the reFulton: three aunts, five uncles, 21 Mr. Brennan, from the post office
Rudy
Hendon. Dr. E. E. Crawford;- Jam 28. in the little auditorium of
Pnrter to himself;
cousins and two brothers-In-law, department at Washington, was the and'-con grega t oriel singing. and vice Number 31148-96. has been
Finance Officer. George Hart; Murray State College by the counBack to the comfortable chair
Marvin West and Rex Mason. One principal epeaker at the meeting. ,"dtntier on the grounds." A public selected as the honor man of his
address system will be employed company consisting of one hundred Chaplain. Hall Hood; Service orn, ty Homemakers organization.
went these two.--one the immacubrother, A. B. Miller, died about
The prograre, sponsored by all
Mrs. Era Slaughter is visiting rel- to ahcommodate the crowd on the ten members who will graduate cer. Max Hurt
let* success, the. other. showinie
II year! ago.
The annual picnic of the Murray 15 community Homemakers' Clubs,
June 14, 1941.
outside the building.
nlainly that ilife hadn't treated
Billie, .was .a.. former Calloway atives in Detroit for a few weeks.
,
2. He enlisted March 24. 1941 at post will be held at the Women's opens with an old-fashioned 'last
_him _so _suricifirfully. For A few.
County boy, having lived in TenSeiburn White. for the past 12 nessee about a year
Detroit, Mich. He received his Club House Saturday afternoon. day of school program of about
minutes the older one sat Slowly
etitmentary and high school edu- July 5. from 4:30 to 7:30 o'clock. All 1850'vintage. Other eeenes includhe relaxed under the steady flow veers associated with the late Joe
cation -at the Lynn Grove School, former service men. their wives. ing spinning and a Virginia reel
of amiable conversation from the Baker-1n the local distributorship
.41amiltee and friends are invited and are equally interstincand much efat Lynn Grove. Ky..
merchant After a Short while the of Gulf oil products, has been apexpected to be present. Basket fort has been spent to fit costumes
3. During his training period he lunches
merchant went behind his counters pointed distributor for this county.
The
Fourth
of
July
will be brought by the as welt as customs to the period of
week -end deaths and injuries will be largely was
Mrs. Joe Baker and Son, Charles
given drill and instruction in members
securing Mk and that article. He
will
be
even
more
and drinks will be furn- the scene.
hazardous
the
result
than
of carelessness and ig- infantry, beats,
crime bark and this part of his ?A.: will be associated with Mr
signalling, rifle ished by the post.
in
previous
years
because
of
innorance.
For
Fourth.
a
safe
Mr.
White
in the operation of the local
Townspeople Ire invited to the
range,
seamanship,
.conversation floated' to the ears of
swimming.
vaProf. Roy Stewart. head of the creased congestion on the highways Wear offers the following
agency
suggest- rious athletic!, and lectures on the
program. Tickets May be obtained
the renorter:
department of health education at and at resort and recreational cen- ions:
Mr
White
stated
that
the
same
from any homemaker or at the
many phases or naval lite and MB:
''ioses----e-14441e--presient ke- rest
To motorists: (jet an NW y
Personnel an realer as pursued by Murray State College. todey an- ters resulting In part from Nadoor Saturday night. The program
toms of the pea.
and Mrs
. 7 intended dein- Mr. Baker
nounced that plans had been made tions.] Defense activities, it was for the holiday
would be continued and
week-end trin't6
at 8 P. m.
-begins
4, His selection its honor man is
i n g mit Sunday but since you that
for
-the
use
college
of
the
swimpointed
out
today
by Ralph Wear, get ahead of the congestion and al- based
no change in the conduct of
ipon
mine pool in the John Wesley Carr chairman
pme in I think you can carry the business
proficiency in the
of
First
Aid,
low
plenty
would take place.
Water
of time
above subjects, the degree to which
Fire of unknown origns destroyed
hem as well and as for the note—
Mr. White was born in Hazel Health Building.
Safety. and Accident Prevention of
Make a thorough check-up of he has assimilated
The faculty, college students, the Calloway
the course of in- the two story frarlse dwelling on
tt hae.already been renewed"
and is a graduate of the Murray
County Chapter, your tires. brakes, lights and steer- struction given
him, as wel las the corner of Twelfth anti Main
Training School students, and pub- American
The older one went hut with High School. For the past 1.7
Red Cross.
ing gear, for many accidents are upon aptitude
years
for the service as streets at 3-30 Tuesday morning.
1 thankful look in his face - - - he has been bookkeeper for the lic may swim from 4.30 to 5:30
Traffic
death
the
figures
for
the
result
first
of
faulty
equipment
shown by
willing and
The house was owned by Tote
prompt
hope - - - restored confidence. The gulf agency here and pi thotoughly os..m 1 on Monday. Wednesday. and three months of 1941 rleased
Keep an eye on the "other fel- obedience to orders, neatness
by.
and Erlitards. having been recently purmerchant looked after him with a familiar with the company. Its op- Friday.
the National Safety Cdthicil, re- low", who may.cause the accident.
The
and
faculty
public
may
swim
cleanness
In
person and habits, and chased from Nolan Jetton Furniorille on hie face that was . one eration, and is trained in the polveal that If the present rate conBe sure luggage piled iri the application to military
and naval ture belonging Yr- Mr Jetton was
from a heart knowing its owner icies of the late Mr Baker He is from 7:30 to 830 (p. m.) on Mon- tinues, the total for this year will back of the
Unemployed workers of Callocar does not obscure life in general.
day
and
Wednesday
stored in the hdbse but no oci-711:
done
the right thing.
had
the son of Mrs. Amanda White of
surpass
40.000
read
deathsi--an
all-time
viaion.
College students may swim on
5. His next kin is his parents. pants had moved in the place at way County received $1,010 in lob'The reporter ernikikt conceal his Elm Street, Murray.
less benefits during May. Recording
Sacrifice that last hotir at the Mr. and Mrs.
Tuesday and Thursday, 7:30 to 8:30 Mel Highway fatalities last year
Cliff Marine, of the time of the fife.
inquisitiveness any longer. 'Who
totaled 34,000—an increase of seven beach and leave for home before
to Mrs Faith Langstaff, manager of
ml.
Lynn Grove. Ky.
MRS. Liitramiz limy TO BE
ws that maia?".-fis asked*
the Paducah office which serves
Training School students may per oent over the total for 1939 the crowd.
W. P. RODMAN.
"That man galls me my start HEARD OVER STATION WPAD,
CCC Offers Training
Calloway County During the past
Remember that driving after
swfm on Friday from 7:30 to- 8:30 Deaths from drowning each year
Commander, U. S. Navy,
Mane years ago—he gave me the PADUCAH. JUNE 30
month. 221 claims Were filed by
avenge
approxiMately
7,000
dark is many times more hazard(is m
Executive
Officer,
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offering special training in oc- were initial cl ims and 202-seerst...
name?, it, doetirt't matter. And if
Homemakerflclub, will ed of all who use the pool. Mr. see to his own safety, but must frequently more serious.
yoq, mention this 111 never for- speak over WPAD. Paducah. Mon- Stewart said Students
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the
carelessness
To swimmers: Enjoy your water
of
and faculty anticipate
esteld.
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draw Unemkers, eligible
pay a locker fee at others, Mr. Wear warned. 'Ilje mis- sports at patrolled beaches:
iii-CCC may mill at the WPA of- ployment Insurance received apThe merchant-resumed.bia bluffy weekly homemakers program from the business o ce. The public may take of one motorist may result in
Beer in mind that expert swimAll correspondents to the Ledger fice Monflay. June 30. as 'Meade*. proximately
2.30 to 2:45 p m. The aphject of purchase a punch ticket, elleeridrig fatality to those • who may
air of being hard-,boiled,
one-hay their regularbe mers cafl be, drowned from ettimps & Times ate asked to. get their July 1.
and file application. There wage up to $16 a week for not
Wallin- Mrs. clucy's discussion will. be six swims for $1, or a single ticket obeying all the rules of the road. caused by swimming too.,soon after letters in
WO-quote
for
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by
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a
call
'for
CCC boys The more than 16 weeks Benefit checks
"Late Vegetable Gardena".
to'Man"?
at 25 cents per night.
This year's list of accidental either.
Monday if possible.
first of Jury and also in August.
are issued for two week periods.

MRS. BOGGESS -DIES
SATURDAY

CALLOWAY BOY
IS HONOR MAN

W.J. Finney Enters '
Massachusetts Tech

Mrs. Lee Barnett Is
To Be Buried Today

Billie Miller Is
Buried in Paris

Brooks Chapel To
Hold Homecoming
To Represent State Services June 29

I

LOCAL POST
ELECTS OFFICERS'
FOR NEW YEAR

Homemakers' Clubs
to Present Novel.
Program June 28
•

Seiburn White
Appointed Local
Gulf Distributor

Public May Use
College Pool

Better to Be Safe Thun to Be Sorry
On the 4th; Red Cross Warns

-Fir* Destroys Howie
at Twelfth and Main

Only 19 New
Insurance Claims
Are Filed
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YOUR HEALTH
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County Health Officer
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• A word to the wise is—BUY NOV. Get a late
model used car while prices are still low. Practically
all makes and body types ... many With radios:
Generous allowance on your present car—easy terms.
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SHOPPING NEWS
_SOW MORE GOOD
USED CAR BARGAINS..•
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'Hub Murrell Seeks
Ciishij —

IT. 0. Turner Announces -A-Candidacy -for Representative

1939 HUDSON, 4-DOOR DELUXE

1937 PLYMOUTH,-1-DOOR DtipxE
1937 CHEVROLET, 4-DOOR DELUXE
These Cars Are "As Clean As A Whistle"

STUDEBAKER SALES & SERVICE
103 East

Use

Main

Street

Telephone 409

Ledger It Times

16c

:lassified 'Column

ioc

CAPITOL.

SATURDAY AND
SUNDAY
'

AN ACTION ROUND-UP OF
THRILLS Amp ADVENTU

Long Distance-MOVING

Ts the Netert of City ot Murvt
my
heteby
dory
— for CitY
711VZ DeMocratac
August 4..1941.
.,
L- 1 -here- served -the.entire • city of
tit -the tapasity of ice win
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+90--the best of my ability to serve
you well. I,have enjoyed by daily
associ4tion
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iroiscl_pry -age is a handicap to me
this wpik and I would .greatly
appreciate yurvote And influence
in my behalf and•tf- elected I will
-honestly and sincerely endeavor
to serve
.
you as all in the ca
-ashave as your ice man. ,
.
HUB MURRELL -
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—Petit: Advt.

SN-Varm's Grocery

GEORGE
l-tAYES
r*C-3LotalePft terpivfli
tettlIDE 0..t.1)1NE

24—PHONES-25
C-VaiLiar aPtili**'-iialkaa ler or
cat-0

California (leenges; dozen
Incr....temoss.
Re. 2 earns Bruer, or

Celebrate Now
with one of these

-ilk

MOW/

can Grapefruit Jeleel'__1Se•
Salad Dressing. Temple Garde..'
__Wonder Hell: quart
tk
Mt ;7;2 Us; 8 esli
e
Miss Eh.
jeered_
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vrelL Memo Tea.
woad
N. and
lie
• 1i7'Bey t offee.--11111•84 ,
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faS-- ,.... ;'pounds
liete klease—eb:OlLmtMesialeatbut-We atittvie1a- _
weaf Cotten BoW (Atm)
Purity Oats. I
11- &Cite
a -bur factor in Ott
gloat KY Rama. as
4110
• is pounds.
•
MEI
_tio.nal Defense Prognini
••
. and we in Calloway- are - Freeburg.fleer Bear.,14
-'ft__ ..n, .f 24 easterners drls
happy -to coopefete.
a sack free!
Supersede. Noy lee or rie dee an*
Classic Play Suit—
get woe -al
Prise
In Striped Chambray
We flopersools and 8 maw Paha. olive seap
Woolard sr Vinegar. gostrilir—lie
Reg White Peep.
lie
Strilied chambray playsuit; tissi
Wee •Teelo. Mei white, lb.,
Sc
everybody loves! 1-piece playPurple Hutt Peas. W. .,
hie
.-'suit has plc:Acid-shorts. separatc
Crrau. has k iv.otueiry Wander Pek
-hetion-Tront skirt Stfim —
Bean). pound
Us
OtherS; too. frolv
Full mirit.tirr tender. green Vahan
tine ,trInzitv. Freest pod BON
42-oz.

•NsSiorhsn may Nippon U,Ih• henioseihead holding
sa lined sees Oahe detrioniMpies
- ti-ibersoll rev.,
ihsei tors NOW! And wind cant Many 4•118114111W by•••ned•I
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Use itoionone for ecite, lb 20e
We 'lir" to please on fresh meals.
•
Lath Mesta. Cheese.

i‘GE1
'
- IN THE SWIM'.

• liso.Immo Alivon 27,000 miles. Good tird11
.-9-,reettk_oridda___
'
-01dtrillittgiati80 dajs
•
„

A

1939 FORD PICKUP TRUCK — A REAL
BUY

1938 NASH 4-DOOR SEDAN
Ilas Weathereye heater. A good buy.

1937'FORD."i()", TUDOR
has a good motor and good rubber.

Stakes-Smith Motor Company

- 211 East

Main

-

Phone

-170

Murray,

Ky.

•

Cecil Holland Seeks
Aeltirray Magistrate
0.
.i.. ,.... . .ets e1"The

(paths

_

•
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'keret<
•

'Mew.

gum..
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TWO.BATHING BEAUTIES
DiTy(Iti 111:t. L Tvftik• or dre
,v.irti suit? We
nayr
thr• Velvety textlir(d maitiota .
, sn-iouth for
(.)r
fivare .flattcripy
dre:-,srnaacri-i.:Its. t 014--rfungiag necklines... .,so

•••

faminir4e'..Mherk

i

.•

4'onerieler this *it a pSro,nal up-,'
toq..k,11,r • youi- irott• lad *008Idera1
I 41:Al.:Vitt -Atn,u-a,-7. 1941 \
•
Be•,-ped.fLITy aLubitudect ' i
- - CriC11,11,01..Lor .S,...,
-- \

•
DittiC. CO,

.

.

_
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Murray, keritisehy

YOUR

FORD

DEALER!

4

'I take this. oPIrrturNtY.1)
.1 4-•
#oillnrIn• my, candidacy• for 7,,...
me-,
. IWO/. of 'the Murray Dtalriet •10"1
the. forthetssing- derrioTeralie 'Iasi/miry nn Attract 2. 1941. '
s
. I wa - tx.rn and ..reeik - here • In
-County arls"tara
---ar, eio
2:oic4 in -teeming and dairying at
my plate.. I have never beige
offer.d- por postie office Met- have
all Woes lscen triteresigiVin the
oPunitiOn 21 \our. Onvernott•tt wed
'fe'et qualithrd \ Vs'serve in •this cay• ,,---,,
• •.
1, Shan spend the money that is. „.
appwiiiiatd to 11-ic htusLay district
winuty and wiitiont favor..
Braining that i,. 0.
1, -announcement
is cominta bit
e and that -link
vnli n,
o perinit rt. to see all UV
voter-5 I would'lik to see 1 Kopf
tf:I renessan)r ft( you that tot,
%ea_ accept, this rnswirr•of soliciting your aid and .elpe assuring ;
you that I will be griteful for any I
ton:J.U4aticsi. that yida 'nor- dm-

•

ALWAYS SEE

Marra"

N

.$1.* TO $3.05

FOR THE BEST DEAL

Prescriptions
Accurately and Carefully
Compounded of Purest
Drugs

/141/- RECEIVED. . . A TRUCK

LOAD-olr
•

-.•••...

NEW AND USE

IR
s

! ALL SIZES -VAL1.41PRICESPI
•

Buy Now and Save
THE:ititE ALE OE T H- E,YEAR!

I- STORES-IMITH
• FORD SALES AND SERVICE411 .,
211 East Main Street-

PhOne 170
'

-

Murray
..

I have, for 18 years, been. connected Viith state matterm and held positions with the state and party actiritieti.
I. was appointed by Governor Morrow on a non-partisan
-board, the Effici!lica7Tommiss1on, cansisting of. two Democrats and,two.Republicans; Without pay, we derVed-two
Yeari,'W-Went. into
phasci-gf government taxation .
an'd anatitutional acti% dies. Ariblit time the staWdebtrias
less Weill-oar minion.; la-cur-report-we poihted Outthir
danger of the increasing debt, which had increased frollt".... •
a cash balance atathe end of_the Beckham administration.
r
But our recommendations iiere not put into force for 14
years, and in 'the meantibie, 'through the -old political
spoils systerii, increased to twenty-eight million, untll a
,crusading goiaira' ioa with -a legisiatuie put, ortra- the reorganization act. _That_notanly stopped tha-alebt-increame
but paid off-the state deBr notwithstanding the repeal of
the saleatax-avitharits -large revenue- This tax stayed on
more than a. year, still the tate debt .inireased_IPPL'OILk.__
'Matey fire Mint= durintthat--veriot
'
_
—
The
• -sates -tax
-not- he a bad_ taratilt-ltrasi
,r,en. an
ere were p enty of less burdensome taxes
that Was sufficient to run the state. If the'S'ateii tax could
have-relievett-thellet-on-horties be run the county governments it- would not.--have been- so objectionable. Letcng
hope that this form of taxation will not lat resorted to by
the .Federal Government. but win be held in reserve-forcomity- and. municipal.gover,nmente in -lieu of taxes loa
-home& -ile‘W_cerlit_tnextr_legialiture- will lvemaile-the
rnsairs of revenue properly, the resourcea of the state ean
be handled to liqeidate .thecourity b_onds, af approximatetwentY,eight Quflion (noticeait is
same ask.the statc_IL
y4it
üutaesre so involved.
Of course..
r all..c
wAtiWi
ill
t
State AdminiiitiationiOhlit time, encouraging bend issues rj
to-promote road building by he State Road bepartment,
which_liad not suffiiilent-revenue--te-haild-rnads, and is a
just obligation of the state but has had to stand aside on
account of the Mate debt..

1940 FORD TUDOR, DELUXE
Finiahed.in tlatk. Has been driven 16,000 miles. 90-day
Guarantee.

Bean, poundlie
_ tither Bemis sad Retter Beans

•

tiW-infittettertirt4lur—
,
&

• 1940 fORD-V41 DELUXE-TUDOR

I

-

that sumo in horn p•ophi in •loWn/111,1019aw

f.":1
sun is
NOW
"0..."A wel41000.0.1.n411"/

To the *ere of CaltowaY:
I have been requested by
many to offer thyself for the
nomination for fiepresenta.tive. There .is no Personal
reason-for-such- an- set, as I
have no political ambitions;
and besides, in a representstrve government, it is the
voters' business to nominate
whom they wish to represent ahem. To me this democratic o r representative
Itrr -01761-"rertittifftehrl/
faith, and not an appetite
for a position or job. I realiza that the next General
Assembly is the most important of any in the last forty
years, because sof_the_oe essity ior -rhillgati_ao the r
enue producing -measures, and changes are necessary since the- itiik .1a Doe from.
debt, and many iew-aopr,opriations afld Amami of rev*.
nue laws will be expected.

It wilt be a job of the -counties in distress to sponsor
and fight for'Ow relief, because many of'the powers live
in gountieirnot involved, and it_ appears that these counties not invelved were more conservative and did not promote the building of roads by bond issues, and were more
-fortunately lecated, being near the center of the govern,ment; and the outlyiag -cOunties were at. a great disadvantifeln Making contact with the central office. I am hopeful of the cooperation of the GQiernor in the financing
of these county. beads,
. and with the effort's of- farm organizations to get this relief, airOuld be done.'
Real estate bea 90';•. 01 county and town_ taxes-or
tears for- 1041 pur
s. The paesent assessment is 'a hardenvalaut to raise deficient money to pay the-eounty'
bends will be a real b rden:
•
a Clyde Reeves, the very. efficient State. Tax Commissioner, was impressed ith our efforts of the
tax superlet us -paaa wit oat a state raise, so we hope be
someprogra to finance-the -counties' bonded
debts ...and .prevent the n essity of such an increased
assessment, to meet outstand ng bonds.'

Chddre
•

L•wer I

I have talked much a ut cotiiity_debtaaO
do so with the thought .tha the state is 'out f course, I of debt, and •
the law controlling debtof ate antrimbdivisions
, kndijiT
apareht curplus of five
n dollars in the stbte treasury at the :haginniag _of- the 942 fiscal year.
ties' delatii via be financed ov r a "period of The coun-.
four or five
years, andatt thexame_time be
al with the inalitutions
orthe state, asylums, aid. fer_th blind, Crippled
children,
.age, tuberaitar, and schools
I was.on the Board of Cent
of Penal -and Charitable Institutions af the State for-tw
familiarized ?Oaten' with theneed ofrs without pay;and
those
Much headway has he:eh:Made in eseinati institutions.
tations in the
bolt four,years, although I Would h ve
started with the
eharitables, howelier, much progress beirig
made in the
managemen,t of them now. I was qn t
Board of Regents
Aliirray State'College for three yea. and
saw much of
the problem of fitaineing higher
'aid a Problem
-of the teachars_to.filiaiice theiFedtattiest'
icatio required by law,
rids° much desired by•themselves. T
problems must 31-1
-workedr-out'before.the National Defen
demands for
taxes overwhelms- us. .
It is a regretiWiting that the promi
d
to allow state, county_ and municipalities
to
t
ontetict for
TVA power,was not passed, and the
in the_effected area to xuppnirtEeliiITneglect of mernbers
vearance of opposing interests. This liause7of the apmust come end
can.be-expected by-having represenrelief
tation that feels we
are
to ,cheaper rates as well
.as our friends just
lover the stele- line in Tennessee.
'
have three wearldr +tier&
io_lhe_
woblem
-et al- -ternating wparriirrIt tr- e papers will
hive 'to be practiced to hold expenses • own.
lbare-ftted,a a-eandidate, and,
tosvey erect me will do my hest withif the people of Ck-.
the RIX.

'Tm 0. TURNER
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MUREAF STeOPPING NEWS

FINE CLEANING CAN BE DONE
AT LOW PRICES!
Mondays and TuesdatirCalkh

P. S. Arthur of Bell County reNinety-one 4-It Club members in
ports a profit of $73.55 on a Lincoln county will grow twoflock of 2.58 hens in April.
tenths of an acre each of Kentuglop
No. 16 burley, to demonstrate the
Sales of potato seed in Mont Superior value
of Otis type. Fifty
gomery county were 35 per cent six cliff) members
also will
- grow
larger than in 1940 .
hybrid corn.

It Pays To Read the Classified Column!

McCutcheon 9S

DRESSES
SUITS
COATS

SOT E. Main

FOOD
STORE

Prompt Delivery

DISTINCTIVE JEWELRY
In All Modes

Phone 114

_Watches by Bulova, Elgin, Hamilton
Pesi & Pencil Sets - Diamond Sets
Silverware
West Side Court Square

Prices You Can't Afford To Miss!

Wednesday thru Saturday 35c cash price in effect

FRESH VEGETABLES AND FRUITS —

Corn0f3 ears. .10c
944c1 Grapefruit, ea. 5c
Tomatoes, lb.
Cantaloupes .
Green beans, lb. 5c Bananas, lb. . . Sc
Apples, lb. .. . 5c Lemons, doz. .18c
FRESH AND CURED MEATS
PORK CHOPS, pound ..-....--.-.... 22c
BACON,aliCiikiess,
..25c- STEAK)round or sirloin, pouftt -30c

FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY

H.B,BAILErnm -JEwELER

I •

COMPARE THESE PRICES ...
COMPARE THESE QUALITIE,S...

TO-THUFARMERS

•

•

•,•: $5•95
. $5.
4.75-5.003[19
• .••••
$5.95
.5.00-5.25x18
465.95
5.25-5.50x17
•,•••_•.• •• • • • $5•95
6.00x16 •• •.•
$6.99
••
FIRESTONE CHAMPIONS
DeLUXE
AIX-WEMBER GOODYFAR
•
GENERA-LS
••
--

•\*,-; '
•

We carry alj kinds cold meats: veal loaf, macaroni
and_cheese, salami, pickled pimento, boiled hem,
ked-rhae-Ber=b4r-itam, dried treetitvee chew,brannschweiger.

WE ARE FULLY EQUIPPED
TO HANDLE WHEAT!, -

•.0o

•

CORN, No. 2 cans, 2 for
15c
TOMATOES, No. 2 cans, 2 for.. 15c
SUGARs.40 pounds
55c
10c_
•
SALT,3 boxes
RINSO,2 large boxes
37c
ORANGE JUICE, 46-ozs.
19cg•
CRACKERS, 2 pounds
13c
MEAL, 10 pounds
.
21c
FLOUR, 24 pounds
..... 65c
10c
S...a.-11-

- NOW is the
'TIME!
REFORE TAXES AND PRICES
GO UP—PUT NEW TIRES ON
YOUR CAR TODAY!

PLENTY OF STORAGE

Rgom

—,----44,1GHEST MARKET-PRICE

•

1 OC

WHEAT TAKEN ON DEPOSIT

-a

690111116 • •i• 0 •_..E....f_JLAD

SEE

MAYFIELD
hawk tompAio

US TODAY!

PRYOR MOTOR CO•
1412 WEST MAIN STREET
TELEPHO
—

Wiite,0,Phone 25 Mayfield, Ky.

—31.06 EAST MAIN

NE 77

STREET — TELEPHONE 21___ •

-

e-

..4=1.41•••••1•••••••••••.

=0=====0=I01=10=101====

igOWn

Hall Hood for County Attorney
-•
You and I ha lfl*dëiOMI temp6rary taeffice.4
to preserve our Dethoe,racy,•and_we are willing to
make more sacrifices.

From the 'Ming room fill eYojirLAnest
sheer blouses, we clean everything_ with,..
• the same skilled care. No odors, colors _
freshened, fabric actually improved...per- -*
feet- -preening. YenaLhe_Iplettsud work on ALL summer things, Give us a
trial—our high quality.serviees will sell
you on the finest cleaning job in MurraYI•

Flo

you and your community in office, and then 4o to
the polls freely and fearlessly vote your convic-

tions? Almost no where else!.
I am privileged to ask for your vote, and I do ask
that you yote for me for County Attorney. May
tequest of you that you ask yourself this one question: "Who can best. serve me and my county as
Count); Attorney?"

0.11t

LAUNDRY
AND DRY CLEANERS

Grittatilir
HALL HOOD.

AFTEHNOONS

NIGHTS - SUNDAYS - HOLIDAYS

ARSIT

is.

Ile. --30e

Children

BY

REFRIGERATION

TODAY and FRIDAY _

Illo

MEET THOSE AMAZING KIDS FROPA
"AMERICA'S MUSIC TOWNI"

.
- 1.11111.
5 MAGIc

*PM

USIc
ARAN 'JONES • SUS*
. NNA FOSTER
MARGARET UNSAY • LYNNE OVERMAN r"

Helen Md.inn Prior. Don Castle • Dined i JAMES HOGAN

GIE•CI BRADLEY • WILLIAM COLLIER E,
04911•,•• ••I
.10.4 •P••••••••• • ••••••

•-

SATURDAY ONLY
A

•

brunette

A

,..•16' •

heartache.•.

•
blend* tuiadeche.•

and

tnt.ea,.
se • .
most ba
Shayties
Alike

r-- o;.

51,1SPI,i1
vraS1

NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
HEARTY LAUGHERS WELCOME! COME
ON OVER AND H-O-W-LI:

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

•

smr44ai„

1A

itcpuoik PICTUU

JACK
GAR:
... i• PATRICK • CARSON.
— 1\Florence BATES.Sidney_fILACKME

. ,_
.
.
-.A- —
i, - -,—J-..-----------AiAr-----..-.i.
..=....„..,-....- ---Lt.-x_-..---4.r. . . r:.„
. . ., ,--;.------..----....-.- - -. - ,
-•
, - .. . ----,*4_,..4.
, .......,
. ..
.1
•••110

„

S. 13th St.

LET OUR 'PAINTERS
BEAUTIFY YOUR HOME — INSIDE AND OUT!

-r..

.1

I.

WE CAN DO THE JOB

Phone 441

COMPLETE!

We Will Pay, Delivered,
.
1,1Fri., Sat., June 20 and 21 II Remodeling a drab, dreary home into-sin attractive
one is fun, and costs only a few dollars.* month. .
Il
Le
ac
guern
vy
1
14
7
O Perhaps all your home needs to be a joy to all is
a little painting inside or out. We have competent
_r Cocks ......
in
painters that do first class work at reasonalile
Springers
• ass 4)
prices. Let us show you how little it ag.1 cost' and
_ _.
Sliriagers (Leeson*
how WY it ill.f.0 pay ktthe month...
- .-1111111M, Al Law AS $5.00 PER MONTH!
........
11111111.111111111111111.11111111

U

W

-

.. LET -US FIGURE WITH.YOU
No Obligation-On Your Part,,c)i Courr...

f-4

TilliftiAXMENTS

is-Air-4. -render a quality _
unity- service'
..at a cost within
the means of everyone —the kind
of service which
will receive the approval of ll with
whom we come in
contact. .

W. Will

-FR EE

.

u

painting, remodeling,
isgedring, or building on

11111111111111 your

PiTONE'_

Easy payments to be made annually, semimanually, quarterly, or monthly!

72

•

'Funeral Home

Everything in
Building
Needs

Yetephcme

•

Sincerely,

Murray.

ESTIMATES 11

Easy Teems To Suit You

.11,H. Churchill

tadli FOY,lb
HILTON
' CLIFF

elc

, Crat

BOB CROSBY
TERIESENRY
RUTH
GERT1UOIN
-

Wile

II

-taw—ideal

bock into hor
heart I It's
a riot I

Brophy • Ben "Shoclrach" Cort•e

"
BOOKIES

111111111111111111111R1111111111111 0
BOGGESS
PRODUCE CO.
O

1.•
QUALITY..

Myrne!sonedain.4111
—end INS.
to es—iralik
eu
-head...te got

Lloyd Nolan • Lynn Bari.7-*.
Mary Beth Hughes • Edward

4•••”, ”••••IN••••••••

„Pyre thies,re winning clubs, and
tae
Lole•°
ernYFi(4:07(tile
SaIIIII
CN
erud:917.1---- "
31e the Richmond Chamber of Commerce- gave a watch to Jimmie
Masters. tobacco champion. .

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

ARLEN.nd PARKER

fl THE NEW F. H.A. TITLE 6 DEFENSVHOUSING LOANSU ARE-.14 0 W AVAILABLE TO CALLOWAY RESIDENTS!
Pests destroyed in a Madison 0
Come in a
county contest included 2.322 mice,
- nd let us explain this new, easy plan today!
571 rats, .306 moles, 192 sparrows
0
•
and about
crows. Four banks
104

Y
-

COOLED

Owti Rome!

Where else in the world can you, around your-Wit a
. fireside, make up your own mind who can best server

TELEPHONE 44

Children
.
1 1110117 (lax Included)
Lower now (tax ineluded)

Your

•

PHONE 72
%
kl
•L.

s\

Builders

V%%%••••?,•%%%3E•or

Nowsto.v...•troo,.....,%%%%%04WN
l'iYigt&Y`t tE 7:1 r/ 41
%
1 \I

\
•

•• •

'• 4

N 11111

c$,Llial kry -0)

of
Fine
Homes

Nt

v,N
‘

MURRAY

KY

•

HI.
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BRING YOUR SELLING AND
BUYING PROBLEMS TO THE

Classified Ads
_

QUICK SALES

- won ss.

lc et R WORD Terms. cash in ad‘anee far each insertion. Minimum charge.15e. An additional ac°uniting charge of lac %4 in be made an all classified ads not paid for before lea. m. of day of issue"

FOR SALE: A beautiful buildieg'FOP RRNT: 3 or 4 room furnish
lot, well located. See Mrs. H. 12 "apartment: Shower bath. electrically equipped kitchen. 4vailable
Wear. 209 N. 5thSt., phone73.
I
now. Mrs.
W. Overby. West
SALE:
Two
FOR
40
FA,RM
aCTe
I
-Main, phone-551. -----FOR SALE: One 0. I. C. boariVill
or
together
separate.
tracts.
Sell
weigh about 160 pounds. SeeG: A.
• - .1060. One and one-half miles soinh.of FOR-RE?FT: 6 room house. Clods.
Shoemaker,
• Kirksey on highway. See Hubert in- Apply to Reubie Wear. 206 N.
•
• FOR RASPBERHIK§. S2 per
tg • McCuiston.
_
lty•
.
call 3003. or see Tillman Armltp HELMS REDUCED SUMMER FOR REN'T:- 2-apartment house on
strong.
PRICES. Heavies $6.45,„ up. Official- Hazel 'highway. Newly decorated.
We have added eorragated-galeen- ly ponce-urn tested. Government Hot and cidewater.'Garden space.
ized roofing in all lengths to our approved. Our champion hen laid H. V. Kennedy.
lip
line. See us for field fencing. 175 points pest 131 days. Hatching
smooth and barbed wire. hay ties, all year. Helpful bulletins. Helm's, FOR RENT: 3 room furnished garage apartment, newly- deeorated.
nails, staples, and galvanized tubs. Hatchery, Paducah. Ky.
Across from girlir dortenori,•Dee
Sexton-Dbuglass Hdwe Co.
ltc
FOR SALE: 32 volt Delco farm Mrs. J. D. Hamilton, No. 16th St.,
FOR SALE: 40 acre farm land near light plant. Generator in service phone 4403.up
Independent District. Mostli. in 3 years. eavy duty battery. 18
_ebeep. see,...w...m4k
rultivatiook.Sea Will redline Rnute

For Sale

r;Pexter. Dialine Cowc.ord.71:1--.1.1sopdvat
Alimitinty altencse(F19*-
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WORD FROM

Wall; Drugi

DEWEY D. CRASS

SUCCESSES-

WQ

Announcement

CITY JUDGE
ETHAN IRVAN
Pt
WATERFIELD
J.'II. COLEMAN
HUB MURRELL,

F.

SHERIFF
I.. ROBERTSON
CHARLIE ADAMS
W'ENDELL B. PAITERSON
-eA4Mr-lik-KINOINS

•

A,Unit For Every Size Home
A Unit _For Every Purse
And Every Unit specially
ed for- its particular job
desigri- _
With this unequalled line and our own experience as heating engineers, we believe we canheat and air condition your home more completely and at-a lower tannual cost than any
other heating contractor, Let us make a free
heating survey of your home today.

F.L..aA. mad F.Iiow C.ithism;

For .terbrst wi-eka hive been making a good -wtil
tour and an appreciative campaign through our,county,
visiting with you and trying to express to you my appreciation for the confidenee you placed in me-four years
ago when you elected me your County Tax Commissioner.
- .'When I asked you to elect me four years ago I promised you thati would give you the best service that it was
p4taib1e-for -me to render--I have done that.. First-I had
to acquaint myself with the different sections of the coun--TELEPHONE-500
ty, which can be done best by taking the tax list, which I
have done: I think I-have visited -every farm•home in Cal
Iowa Coun
• • It -is impertant that the Tax Commissioner acquaint
hiihself with th'e property and living conditions of the
people so that he nray be able le represent evert-taxpayer:
HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING UNIT'
-.Lean NOW promise •you,tnore efficient service than
have-been able to render. The office -of-County Tax
0
s-and-iziore.-technial-ooch
ear, and at present requires much study to iceep-pnsted.
• Outdoor Furniture
he state is making the requirements higher each year.
REPRESENTATIVE
Notices
i
I now can offer yot both training and experience in
. -T. O. TURNER _
for SUMMER ENJOYMENT
I Wit-office that I am Asking for, and the only promise I
UNEXPECTED CHANGE snows
All-metal enamel CHAIR have to make is effiiient, fair, and honest service, and-to
available flea 'Rayleigh Route%
Serreeitil
ViessiDf
$1 AIL' •
Special, Awhile-they_
etest& for the,reighia of ALL THE PEOPLEcured in tins district for several
last
A
,
•
.
COUNTY.
•
WAY
years Exceptional opportunity for FREE DELIVERY service from 10
.
Kentucky
bounty
in
the
only'
the
Ciflioway
County
is
the -right man See Dealer Marion
Latest model Porch CHAlitS
Bennett. Baby. Ky.. or write Raw- - sandwiches and cold drinks'. See' TVA reservbir4hat did not get a blanket raise.- --..
$2.25
_--74341#e of tubular
leigh's Dept. KYF-181-201A. Free- . kintchen's Bar-B-4-W. Main St...
But
should
August
2.
you
before
see
each
of
1 hope-to
J12-19-26-Jy3 phone 9109.
ltc I miss seeing some of you, please take this as a token of _ steel, a bargain
po,rt.
.
_
appreciation for every kindness you have shown-Irre;"91111
FREE MOVIES; By presenting this STREAMLINED 1941 WRECKER
coupon at the box office of the sriteICE. "flew equipment 24 a. personal appeal for- your support in the present cam,
Capitol 'Theatre Saturday' or Sun- hour. fast. dependable Wrecker paign.
day. E. E. Collie, Route 2. Murray. Service Charges reasonable Day
DECK CHAIRS $
Wad. sincerely, your -friend,
will receive two free passes to see ,phone 97. Night phone 548-W.

Desiguecl to make*
your feet loeok

,z
;
•••,.

.7

II
Prices from
$2.1111 to

'The Border Legion." cempliments
of the Ledger & Times.

FRE-ED COTHAM

LEriiiox

I

I •• •

•

• •

0. •

•

Special for

DEWEY D. CRASS.

Porter Motor Co.. Chevrolet Sales
and Service.

Read the Ledger & tmea'Slassified Adds

-ADAMS
--1 asoonsign soma STORNI

dmo

a.
••••••••"-iit
'

••••••

HAIR --YOUR
•1
PAN -B :41-9-S-T
AS LOA/ELAr!

mond

Phone 106•W
041•11
,0
•11M•00
,

0•••..

curb', and deep natural
'looking -wayea are easy, 6 -havel If zou're a -"problein
• ,:hiiewith hair that's -diffiet4t to fix, come to us i We II
specialize in nermanents andcao make You -kaPPY1

GLIDERS - Covered

is the foundation' of

a hank. Without it no bent
can lire: 6nfiderice is fhetotaTbefierthat another
person or .institution 'will carry -out his prolvises.
We-. have .always berieCed-..in

- community., because -ther _keep their komises. You
lieheve that yriur word is a itojemn and binding_

14.

•

people of this
•
:•

_

•

•

•

CRASS
FURNITURE CO.

"Netik#th St.

TWO

ST OR ES South 3rd St.

Let's put L MAN in the Clerk's

"Big enough to take care of you -a- small
enough-to be,a4
you". -are

_ 3.1
designee

4:1
rtiaintali
grams 1
burdens

slaZiararaammara4

If
same h
one car
of frier
the pas
not sug
I want
legal v
honor I
want t
my sac

.

and Popularity

1936 PONTIAC -DOOR, VERY CLEAN.
, 14) ..FORD, 4-DOQR.

and this is an active ingredient...In making
you popular s. with others. Sending your
clothes to the cleaners regularly seems a
matt point to funs about, but onetryoiriTe.,
started wearing Boone,- cleaned clothes
you'll notice the difference. Start today!

00.-..e.00.0,0,-*

course what we- actually db is make
your clothes spotless and fresh and clean.

Of

d see these if you are in the market
for a good. used car.

BOONE CLEANERS
Phone

South Side of Square

Phone 409

•
Si
•

•

•

-r:
..•••-•,..-a••••%.
Ver

•••

•
_

•
•

•

•

-
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•••-t -1•ft.

400

•
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1
that wil
,will bee

1

Studebaker Sales & Service
1,63 East Main

Office for ONE tens).

kriovried

.the kind
ness of ,

4•••0-

.41464
Oft upEra CARS

Be.sure

'this ran

a.

1936 FOR P,2-DOOR. Only- 21,000 iniles.
1., ; CHEVROLET, 2-DOOR.

Bank of Murray

•-•

I have
to live a

merit, tt

We Sell Charm

Corporation

If!

born. it ,

fore, do

efiAfei

'•

- Member Federal Deposit Insurance

tepisiii
: CM
au

made y<

HALLIE MAE LOW. Proprietor

vices, and, learned- of the great help we 'can Crive
torier-tenct-talk with us about our'
-rrrtt17-€17Erte
services and open an secoiiiit. We want to prove
tri-v-4't1110.:Ive have -confidence ki”.. you so that you
- ityliaV6-rblirittrticel DA.
,

lbw
•

may an
person i

Call Us For An Appointment
TELEPHONE 281
.
.

Set&

'4 •

people r
in

MURRAY BEAVTY SHOP

obligation- and we honor yon for it. The harvest,.
:t the end.of the growing season, is -the7tIme when
every fernier sells his produce and thinks of.tile
otiligations.he his contracted duking
'ear We
whn_-haft_iiii obligation- to
us will'come in at'this time to square accounts', or,
help toward ,thq.payipent of his debt.
_
But_it isn't to our regular customers that *e are
be-Cau
-Ce They know that we ,have confi-_
dence in theta, and tfrelr:ItaveiConfidence -in us, but.to you ;who have never taken advantage of our ser-

*bite sba
Ates-Use

own per

washable
"'leatherette ....$24.5°

Soft

CONFIDENCE
...

NMI

dilute

of the I
sewions.

• blie

Miancr7

^

the peor

TO...EITDVISE A GOOD- RECORD

0•••••••

•••••••

f41117Itileuf

'A UnitFor Every Fuel

4777

••••

--

H

The World's Most
-Complete Line of
__Residential Heating
and Air'Conditioning

•

IP

•oui_R.

1St Smelt rink &root

Xecommend

LEnn

The Ledger & Times is authorized to announce the following
candidates. subject to the action
of the Democratic primary, Saturday. August 2, 1941:

•.

-

WE WILL GET IT
AVE IT
OR IT CAN'T HE HAD

WE

N1ONE 55-

coupon at _the box office of the
Varsity Theatre Saturday. Mrs.
JAILER
FOR SALE-Gooel as new 1938 Myrtle Alums. af Murray. will re--FIRENTIS W. HART
irid-Hin---er....I.T.t and -Ford ceive two free passes to see
_ _ --•-'190BY T. WEST
models and once&
,
• MisiieTalegic- in Music.- comfROBI
,C. Butterworth Used Car Lot, next pliments of the Ledger & ,Times.
HUTCHENS
to Gilbert .Funeral Horn;,R 5th
• CHARLIE G... JONES
room
REN1':
A
3
apartment
FOR
tic
-St. Murray. . '.
.
JIM MellANIEL
with private entrance and 'bath:1 EDD C. RICKMAN
FOR SALE-Willis' Bean Beetle See Mrs. H. ..,Wear. 200 N.-41111
Wm. IL "JAKE' DUNN
Killer. suaranteed. 10c. Makes St.. Phone 73.
tfc
1-2 gall& of ready spray. J. T.
MAGISTRATE
tfc FOR RENT: 3 furnished or un_Welts
_ & Son, litun.ay.
-17bIrtet
couple or stuJ. W. STUBBLEFIELD
FOR SALE:. ill lire farm. 3 miles dents. Also one -girl's 1940 model
on U. S. 45. bicycle for sale or trade. See Mrs.
Murray District
_TREE MOVIES: By Presenting this north of Folsorndale
See J. W.C. Lancaster, Five Points. ,Itp
' W. H. BROACH
at the box alibi of .the Plenty of good buildings.
Ky.
L. HOUSDEN
'
Varsity Theatre next thirsday Or H. Aleuander. Route 2. Boaz,
.19-p
CECIL HOLLAND
jiratax-,ehAzgley Butterworth will.
District
seeerve\--'-q;rime.passes _to -setR L. KL.LISON
. 'love Crazy.,' compliments of the.
For
Rent
•
•
W.
C.
ROBINSON
Ledger &
FLOTTErt Man and wife (no chilsiwaini District
fake care of
Rubben hose and fithn
GEORGE Vir:- JONFE- at very FOR
RENT-LFurn ished
tares" dren) to
all
they
for
make
people
on
farm
reasonable prices. Lawn
Brinkley District
_
iders. apartment furnace heat, also furlswith monthly cash payments. See,
lawn mowers. Crass catchea. weed ished efficiency apartment.
B. 'H. "HARVEY"
cutters, and yard brooms. Sexton- Mrs. J D. Rowlett, 711 W. Mara R. W. Shelton. near Kirksey. ltp
OPAL HOUSDEN .4. •
Douglass Hdwe Co
Liberty District
It'c
PhrinP •1•St-W•
•
tic WANTED: A ride to Detroit- or
• •-CLARENCE McDANIEL
Southern
'Michigan
not
later
then
..1•111•••=•41111•44•10•
0401.14.
as
June r5. Will share expenses. Ref-5
-Mica
erenoes. Arthur Petersen. Mason
1.
17scoT7
1tp
Hospital- .
LOVELY WHITE COMBINATIONS'C. A. HALE
OARLAND NEALE
WANTED: First class barber ftr.
„ORAHAM DENHAM
union shop: Raiwonable guarantee
to start. Hotel Palmer. Paducah.
COUNTY CotTft'Muir
Jy3-3tc
÷
- iKentlicky.
_
MARY RUSSELL WILLIAMS
rl•
TIMBER '
HART glAWTOED
bar-CRLIA
lJflTtk
• 4
•
•
4er-main,*
strialiefr
bon Staves. Will buy _ standing
Umber in large or small bound:
COUNTY ATTORNEY
aries. Also highest cash price
NAT, RYAN HUGHES
There's nothing sniarter
paid for White Oak Stave and
R. HALL. ROOD
Heading bolts delivered at our
ALVIN H. KOPPERUE)
than the lovely stytiags of
Mill 'it Paris. Tennessee. Telethese smart white ombiphone - No. 438. P 0. Box 54. 1
TAR vommsinowine
n CRASS
C KILGOntr_c„a_
112p___
nations
•
CLAUDE.. ANDERSON

,\
• ltp
`•
'
FOR SALR 1-4ton-at-w-bar•
gain. Re* Harbert NeCuisttal.
Xirlrsev
- • Ky.
•
P
FOR SALE: Farm at Bargain! 170
acres 2 miles nortirof college vinous. well improved. Known as the
C. W. Drinkard home place. Pride
reduced from 510.000. to $8.7M'for
quick sale See J. P. Hamilton,
Mume 4401,-or me- Drinkard'.at - the tarns.JuIllp

•
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WITH A LONG RECORD Ok
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SHOPPING NEWS
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Comek lo"

CHURCH
11111"THODi5lr,CHIRCH NOTES
Sunday, June 29, 1941

-

A miworil

At th8 evening worsbip hour.
7:45 o'clock, Rev. -W. A. Swift.. a
world traveler, and a native of
Calloway County, will preach for
-us on "The Romance' Of Missions".
many_irieuda..nartrelatilfgajri
and -near Murray will Wish to heir
him. At the morning_ worship hotly
the pastor will preaTh on "A Man's
Duty to His Home as Protector,
Provider, and Priest". Oui writers
-have said such beautiful ,things
ut -Mother, Home and Heaven
that we have almost crowded' man
out of the picture. 'That is! not
God's plan.
The Sunday-school needs .your
fine aupport and cooperation durang these warm Suftdays-cd the
summer -time, so Zdo not 'fail' this
fine institution. which, you and
your family needs, and which no
ity --easa-lail_to-supperL
Our children and young people
eet in,. their...respective rooms
under the care of splendid leaders
peer- -ehildrm--wifi-lise--Iselpeel
by being present in these meetings.
We invite.4,*Iiiitoss-and strangers ih Murray' during the summer
months to-awhirship with us. Bring
your kinfolks and friends when
they come to see you on Sunday.
You could do them no greater service.
J. Mack Jenkins, pastor

-

T the Farmers_ of Calloway County:
ne of the most important courses in the lives of
th fanners of the Dark Fired District,has reachedfor both the farmers,
as age where it *necessary.
-bu ers and the warehousemen to make important
—decisions. The question appeara-to-usr whrtrdein
tobacco in Murray, to be: Shall tobacco be encouraged as a batik crop to the farmers or shall
tiVation be continually curtailed until dark_ fired-to;
bacco no longer is an
- - added asset to the peple of
this county?

CHURCH.OY CHRIST
• Lord's Day: Bible study at 9;45'
Hi:, worship at 10:45 a.. m. a
3:45 p. m..
=
_ .
Wednesday: Ifible'eltiss for ladies
p-ay-r reeetit‘g at 7.45
at
P. in.
• We have had a very fipe meeting
and wish to express our. Thanks to.,
all who have had any part in mak-.
jai it a success. Let us all ,re__', solv&to. do better things and live
more consecrated.saves_ A mighty
.Y ' 'good way to show- our interest is
to be on time for all services.
- "How God Deals With Sin?" will
be the topic Sunday'morning.
The meetifig at.Shilbh will begin
the second Sunday night in July at
O'clock, thetord wiIlthg
C. L. Francis. Minister

TO

Calloway.

Charles Thompson, Pastor

Sunday _services: Bible School at
Every two years it becomes the orlvilege and duty of the people 9:30 a. m.. W. B. Moser, Supt.' Mornof the various counties,otour state/o choosse by popular ballot'-whom ing worship, 10:50 o'clock; sermon,
'Van Man • Hefeat God?" Evening
they shall have to represent ,them in the next assembly of the leglsta- worbhip; 1130. o'Vock;_ maroon. a's
Heart?''
••
Hei."
tivol-Mdigg-RIT-fiaakfort.
_ Prayer set...Witt...T:10 p. m. Wednesday..
herewith fnimally,‘nnounee my' candidacy for the office of State' Vacation church.School is being
held each Week day •exCent Watur•
Repiesentative. subjett to the action of the Democratic Voters of 'Collo• • day at the church. Ages 4 to 14 are
-vittl._ A 'finf:group is thit-ibg
Aultat.2.-114L _
•-t •Lemstilitall4IIVAL90,011dci
eletthit prograirruf-atody.
./
ndiwork ,and play.' The gehool
T
where
will continue through next -week.
If I were to go through the tonal routine to tell you
The Men's Fellowship Forum is
born, it would only be a repetition of whist-lIatt already know. You know_ giving a picnic Thursday, to which
I have birsen a life long irsids.et of this county:and expect to continue the families .of the members are
- Transportation will be
'
invited.'
to live and die here. In asking you to give me your suppok and vote in furnished from the church at 8:15
,
•
Thursday.
this
m.
'this rate for the office -of. State Representative I do so with a full p.
knowledge of the duties and many requirements that it takes to make
the kind of Representative that you are entitled to Due to the serious-

' •

_

•

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

AlkIllfr"-Tosi will Preach
meaning and evening. The'evenbig Service will be the closing servire of the glorious revival con- duetect by Fox ind•-Fex. evangel,
sessions, as I did before, to matters of legislation to the exclusion of my Isis. (Idler and son. Paul. These :
have been blessed days with never
own personal affairs. If you elect rite T r wilt be at the service of .all
iciTz•e-fOreffeir-felitiwthip in seekpeople at all times. I will meet and treat every one and all issues that itzg' the toil and the unhappy
•
Christian
may arise on the ruare My record is such that I invite each and every
Truly these men- have rendered
had the blesshave'
'that'
services
themselves,
for
same
I
the
If
person in Callovy County to investigate
ings , of high heaven- upon them.
beyou
made
I
promises
the
to
up
lived
then,
made you a good ,officer
We shall never forget the iffessages
fore. don't yoU-think,,with-my past:Watiirience and more mature judge in song and .sermon. These men
truly conduct- a New Testament
ment, thitl,CAN and WILL make you a good officer now"
evangelistic revival, and this is the
world
greatest' peed of a-siu
....eieith 411 the
in, this very-hdui
1 1 favof 'Thre-anactment at the coming session of an enabling act
shadows and in from one end te
that will permit the people of Kentucky to have low utility rates that the other., These true servants of
the nmust high God have won their
will become avaiable through ,T V A
ad131 into the hearts of all who
have heard them, this they justly
2 I am interested, as I have been heretofore. in the pension here- deserve because of the Aevotion
it. now being paid the aged and unfortunate. and I favor the increase they have to the Bible, the de4ihew payments to the extent that it may. be done consistent with cation of their lives to the WORD
of GOD, the deep moving, torn,
_sound econottlics.
love in their hearts for
the glory of God in the salvation
of the lost and in the winning of
3. I favor an educational appropriation, and will suPport
backelidden and_worIcIly Christians
.
_designed to aid and improve our educational'institutions.
to earnest.' prayt•sful hying.
The atttinitance has been the
• 4: II will support any legislation designed to build more roads arid largest during...the revival meetmaintain better roads, and to aid the farmers in carrying out their pro" ings of the pastorate of-the present pastor. • We 0:stee6ij thank
grams to the betterment of our., county and state,_epig_lo Tighten the our heavenly rarther'for"eending
burdens of the taxpayers of our good county.
ese faithful, able--eVen mighty
—servants to us, whose labqrs_have
been so abundantly blessed in the
If you elect me I will do my best at all timas_to-zendei.fou that
winning of the lost to the blessed
same honest, sober, and courteous service you so much deserve.- No Saviour and to the reclaiming of
efforts
combined
the
fiaVe
must
He
himself.
by
unhappy, unused Christian; to a
one can win an office
of great_rdoiging.
of friends. I want to sineerely thank those who haus supvipect
Dr Fox will have for his
the past, and to also-thank the many others who have told- me they did
tberries the following:
closing
time.
this
me
for
vote
were
to
but
going
ace
last
the
not support me in
Sunday morning, "MADE. MARwho
not
were
_people,
the
of
young
I want to earnestly solicit the vote
RED and MENDED": Sunday evlegal voters two Veers ago but have become such now. May !.have the ening. "THE LAST ROUND UP":
All other services will be conhonor of you casting your first vote for me for your Representative? I
ducted in the Usual manner and
want to thank in advance eVery one who in any way contributes to at tbe usual hours. Everyone Is
my success during this campaign.
urgently invited to hear_ the Closing messages of this man of God.
Sam P. Martin. pastor
Friends, it will be impossible to see each and every one of you
personalry, but I want you to know T Want the .Vote and ittirpeet of
every one of you. I am „immediately resigning my job as Rural Foreman
that I may devote all my time from.-sow until election day in seeing and
----talking to as many of you as.possible. but if in the rush of the camThe local committee of the Amerpaign, I fail to see you please consider this rmy personal appeal and
.Cross announced today
• know assuredly that I Want you to vote for me and help to get others that a copplete line- of materials
to vote for me. I pledge you that I shall never give you cause to regret for the knitting of baby caps, stockyour effort in my behalf and that I will in the future, as in the past, be ings, gloves, sweaters and shawls
had arrived in Murray. The cornyour friend—both in office and out.
mitlee requests all knitters to get
In FouCh with them at once as they
Sincerely,
want to get. these garnnts flnialied and'to Great flrItaTn"Bht#r.
Those fnterested are asked tqi.get
M. Wolfson,
in touch with Mrs
Mrs. Lennox, or „Mrs. B. Melugin.
ness of our times, both at home and abroad, it is indeed important th
the people be given able and unbiased representation in the next session
of the Legislature I will devote, my entire .time during the legislatrtse

anci mierut-

ness.

curing of tobacco. To quit the growth Of tobacco
would be like throwing hundreds of thousands of
, dollars away. Our farmlands have a natural suit-,
ability for the growth of this particular type 'or
Crop. This is the heart of the tol*co industry and
this life bloodsource was not aecidenth- anted at
:but has a century-old backgrOund of search for a
crop best suited for our needs.. .
ro Wa•y suggest that Calloway County
Vieu'irfarmers should not diversify their crops. By diversification you farmers will be able to develop the
highest type of tobacco, which today is demanding
a fair price on the markets. We urge the gtowth of
IAA we
--gooti-ancl-prrafitahk-tohatco. Diver5if
urge each planter to use his allotted acreage in
'order to maintainsecure the highest revenue.
But to urge the people of Calloway County to totally give lip the raising of tobacco, we believe, would.4.-:
the_heighi oifo1TyTobco ijThasL beeo. and
probably will be, the basic crop of Calloway Coon-

The setting of your crop has jrist about been completed. Unfavorable weather curtailed the gioWth
plant- beds and farmers were .senously handi
capped. tobaceo was set in_ dry 'weather and the
water barrel_ was extensively' used: Timely rains
--fell within the last ew dayw Werthe tobacco men
e to pldnt every available
•
of_Murray._
• acre allotted to them.'
For many, many iears dark fired toi-oliccc; has. ty for many years to-ctitne.
been the backbone of Calloway County farmers. .
- It is true thia-tolsattotarhad many-hand• -1Xibeli-e-Ve-it should continue to 'be Ure Important
.
icaps during the last several years, caused Lly war
money'cropto them. To abandon this crop would,
be highly clettimental to the welfare of the people 'conditions abroad. However, in face of this situation, together with the large reduction—in acreage
_ of (his-county. We do not propose to suggest that
in the meantime under t h e gOvernment's control
other agricultural crops be abandoned; but we urge
plan, the tobacco crop in this county during the last'
the farmers Of this. tounty to help us continue to
six years has had an ANNUAL CASH INCOME
make dark fired tobacco .the big money crop of our
'
around ONE MILLION DOLLARS!
people.
•
Take one million dollars from Callowav.County
-The members of the Murray buyers and prizers
and subsjitute for it any.crqp that might be found
know'that every year has not been the best year,
—then that,substitution *torrid be a mythgobacbut we do know that in our long•history of tobacco
co has.earnecl its rightful place in the sun and the
marketing in Murray, it HAS been the important
_ money trop with our people in both lean .anctfat 'people of this county have learned from many painyears. Shall w ' bandon this'important industry? -ful years Of everience it still remains the basic
crop, best suited to our I.aDd, and the crop which
it is necessary, nor do we believe
Wttlo not beli
'ills necessary ..to further curtail dark -tobacco -* guarantees the greatest casE•incorne-wourianners.
-groWth. We believe both the maKketer and the
"We do not in any way intend -1*-4tliminittli the
farmer should cooperate to the fullest extent to improsperity Of the people of this county-We are conprove our markets and to _improve the quality of
vinced, however, that tobacco will'continue to be
• our o n e big crop in Calloway Count. Our job
our tobacco.
should be that of finding bigger and better markers
The great ir raging in Europe has greatly dis•
turbed the world marketing:of tobacco. In turn it . for the crop whic you have adjusted to your.farma,
in which you have invested thousands of dollars,
'has upset the general agricultural exports' of virtu'ally every American export crop. We do not be- 'and spent a lifetime in developing.
lieve it:id necessary to further curtail this crop and
, We-intend to continue to aid the farmers in every
at the same time seek another basic crop which also
wark within our power,'whether- it be in tobacco or
will find a glutted market. To quickly abandon this - anyother crop, and we further believeme can test
crop in search of other more profitable crops may
serve the trust you have placed in 'ifs hir urging
be a costly undertaking for the average farmer.
every farmer to -Set every plant of tohaCco allotted
Calloway County farmers have spent thousands •-to his farm and to further opPose an-elimination of
dark fired tobaccq as our basic crop.
of dollars to equip their farms for the growth and

FIRST CHRISTIAN CUUCU
the People of

Notice To Tobacco Growers

-."•••

•

- •

'
Sincerely yours,

•
Knitters Requested
by Local Red Cross

GROWERS LOOSE LEAF
,(

-FARMER & COMPANY
C.T.

FLOOR

- G. W._UPCHLIRCH & COMPANY

L. L VEALE4-2
C. C: FARMER TOBACCO COMPANY

FARMS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR

A. G. OUTLAND & COMPANY

W. G. SWANN TOBACCO COMPANY

OUTLAND BROTHERS

A. F. DORAN

c. B. FARRIS TOBACCO- COMPANY-

PINK G. CURD-
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Rogers-Beaman
Nuptials Said

Cox-Cain N-uptials
Take Place in
Paris, Tenn

A Bride of June Twenty-first

The following announcement a• loof interest- to a wide .circle
friends,
Mr. and Mrs. Tellus Miler"
announce the marrlage.
' of
•
their daughter .'
Jamie
Frailaii• Jesse 27
Theltittay afternoon bridge club
Mr Harold Gilbert
will meet at 1.30 o'clock at the
Saturdas..the twenty-first of June home of Mrs Joe T Lovett.
Nineteen band:se:1 and forty-one
:My 1
'
The single _ring _cerernonat- was --The-Rniebyterian Auxiliary will
--7.rtied -Oh"Salthfry'The zneel--tiK-"three dclock with Ifni.
study of th-• First Christian Church R. L. Thompson on 13th St.
- with the Rev. C. C. Thompson
•-•-olliciatiag-ies-the•
genteel ' meeting of the
ediate families., • Women:a Society of Christian Serbride. who is a graduate vice .will be held at three o'clock
of Lynn Grove High School in at the Methodist'Church.
-the class of .33;0. wore lor her
- wedding a frock of navy blue sheer
- • 77: seith'Irtette- weersao7-ies- and a-taarz
Age of gaoler:fa,

Hughes-AlcElrath
Alarriage Announced

The wedding of Miss Tennie WilThe marriage of Mrs. Lobel
son Rogers. daughterof Mr. and
Mrs. Hardy Rogers, Lynn Grove,
Mrs. Tom Morris avid Mrs. J. V.
Miss Amega Cox, daughter of Fisher Hughes and Jack McElrath
was
solemnized on Sunday even- Starks will spend this week-end
and Mr. Prentice Wilson BOUTI&ZI.
Mrs. M. P. Cox, Kirksey. and Mr.
ing,
June
Tenn.,
at
22,
Paris,
in
Detroit, Michigan, son of the late
with Mr. and Mrs. Pat Morris and
James 0. Cain were married SunMr. end Mrs T. A. Beaman. was
day morning at the (lurch of the home of. the Rev. A. V. Havens children in Chicago.
who
performed
single'
the
ring
solemnized at 8:30 p. m. June 19.
Christ in Paris, Tenn., with the
Max Hurt left yesterday for Los
at the Lynn Grove Methodist
Rev. Frank Pack of David Lips- ceremony.
Angeles, Calif., where he will atThe only attendants were Mr.
Churdh. The Rev, Roy Beaman.
comb- College in Nashville officiattend the national Woodmen's con.
Tamp*. Fla. brother of the groom.
ing. The church was decorated and Mrs. Vernon Stubblefielfils Jr., vention.
read 'the impressive single ring
with lilies and greenery and made and Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Stem.
E. L. Noel, of Louisville, has joinMr. and Mrs. McEirath will
ceremony before an alter banked
a pretty setting for the ceremony.
ed Mrs. Noel and son at the home
with ..vhite nydrangae and greenery
The bride was given in marriage make their home in Murray where of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Arand lighted with white tapers.
by her brother, J. B. Cox also he holds a position with the TVA. thur Farmer, for a visit.
ing the ceremony a solo,
of David Lipscomb College,
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Derryberry,
wrung" was sung by Miss
"At
Mrs. Cain is a graduate of Murof Cookeville. Tenn,. were week°demi Swann and a duet. "Ah.
SUM College, Bowling Green
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
Sweet Mystery of Life," was given
Business University 'and-Columbia
Fox.
by (Mine --fienum and Charles
University in New York. She had
Miss Charlotte Dutton, of JackBaugh. The bride entered the
been dean of women and comMisses Mary and Ruth Lassiter son, Miss., was a week-end guest
church to the strains of Lohengrin's
mercial teacher- at Rickney
-ville, 'were hostesses Monday morning in the home'of Mr. and Mrs. Nat.,
"Wedding March." She entered the
for the past two yeas',
e coca-cola party honoring alirw. Ryan H
--church' oil the arm a her father;
Mr. Cain is in business at
K. Guthrie of Chattanooga,
Mr. and Mrs.'Toni Veazey and
"Leamatame" was softlY-, nekrad
ton, 0., where they will make4heir.-_
..Gueste
-inelsoled
,
.elose
daughter. Jane of-selle-N: C.. ore- -,
•ui-ing e ceremony by the pianist.
after a short wedding trip the honoree and hostesses.
guests of her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
.Mrs. Boyd Gilbert. is a graduate of
Militia* Johnston WU Miss Shama. Douglass. Mendlesebias
Through Lookout Mountain, Smoky
• • • ••
Fred Gingles.
'Murray. High Saliool and attended hasiess• Saturday evening at a sohn's 'Wedding March- was used
Mountain and Florida.
Mrs. James Thurmond and daughMurray State ,College. He is as- beautifully planned bridge party for the 'recessional.
•• s••
ter returned today from Flint.
-coefirted.:_with -his 'father in the honoring...her house guests. Mimes
The bride erofe a white crepe
Michistan, where they visited her
. _
,
'undertaking' business'.
Du othy--111ertotrAffir Jarry
suit, white picture hat with white
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Burrus
-- •
Following a wedding trip to-mach 4a&-Fultoit.accessories, and a shoulder corsage
Waters.
Mrs. L. J. Hortin wa.e at home
lash etlie.- -mem-Otos- and Jackson. • -Five • tables were Placed for the ot. red nose buds. Her only piece
Friends of Mrs. Chas. P. Currier,
Monday afternoon to members of of
Tenn.. they will
l•
at _home .with game ut....tha. flower-decked living of iewelry was a strand of pearls,
fiinierly of MurParis,
her bridge club and the following ray, will Tenn..-mumps. and prime were awarded a gift of the groom- __
be glad to know she Ur_ • Mr.-add Mrs. Ea/ Hutt were hosts guests: Mrs.
Roy Stewart, Mrs. improving following a serious
AtT-fr Kopperud for high
Miss Marian Muntiock. a niece ef
opto a steak supper Monday evening Will
H. Whitnell and Mrs. Thus. eration -at the St. Thomas' Hospital-Score Mrs. Porter White second the bride, was thee-mala ot honor.
,.:7 in their attractive garden at home Banks,
Jr.
Err! Mn. Everett Ward Out- She wore a pink crepe street -model
in
Nashville,
Tenn.,
where
she
will.in College addition, honoring Mr.
•
The club prize for high Score remain for a'few weeks.
-•-_ - land. cut prize.
The honorees with white accessories and a shout-•
Mule's sister. Mrs. W. K. Guthrie
was won by Mrs. John Miller, and
'
Presented gifts.
der entsage of White roses and
Mrs. Jack Calhoon, of Livermore.____
of Chattanooga. Only members of the
.
guest prize by Mrs. Stewart, Ky.. is visiting her father. Luther
.
At- the conclusion' of the game delpainum.
Mr. Ortis Guthrie.
the family were present.
The
hone)*
Served,
tlaudY
rassper,-.464
4-.44h•s- veletivee
%hi-- groom, was best
addr41 tuPeata'
and when nePhow
live • a e'•
(testaments at the conclusion of .the week. Mrs. Clinician was rortrierty -•
e
bity party plate
ii
as pamed in and--the-twiteee wets Mr. BarMr. End Mrs. JOhla Irvan. Miss the amaaone,..teent•_
ed tha_sagege, bar Humphries.. Detroit Mich., and
Miss
Ola
Farmer.
May
game. ----- i•-1-1tAr•bat'• 1--1 "
A GOI.0""
1 i6h
-T-Tirthe hostess and Robert Mr. Earl Scher/bus. nephew of the
Mrs. Ira Fox is ill at her home'
Waifti,,Viaartained
a Picnic Batt* .ot Fulton- wee revealed. The bride.
on South Sixth Street.
The Business and Peofendoeial
.-Miss-Jessie Laure Myers who became the bride of Harold Gilbert
supper,last Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Farley spent
idea ittS1 the embosater cakes were • The couple left immediately for
Women's. Club will meet ThursMg Mr-wad -Mee Tom- M
Wti
i-7-i-taTa in and „White Color scheme. Detroit. Mich.. where they will be Saturday. June 21. The bridaolgia popular member of the. younger set. day, June 28, at 6:30 at the home
last Friday in Memphis, - •
i '.. . .-bairris. •
and Mrs. Ralph Jetton. of
Mr.
1 At the end of' a tiny fishing pole at borne ae Parlita. 12932 The young couple will reside in Murray where Mr. Gilbert is emaciated
Lou• Doran on the Lynn
, .
'The tables. which were
on each plate was booked a. note Woodwerd Ave:,
The 'South Pleasant drove So- Louisville, are visiting their PaGrove highway. All members are
+19. 'High- with his father in the undertaking business.
_
.on-lhe back lawn by Mrs. Tree
ciety for Christian Service met rents, Mr. and Mrs. Nolan Jetton
Alingatete-interes-t
urged to be preseht.-----.--- ,
news.. _ _ land Park. Michigan,.
--ee
parente:--were deviated, With erye...., •-19-* • --..-. -.......•-- Thursday, -June .19,- at the church and Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Hughes,
tided in the 'hospitalitywee*
Out of state gueiG-Tor Ud
• tel 'bowls „cif Mixed. garden flow-for the 'monthly service program. this week.
ding
Barton and Hammack,
were: Rev. Roy -Beaman.
•.
•
Miss Alice Bea Roberts, of SeSY A very interesting program was
Johnston- 'VP Cookeville. Tenn. Tampa. Fla.. Mrs. Lola
1
..fe well Plainer; "IP" volt! Iltrved. Juliet Holton'. Elizabeth Ratelio,bit. Houston. Tex.. Mrs. •Lewis Bdsman
enjoyed and quite a few 'or the vannah, Tenn., vkited her parents,
"-.
ballet sevle to the folloating_Xiagigai Stadge
members spoke on the liquor clues- Mr. and Mrs Everett Roberts, over
Patterson. Mary Frances and childrern: Houston. Tex_ Mrs.
. .
-,
--- .
itriiSee.:. Rolene7trawlord. Martha Johnson' -Mary Moore wiridior.
the week-end.
Oaten Rogers • and son. Detroit,
Mn: Hal - Houston. • Mrs.- Vernon
The circles of the Women's So- tion-how it might be destroyed
Lou .11aVF- Mary eretrn Raaseti-__rr„„sesee
Mr. and Mrs. O. R. Jeffrey are
Seaton.
ciety of Christian. Service held the and ways of -training the young
c.Feoslice. Beth Mich., Mr and Mrs. Bob Humph-. Stubblefield; Jr_, and Mrs. W. G
._
--laska-:-Ataata* 441414-1-409
.
4ort=' Lath.
.e the harm it would do visiting Mr. and Mrs. Claud Nee"lr=ili-e-e.' -Otter Mr. and Mrs. Joe C. Johnston of re
Rotten* ries. Detroit. Mich.. Mr. and Mrs. Swann were hostesses at a beaun"ar meetings Monday- after- tpal
nogou
art iamsc_m
man.
ue _warier. . ancY CrawfotAt„ _ Mary
in Detroit for a few weeks.
Palmas, Ill
this city annciunce the engagement
ilanui,.
uth
11
.A
tifully planned bridge patty_
gm
'
.--M.;rtha - .1.1 Barr. Mir- •Laas, r.„ and lama
Mr. and Mrs. Lindsey Roberts
The- regular program folk)
Mrs. Beam
.....aLterninisaino...-znatat the- lAioflgi -eAmeriiesir; prayer. _ Bra.
ta.-. It•-;.- Mary sallitsr. e "Itirisin7- and
.--and-- lifre---Bote- -P.... lit,
Ed or
Kirk. degree •frern Murray State College home -of Mrs. Swann in honor of Johnsittek, to Mr. Robert A. Batts. home at Mn. OacarAkaggs with
lees, Rnbecra''lliberiann: - Marian Pugue
in June. 1941. During her four Mrs. M. G Forster.
Outland. J R
of W. W. Batts of Fulton, Ken- Mrs. Aubrey Farmer as to-hostess. Moore; song. -True Hearted, Whole week-end.at Pine Bluff over the
son
Westas\
A. B Watere E B: Morgan'. EV..-:-ert
_.
Hearted": devotional,
W...rd -Hayes:
-13 years she was an active student on
Bridge was played at five tables tucky.' The wedding. will take
Mrs. Carter Whitnell led the u
e- -oar stewardship farMrs:
Robert -, Jafrics Stribblaield. Cas-. na,iie. ae.. -le, a Outland.
Miss Connie Mae Miller, Louischristiaa
swam,
the campus. She served as presi- and. prizes awarded Mrs. H. C. place in July.
•
conductedW
. us
os.
w Ab
Di.neB
soutte
;
;
erth
mow
ville. spent Stinday and Monday
well Hin
Rah Crawford. Gene It3.,in Porter White,
dent of the Young Women's Ath- Curry for high. ware, Mrs. Nat
A.
-IL
less Johnston is a graduate of
. _Dulaney.,
with her sister. Sirs. Will Hutchens,
Lassitag, Charles perurt Charles
C
Saiti
ra
zh
enshiP.:
Arnoth
tn. Association and the Geogra- Ryan second high. and Mrs. Free* Murray State College
. weas
rrndair; 4ss
"ed
Efft..bIts Mrosf on West Main Street.
Stefan. Zack Oaand for the and presented an interesting _article Drinkiag
.- • Robertson.
an
Hale.. - Louis
and Geology Club and was Albert Stubblefield. cut prenv-The pad- two years
On
the
t&
Human
Livermore.
Body,"
on
KY
"The
•
College
Millard
Built By rater was
has been employed
Ralph Wilcox. of Louisville, was
-7: ettartos Brall-Mt• hiat
3143---,'"&"---U Rogers. Bill Bates and Joe Jahns- a member of other student organi- -tallies, the miniature erecting
discussed
by
Mrs. Altie a week-end visitoc
tche.. afternoon's
daintyatte
..-__-warf
wed as -commercial teacher of Union as the
. _ors weve_preeen
program.
t . Our rm.t_irieet
Noel. Mr. and , ales, Tern ,.agoore Ion.
here with. relie+.2_
.
raethve
ern.
A ,waciai hour- -followedin
zationssemet
.* . WET
, _•.____
,.
as - nut, cups and the__'..daint,y_ice Cityokligh School.
teem----3Fillienne-o-'
• • • s.
BssmIn h-Lamembers and two visit,,--grWizate of coarse emphasized the pink and
_
a
which
and
Mr.
Mrs.
Ji
nx
-- '
tine,
Mr. Batts _ is secretary-treasurer
-has- blue -Meeeserieniel - - _
Vine Welt -hate •ISS -their 'souse
of Kentucky Hardware and -Imple- feted'-"R“Kiii-Teil- members Wu- ing• will be held • al the
been
Detraft Itar -a
church
The guests were invited into the
ent.
guests this week Xtes Mends Codame-nt Company of Fulton.
-s- Thinsday after third Sunday.
">
humber ot•
dining room where the
Locals ContinualLots,Pade-.4)
• e
was seated at the gift-ladent
hci tbr
-Wris.Th
soratt Smith and Mrs. B..'
kr. and Mrs. C. L SiTiWrb
-orough
•=19.
central
Tle
decoration
was
a
Lartle.
0.
Lantra
....
&
me
ie hostesses to
'41,arafstt fon a pieflic nipper at
math ribbons.. leadIng _La. .
•
-hoeit---of the
tWer- everung honattractivety. wrapped packages. .
'former.
. -42seitiii;on--. Ghtereit--7-anet
borough's , parents.
Guests
for bridge included Mn.
' Mrs. ,Bryan Tolley presided over
• eheents-n at the florae of Mrs. W. Mt and ilnr W. E. Smith and Is
Forster. Mrs. Dewey Nelson. Mrs.
the meting and Mrs. W. .11 Cap' J.
wali Mrs. Vialfer Baker .sliner. Petri. Frank McLanghlin and
Nat Ryan. Mrs. Clifford Melugin,
linger led the devotional. The.
.Mr. ItgLietzglfdin of New Orleans.
The 'Woman's ftissionary Society
Melugin.
Jane
Mrs.
E.
S.
Dittprogram was given by Mrs H L.
s'ess..,n -was
La
,
of the. Oak Grove Baptist Church guici 'Jr.. Mrs. Joe T. Lovett.
_nod Parnr-j. L Wilcox cele- Lax on -Christian Literature and
-Itulead
vic c.....;3:-esident. Mrs.
Thee present were the 'honorees met Wednesday lifternilon at the A.
brated their fiftieth wedthag an- Christianizing the Home
F. Yancey. Mrs. George
L
-1111"--2-.;er,"-.-x: -Miss Volin... Pool and Mr. and Mrs: George M
in Foreign
Baker, church and held its Royal Service Baker, 'Mrs. Frank Attest Stu
niversary Saturday afternoon, June
led aft!
knd 3lrs -Ver-.4-Mr and- Mrs. E.; N. DiugaitrJr.. Mr. program at 2 o'cleick.
11.
at their home „One hundred
blefield.
Mrs. H. C. Cueey. MI.
Refreshments were servtd th
non Weaver gave an interesting and - Mrs. Hall Hood. Mr. and Mrs„
Mrs Caflos Kelso- was in charge!Isabel F. If hes. Mrs.
Moos. -guests called diirinallehe afternoon. twenty-one members.
arei,ur, -1 the life of Hannah.
W. G Rasa. Mr and Mrs. Joe T. of the program. Mrs. Meavin Mar- ton.
Mrs. W
in Hutson. Mrs. A. They have six children, eleven
• lane'
re.",elaae of - mystery , Lovitt. ,Mr and Mrs. George Hart, ton gave the devotional. Psalm
27 H. Kopp,erud,
T H. Stokes, grandc'hildren and one great grandtoenct," ti party plate Was termed Mr and. Mrs. A F.
Hrs. F.- B. Outland opened her
Yanobw. Mr. was explained by Mrs. Norton Fos- Mrs. C. J. McDet . t. Mrs. P.
V. child, all- of whom were present r home for the me-elate ar.iT Circle No.- •
to the in
itembers. pres- and Mrs. H. 1. Sledd and the ter. Prayer was given
by Mrs Ordway. Miss Ruth Richmond and except two grandsons. Dan Lassi- 3 and was assisted
ent.
in entertainCharlton,. The topics were Mrs. H. • I. Sledd. 'Pei
ests in.: ter, Omar. W. Va.. and John Lassi- ing by Mrs. G. B. Scott and Mrs.
discusied by`Pars. Rupert Orr. Mrs. eluded Mrs C. C. Farmer.
Vf
.
: -ter of Camp Shelby. Miss.
R. R. Meloan.
Bad MOTTAll: Mrs -.O.' T. Palieball. S. Slating, Ilso-.4. B. £cott. and
A short ,devotional and talk was
The chairman. Mrs. C. A. Whop,
Mrs Charlie Wicker. 1
Mashie Mrs. David Plunkett.- -- - •
N, conducted by Dr'. Sam P. Martin. presided, and Miss Alice VF5ters
••• • •
- Orr, Mr*. Dernil Siaa and
",.. Mr. Caudill led in prayer. Mrs. conducted the Bible study. The
Sharksiinn, ginghw_ass„ seer; _
Mrs EtialselLey.•
ntake Wallis. a grand-niece, swig program open-ed with the singing
After the program, a business
ver
Of
Threads
"Savior
Among
Like
a
the
Shepherd Lead
Gold'
session'was held with Mrs M. S
and
'
,
"Old Gray . Bonnet". accom- Us"
which
was
fb11610ed by
11, vii-e-preseient, presiding
peeled
"Jesus
t
the
Savior
piano
by
Pilot
Mrs.
Me" played
Barlowing the singing of "Amaz$1.lta
A
up
Dickie Berry, son of Mr. and ber McEl h
softly
an
the
piano
by
Mrs. L. R.
ing Grace". Mrs. Norton Fester Mrs.
Marshall Berry of Lexington,
The
h
Ptitnam.
-Mrs.
received
F.
E.
Crawford
many
gave
gave the benediction.
was complimented on the occaiwin lovely gifts.
an Interpretation ef the twenty• • • • •
of his ninth birthday which fell on
Mr. Wilcox is
fourth brother- third Psalm which was most inSaturd'ay. June 21.
in -his family to sae brate his 50th teresting and inspirational. A vo•
At •nootiv Diekie. Mrs Berry and wedding anniversary and his fath- cal duet. "0 Master, Let Me Walk
AND SLACK SUITS
Mrs- B. F ,Sehroilder were. lun- er and moths
. rjivesic.tontettige over 'With Thee." was given by Mrs.'
s
G. T7 Hicks and Miss Lula -ClayThe Saturday afternoon bridge cheon guests of his aunt. Mrs.'Jere $0 years also:
The out of town' guinits present ton -Beale.
Mrs. J. T. Cochran
club met last week at- the home Farmer and Mat Fanner.
$1.00
and up
In the afternoon his grand- were Mr. and Mrs. Jack Miles and led the closing prayer.
of Mrs. Thos, Banks, Jr. Guests
mother.
Mrs.
Refreshments
were'served to'the
sons.
Hamlin.
Schroeder,
Tex.. Mr. and Mrs.
in addition to members. were Mrs.
entertainA. H Xopperud and Mrs. Woodfin ed with a theatre party in his Jack Wilcox. Detroit, _Mich., Mrs. twenty-one present including one
honor Following the show at the 0. C. Meloan end son Obe, Mr. and new member. Mrs. Alford, and the
Pnitson
Mrs Koppertiatreenel'atffahe high Varsity refreshments vore-terced Mrs. Werner Meloan and 'two following visitors: Mrs. E. A.
guest prize and Mrs Everett Ward at Wallis Drug "to. • and fakors daughters, Betty and Jo, all of tucker. Mrs. J. Mack Jenkins.
were niven. The honoree was re- Memphis, Tenn.; Mrs. Julia Allbrit- Mrs.--O. T. Hicks. Miss Lula Clay-,
Ideal for active
Outland the .elub prize.
spoOs--tenriis,
A. party plate-was served by the 'membered by his little friends with ten of fndienapcdts, hid.ton Beale an Mrs. J. W. Glasgow.
golf, hiking, etc. hostels -at the ccinclusion of the'
I velt gifts''
Thome presiait weregame
Clegg Auqin.
Jean Corn, Algae, PQM arid Mary
79cund up . Frances Weatherly. -Max Horace
Churchill, Bill Jeffrey. Jacqueline
and Sue Alice Gardner, of Louisville and Dickie BerrY.
volatility to give you
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My Favorite.
_." RECIPE,

Mrs. C: E7tunninghoTrt Murray.
Route 4. Is the 1-witaner of this
week's-recipe contestherfa er recipe osn'angethwid pie. *Jilt clip the
coupon below, Mrs. Cunningham.
This coupon entitles Mrs.
C. L Cunningham to two tree
theatre missed to see, "A
Woman's Face" Tuesday, Cr
It'...,..W.edtieedey art-- ,
when pteupted at
the box officer
Mrs eunningham'a recipe:
Angel toad Pie
1 1-4 cups sugar
1-4 -cab cornstarch
- 1-4 teaspoon silt
2 _cups hot wales..
Vegg
4:cup crushed pineapple 1 teaspoon vanilla.
•
Mit thoreughrje *gear. salt, corn
starch and water. Coo'l' in double
boiler' till thick and 'transparent.
Add egg whites. stiffly beaten.
,• neapple. eaniaa. Let mot. -Put
oaken sheth Serve with. whip.,
cream
Makes- two large pies.
Mrs. C. L. Cunningham
Riautti-11.
Murray, Ky.
The contest
.oeit for •e_tutunez
ADAM*. •

Kith

in

I recipe at`pncg.

OUTDOOR FURNITURE

.• • • • •if,
Miss Virginia Futrell
Weds James-Brandon

FOR SUMMER ENJOYMENT
$1.00
DECK CHAIRS, special

A Wedding Of.much Interest to
their many friends of Murray and
- All Meat_ -Calloway County was that of Miss
Virginia Futrell and JaMes Bran-.
don which 'took' place 'Thursday,
Ju
19, In Lawn. Tenn. With -theev. Pt D. Hill performing the
ceremony in his home.
$1.98
• Special, while
Mrs Brandon is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. W.. Futrell, She
they last
was attired in a copen blue ensemble with white seceseirries. Mrs.
Brandon wee ,e student of FS3C9,1
High School.
Mr. Brandon. son of Mr. 'and
la washable
actvw-c, o.Abandon.is•gieduatir
of Faxon High School. He is now
Lestbienota

ENAMEL
CHAIRS

Latest

JANTZEN
SWIM:SUITS

Model

..." it feels like
- liteWalte
50 "
a second skin!

.PORCH
-__ACHAIRS

A

real

bargain

$

.25

at

9

•
-49••••••••••••9914.2.•••-r..........-•-
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cidents or,co
understandini
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nation. I was

-tar thecae*
, clam to WO
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.hou4
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hat
employed by
Kentucky coi
live here will
best to spend
that I would
remained wit
__Toirldidate for
:my •plasilsii
to offer, Purl
• modest Baler:
salary. I nevi
poor boy. My
Company on
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--for a- time. I
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ty. I assure
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I HELLO; WORL

Mr. and Mrs. Walker "Herrisoh
announce the birth of a nine-pound
son. John Rieherd, hern June 23.
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Neale are
parents of an eight pound one
ounce son. Jerry Don.,born June la.
..101Nend litra.. penman Caviiihn." of
TGWU' rivorite Newburg. haw a nine" pound son,
!Dern Jung.24.
,

I want
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the same igie
pect to speni
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week.
Attorney Wells Overby drove Lo
Nashville Wednesday to meet Mr*.
Overby and daughter, Lockie Bell,
on their return trip from Birthingham, Ala., where they had been
visiting for several weeks.
Mrs. Julia Swift remains quite
ill at her home on Poplar Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Robertson
and daughter, Rebecca, and Mr.onci
Mrs. Price Lassiter visited the
former's daughter, Mrs. John Overby, and Mr. Overby, in Athens,
Tenn., last week-end. While there

PAGE FIVE

they all went to the Smoky Moun-I of Murray, Miss Lucille Irlder, of
Mrs. Joe Ryan, Mrs. Katherine
Vows
tain‘and other places of interest. Milan. and Mrs. Bradley land son.
Kirk, Mrs. Ed Filbeek, Mrs. E. S.
Max and Charlotte Guthrie, chil- Lawrence, left Murray a bouple of
Diuguid Sr., Mrs. Vernon Stubbledren of Mr. and Mrs. Howard weeks ago on a motor trip. Mrs.
field Sr. Miss Mary Shipley, Mrs.
Guthrie, of Detroit, are visiting Bradley and son left the party at
The
marriage
of
Miss
Lydia
Kigere
tContinued from Page 41
Sudie Hay and Miss Virginia Hay
their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Detroit. The Criders visited Lan- and Virgil Robertson was
Mrs. H. C. Curry had guests foe
solemn0. W. Harrison. A little friend of sing and Detroit, Mich., spent a day 'zed at sevea-thirty o'clock on Sat- Chattanooga. Mr. and Mrs. B. Hinn- of Irvine, Ky.
bridge Wednesday afternoon al
ran, New York City, and Mrs.
theirs. Marilyn Severt, accompani- in Canada, then went- to Chicago urclay evening, June twenty-first xitirey of Detroit and Mr. and Mrs.
her home on Poplar Street.
Thomas Bell, of flora, Ill.
ed them down for a visit in the and Wheaton, BIT, where they via- at the First Methodist
Lowry Rains of Hazel.
Prizes were awarded Mrs. E. S.
Misses Dorothy Wilson, Claris
Church.
The
Harrison home, also.
• • • ••
ited with H. H. Overby and tam- Rev. J. Mack Jenkins
Albritten and Sybil Simmons spent
Diuguid Jr., for high score and
read the
—'
Mrs.
fly,
Desiree Fair is visiting Mr.
who formerly lived in Murray. single ring ceremony
Mts. Marvin WhItnell for secon4
the week-end at Reelfoot Lake. '
in the presand Mrs. Thomaa_Bell, Jr., in Flora,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stout and ence of relatives and close
Mrs. Frank Pool and Mrs. Buel
high.
friends
Ill.,
this
week,
children,
of
Morganfield,
spent
last
Stroud are in Memphis, visiting
the couple.
Mrs. A F. Yancey was hostess
A delightful salad plate was
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Mott • are week-end with her Mother, Mrs. of
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Phillips this
The altar was banked with sumWednesday afternoon to members served to the following: Mrs. Joe
spending their vacation in Missis- E.D
Mr.s.Cogn
dg
ie titon.
. . met flowers, and a program al
Mrs. 2'. B..Outland was compli- of her bridge club. Mrs. John W. 'F. Lovett, Mrs. Marvin Whitneil,
sippi with relatives.
ay and daughter,
Misses Hal Long and Lop Wil- Virginia, of Irvine, Ky., arrived nuptial music was presented .by mented yesterday afternoon at a Frost of Louisville was a guest.
Mrs. E. S. Diuguid Jr., Mrs. Carhams spent last week-end in Pa- this week to spend some time with Miss Louise' Putnam, organist, and neighborhood party 'on the ocThe high score prize was won by lisle Cutchln, Mrs. Frank Holcomb,
Miss
Mayme
casion
Ryan,
of
her
birthday. Gifts were Mrs. Nat Ryan and second high by Mrs. K. C. Frazee, Mrs. Robert Holvocalist. Miss
ducah with Miss Long's parents, their daughter and sister, respecLove Thee" by Grieg brought by the guests and delight- Mrs. Hal Houston.
Mr. and Mts. Long.
tively, Mrs. Ed Filbeck, and Mr. Ryan sang
land, Mrs. Charles Williamson, Mrs.
and
Lohengrin's
Mendelssohn's
and
fill
refreshments
were served,
Billie Farmer, of F'rankfort. is the Filbeck.
A delightful salad
plate was Ed Frank Kirk, Mrs. George E.
,guest of hls grandparents.Mr. and
Mrs. R. E. Irvan, of Detroit, spent wedding marches were used for
Those present were Mrs. Mats served at the conclusion of the Overby, Mrs. Pogue Outland and
Mrs..Arthur. Termer. several days last week with -her the processional and recessional. land,' Mrs. Ain Bates and children, game.
— Mrs. Graves Hendoe.
The bride, whose blonCie beauty
Mrs. -Hilton Hughes, hdi-returned sitter-in-law, Mrs. E. D. -Covingfrom a visit with relatives in Jack- ton. Mrs. Irvan will visit relatives was enhanced by a frock of
son. Ohio, and Huntingdon. W. Va. In Nashville. Paducah, and Hardin powder blue" sheer with white accessories and a corsage of vzhitelMrs. Jack Gardner and children, before'rettrrning to her home.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Trail left Sun- cornations, was given in marriage
Jacqueline and Sue Alice. of Louisville. spent last week with her day for Memphis where they will by her father, L. C. Kiger of
parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Out- join their son. Fred Trail, and wife Chattanooga. Het only attendant
land. Mr. Gardner came down for for a two weeks' motor trip through was Miss Martha 'Robertson, who
the week-end and was accompani- the state of Texas, visiting places wore a frock of dusty pink sheer
with white accessories and a cored' home by Mrs. Gardner, while of interest.
Mr. iindlsirs. Philip McCiislin and sage ef pink rosebuds.
Jacqueline and Sue Alice remained
'fOr a visit- With their- grandparents, sons, Michael and Zahn Irvan, of
Rob Mute attended Me.' groom
Mr.,.and Mrs'. V. B. Gardner, of Greenville, Tenn., will arrive soon as best man and ushers were
for a several weeks' visit with her Lowry Rains of Hazel and B. HumLynn Grove,
-After spending a week with her parents, Mr. met Mrs. Pat Irvan, phreys- of Detroit.
parents, Mr. and. Mrs. F. D. Mel- and family.
Following the ceremony Mr. and
Ben. Byers and Mrs. Terry Mrs. Robertson left for a short
len,- Miss Mary Mellen, who taught
the pest winter at Boyle, Miss., Smotherntan. of West Hazel, shop- wedding trip, and on
their return
__Aft teat Thursday fbr Brevard, N. ped here Monday.
Mrs. B. W. Overby is ill at her will be at home with the groom's
-Cr.. where she will be a connector
Uncle and aunt, 1*..' and Mrs. J.
ctimge
.‘
_Deeogiod-tor -the- sum- home on West Main Street.
Veras "4111111IMPli..
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Cromwell B. Robertsce --7.: 1— -7---- — --- .
The bride is the daughter of
Mlle Ruth Sextion7-nead of the and son, Kenneth, of Clinton, were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
C.
Kiger
of ChatHome Economics
of week-end guests of her. parents, Mr.
Lucky Strikes, Camels, Chesterfiglighl _ _ Clartar" $1.39
Murray State College. is in Chicago and Mrs. L. .L, Beale, Mr. Cromwell tanooga, and for the past winter
Old Golds, Raleighs, Kools
this week where she is attending -a returned home Sunday,- leaving has made her home in Murray with
Meeting at the National Home Ec- Mrs. Cromwell and son for a hinge& .her uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.
R. L. Grandy, and has attended
Marvels, Twenty Grands, Paul Jones,
caLomica_asepeiation..She was ac- visit,
$1.05
Mrs. Roxie SPicelarld of Ecorm• MurraY -Slide dollege. '
comps/tied by Miss Jane • Sexton
Avalons, Wings, Sensations, Sunshine. Carton
.
Mr.
Robertson
is_ a graduate of
and Miss Leah Williamson, the lat- MJch., Mrs. Lucille Weininger and
ter of whom- is representing the disuehter. Sue. of Highland Perk, Murra4 High- &hoot and attended
Household Arts clun,of the college. Mich., are visiting their daughter Murray State College and now
Xr-s_ -E. B. Ludwick has gone to and sister. respectively. Mrs. Cecil holds a position at Murray Wholesale Grocery Co.
flodgeaVille. Ky., .for an extended Walker. and family..- —
visit with relatives.
Mrs. R. L. Moore, of' San An- - Out-of-town itieste at the wedMr. and Mrs. R. $.-Owen, of Lake to:no. Texas. arrived last week to ding were 'Mr. and. Mrs. - E. C.
Charles, La.,- arrived yesterday far spend the remainder of the summer Kiger, Eugene and John !Eiger of
a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Nall with
sister. Mrs. J. P. Lassiter,
Hood ,stud- other- relatives. Mrs. of 319 Korth Fifth Street.
Owen. thr--frIrmer Rachael Hood, Mn: Mil:teed, Mn, Cunningham
DelM
will spend the summer in Murray Slaters, Celebrate Birthdays
cr.ast
onte Faync
ley 9 No, 2.23c
-• DEL -11ALAIZ NIBLETS
before joining her husband in VenA joirtt'surprise birthday dinner
RN
I.
, cans
10
12 ounce can
ezuela. South America, where he is for Mrs. Bert ?dilstead and her sisan engineer fefir-hri . oll
ter, Mrs. Wilburn Cunningham, was
Mr. and Mn:gen .Hood andtIh- given by their sisters, brother and
tar. Barbera, of Bowling Green, will children at *the home. of Mr- and
or
COUNTRY
3 tall or
joir them in Murray for the week- Mrs. Bert Milstead, near Hazel, last &
St..
nose 441
ans 15c
na
altliocn
4
Casrm
t
2
-P
tasll
6 small cans
CLUB
e d'87Edwin Stokes, Mr. aiirl Mrs:.Larry
A bountiful dinner was served in
Parker and daughter are visiting picnic style on their lawn at
-WirWill Pay, Delivered,'
No. 2
DOLE
CFaCnIcuyb
12-ounce
in Detroit. Mrs. Parker and daugh- noon hour.
Fri., Set., June 27 and 28
ter will remain for a several weeks'
L. cans
GEMS
tans
Music an& conversation was envisit.
- ----- - ------joyed by all during the afternoon
17c
Slaesey glens
yr. and Mrs. AeJ. Sanders. of hours.
1n8ependence; Mo. is vigiUng her
14e
umples asis
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Enriched wit* Vitaroin B1 930-on. -tee
_
mother,- Ms's Ar. -C. Black.
Wilburn Cunningham. children and
Twi4 .14d Sliced Le Wm:1_20
Mr_CALIs.-lizAtian_left. queday grauden+ideent Mr.--end-*free Torn
night for Chicago tovtit
ovis' her Langston, children and grancichil4.
,
Leiftegit
loringers
deeehter -Mra----GordterMean-. elielaChlfr. and Mrs. Galen Myer
•
• I want to take time out in the'inidst of this buy campaign as a and family foi::ese•few
Standartilisad
s.
•
and children, J. M. Erwin. brother
aselient
la
•
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Be
-ale of the honorees. Mrs. Celia Atkins
CaltaliAgie for Sheriff to thank_,the people of, tate good comedy for the spent
nISc
Sunday lir&Morin with i•el.; arid children. Mr. and
Mrs. Bert
,.
2cat -2
courtesy you have extended tense in my visits to your homes in recent atives.
hitlIstead, ehildrin and OrandebilSlaked Beans
Mrs. Awes ThtirMettel Mit Mae34 %tiplessie-Wriessure-te' meet whIsayotrooe-toIMirrYou
12-oz. casts
dattlitnor. •'4111
- ..gralya.
.r
mare sc.
minutes WT-esw time to roe.
some was timer not found eampanled home -from Flint.- Mich..
HEINZ SOUPS, 2 pint cans
25c1
by her parents, Mr. and 'Mrs. Bur/tome, and to those who I Alva talited, or may netibe able to see ros Waters, where
they . had been
C. Club
personally. I just want to aleure you that I am anxious to rillet you visiting for several weeks. -Mr. and
Mrs. Waters will visit here lot' a2 14-oz. bottles
and I deeply and .sincerely solicit your consideration. .
bout ten days before returning to
their home
It is If glIellatifie to Make a campaign among people of the Moral
Mrs Albert Whaley and daughTin
ter. Aiherta J-eati. of Ftint. Mich.,
fiber and character that belongis to citizens of Calloway County. People
2-11r. Sea
are expected to arrive this -week
Prince Albert, Velvet, Half & Half,
of our county are intelligent, and just, and will weigh carefully the real for a ten days' visit with her sister.
Kentucky Club
Mrs. Bill Blackburn, and daughter,
issues in any political campaign. They will not . be moved or long inEdrur. and also two .brothers-, John
Mason
White Rock Salad Style
fluenced by fly-by-night rumors or by the warpings of unrelated in- and BoS-Alexander. and families
Dozen
Mrs. Whilei• was formerly Miss
ier& or conditions into reports that incite jealousy, envy and mis- Bertha
Steely. who lived here many
•
years before going to Flint to make
brand
understanding.
her home. .
LLFEBUOY SOAP, 3 bars
21c
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Waldrop spent
It is ,the fine Amerhaml,ara
, y..c_d life that abides inealleeray Coun- Sunclae, with Mr.
gib
Gal'
can
RIN30, small box 9c, large box 22c
and Mrs. B. P.
ty that makes anyone want to spree as a public officer. 1 had rather Edringtou in Bardwell.
Miss Louise Herron, enrollee from
Wesco Special Blend
Penn Rad 100' Pennsylvania
.
be Sheriff of Calloway County, among the people I love and know, than Fulton.
left the Murray resident
lb. bo,
act June 19 to Accept .a position
10 have a job with much more salary in other parts of the state op.the
clerical supervisor' of - a local
'natant I want to
.
liea In &fumy asi--calloway COMiliy, and I am
wdrk project at Madisonville.
Think of it
Less than l.1 a glut'
Allen and Ann Butterworth, chil14the chance to do so in the.service which 1 feel I know how to disGRAPETRUiTz, No. 2 mos
dren of Dr. and Mrs.
Lo
s
'JUICE
charge to this community as Sheriff. I am still living in the same rented terworth. of Detroit, Keidel But3
Scitariiic horit6wshmi
are visiting
IBUT
houie that -r lived in when Sheriff, and fOr the last three years---I was their grandmother, Mrs. Sarah But4114ousco cam
17c
terworth.
employed by the-,-Farm Credit Administration, scrilik; in‘ine West • Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hatcher
and
DeLuxe
Country Club
12-oz. bottle
No..2/
1
4_
children:Patricia
Ann and. FredeKentucky counties with headquarters in Mayfieki. I have continued to
PLUMS
GRAPE JUICE
Quart 25c 1V:
rick. and Mrs. Mason Powell, of
live here with you, driving beck and forth at my own expense, doing my rietroit. are guests of their parents.
best to spend each night in Murray beeause it's home. Being- informed Mr. and Mrs. Levi Ford.
•
Mrs. N. E. Washam has returned
CHOICE CUTS
that I would probably be transferred to .chicago in the near future if I hrene..after a several weeks' visit
with
her
children.
Mrs.
J.
A.
Wheelremained with the organization, I offered my resignation to beetime a
er. and family in Memphis, Mrs.
-c.andiclate for Sheriff. Again, I went to say-tbist-I had rather Bee among Lawrence- Jones. and family in
Jackson. and Cleburn Washam.-and
my friends in C41,111i7- C6liMirlitiin t hive the best job Chicago has
family in Lexingtpe, Tenn. -to offer. Further, ttr'setluld be tmpossible to support'my family on the
misses DeirothyVharton, Greenmodest salary that I have. been drawing. I have never drawn a large field. Tenn., Jerry Hammack, Sturgis. and 'stirrer. Helen Johnston, of
salary. I never imp* to.keres reared on the farm as a comparatively Cookeville. •Terirt were week-end
guests ot Miss Christine Johnston.
Peer boy. My first wort!" in IlfUeray was with the Murray -Milk Products
Mrs. W. K. Guthrie returned to
Company on a v117 moderate living wage. During my term as Sheriff her home in Chattanooga. Tenri..
The income of thea"nice was lowered in a way in-Which no e&t_fineriff after a few days' visit with her
father. Mill flute. and Mrs. Huts.
Richard Max Stilikelford. son of
ever 'experienced. Li not able to save enough for a borne or.to retire
Mr. and Mrs. S. R. Shakettord. refor a- time. I have tried' to par" my' obligations, pay my bills,. contribute
ceived his degree of Master of Scito worthy causes, and support my family with the necessities of life. As ence i genetics) at the University
of Wisconsin at the 88th annual
Field Man for the Farm Credit Administration I have had to continue Commencement exercises in the
Large
L'Arrefda Star Spiced
with a.modest and economical mode of life. I have had a salary check university fieldhouse at historic
Camp Randall on Monday morning.
LUNCHEON MEATeur
Pound
Pound
out et-which I could make g isv4sut. No -121Q14.-1-hrili thanked_954_
y June 33.!!!!
an
-Trir.
-dStiis
-C7-A.
Lockhart,
01
ask
Now
.office-of
work.
for
for
I
the
with
Sheriff
day
the opportunity to
-- Fresh Cream•
untry Club
---,—
Lynn Grove have as their guests
the same igieiv of continuing to make a decent, honest living. and -I ex- this Week th41? daughters. Mrs.
COTTAGE CHEESE
CREAMERY SUTTER
Pound
Lb.
pect to spend the returns of that office amotg my friends and neigh: Ralph Jones of Ricismond. Ky.. and
Mr. and WS Lester Goheen of
MARGARIN, Wondernut Lb.
BEEF STEAK
Pound
re When you are told that I have bet-is drawing a handsome salary. Birmingham, Ky.
Premium coupon in each box
Round bone shoulder cuts
Mrs.
Walsie
will
Lewis
leave
Satpredjudice
your
.
mnid_against
me. My
temember it is an. effol to
urday fore several weeks' visit
Swift's PREM
12-oz. can
ry has been. small, and I certainly hope that each of my opponents with her husband, Mr0 Lewis. who
25c
is
employed in Detroit.
Ready • to • eat Meat
have been strewing larger salarieVhan I.
Mr. and Mrs Thomas. H. Crider.
_i_ •
Again, 1 want to thank every one of-you for every kind word you

Kiger-Robirtson
Exchanged
At Methodist Church

Mrs. Curry Is
Hostess at Bridge

Club Meets With
Mrs. Yancey

Party Compliments
Mrs. Outland

Greetings To the Voters
of WWI--County

II
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'CLIARANT-E.-Eri FOODS

atipartment
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CIGARETTES

CIGARETTES

'

PURE
CANE

11111111111111111111111111111111
BOGGESS
'PRODUCE CO.

SUGAR 10PouNDs 55c
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•

CO

MILK

21`
23c

2

PINEAPPLE
35c
.Loac
tr.
e
illiva

•

•-•
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D•st.AFelioortitineurr---

sof
111101181111111111111111111113S

mei:sate

04,~US

GET A GOOD,Ilaspaw USED
CAR YOU CAN'DEND ON!1
•

'Visit our display lot,. next to Gilberts
Fttneral Home on Soiith 3th -Street..
•

SPRY Iherritcgca
PINEAPP,LE
JAR- RINGS--^3M:::. 10c EINZ 25c
i"APER NAPKINS Box 5c CATSUP
TOBACCO Pc"" 10c
13
.
b IERS
'
Ci d
JAR TOPS
19` TUNA FISH 2 7,,,onz. 25c
SPRAY 89c
25c MOTOR OIL
ICED TEA '2
45c
180
M
2
MB
25c
VEAL ROAST

IL C,BUTTERWORTH

Old-time Barn Dance
ACROSS RIVER FROM

PINE BLUFF
FRIDAY

JULY FOURTH
•

say in my behalf, and to express my appreciation for evere-attrable
consideration that Comes from you as you discharge the scrioiliy-espon-

PLENTY OF EATS A146 DRINKS
OF ALL KINDS!

sibility of choosing your officer of law and finance in your,good county. I assure you, il elected Sheriff, I have no enemies to punish--Only
friends to serve.

;

•

Prescriptions '
Yours very truly.

CARL B. KINGINS

Accurately and Carefully
Compounded of
Drugs

"woe

PLENTY OF BARBECUED MEATS!

POUND

EATMORE OLEOSI1
VEAL CHOPS

POUND

•

10
19`

POUND

BAce

ARMOUR'S
DEXTER
SLICED

17 2c

1 Pound layers
POUND

-^

25

BOLOGNA

17c
29`
38c
10c
25c
15e
29` BACON whCo.leColur bbalfLbsi.ab
FRESH TOMATOES
25c
3 POUNDS
GREEN CORN
5c POTATOES
23(
WATERMELONS
EACH 55c
15:— LEMONS
2 ears

-a

s.-

L:
14
(7w
porkI

24-LB. AVERAGE

HEAD LETTUCE
Large 5-dozen size
e

2 He

Large 360 size
Dozen

s
• ^e"...30

r_-

25c

'
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THE LEDGER

BRING YOUR SELLING AND
BUYING PROBLEMS TO THE

- For Sale

FOR SALE: Farm at Bargain'. 170
% north of college cam
acres 2 millpill, well improved. Known as the
• C. W. Drinkard home place. Price
/sewed fear $10000 to $0750 for
quick sale. See J D Hamilton.
Murray. phone 440.7. or see Mr.
tf-c
-Drinkard- at the farm
FARM FOR SALE: 80 acres, one
milie-Setsele-of the college. Well
improved. -Price right See J. D.
Hamilton, -Murree. KY
itp

t• .

Classified Ad

.

.

Announcement

Apyone wishing a good middle aged
housekeeper, practical nurse, or
companion to olci people, call or
write 115 East Main Street at
once Satisfaction guaranteed. Good
references.

COUNTY JUDGE
J. n:SCOTT
C. A. HALE
GARLAND NE
-ALE
GRAHAM DENHAM

SjIM srvurattwutOtwitANCH
RIDERS(Framerly from WSW

I

-44k

Marra".

for Gol
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FARM FOR SALE. One ferns 214
miles west on
urray - Ma'field
Highwty Well improved. Priced
right. See J. b Hamilton. Murray.

4•••-.4•11..

Is_
-lei this

tv•
•
ADDED FEATURE
hoes Provo Nick
'Vocalist of the
Provo-Fitch Shows

11

FOR SALE: Bedroom suit and circulating heater first class condition.
sale, leaving
t...wri See A . ,L 'Buck" Phillips,
Poplar Street
" TU.

•
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FREE MOVIE* By presenting this
coupon at the 1 box office of the
Capitol Theatre-Saturday or &in. day °hie L NM* Muj will
receive two free penal to seg.
"ScotISnd Yard." compliments
the Ledger & TitneW
-

J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home

REPRESENTATIVE
T. 0. TURNER
PINK G. CURD

SL
NEV
SER

PTOIM_

ge
,etia
FOR SALL—Wallis' Bean
KOler. guaranteed. lc. Makes
1-2 gallon of ready spray J T
Wallis & Sen, Murray.
tic

Sincerely, -

TAX COMMISSIONER
D. D. CRASS
CLAUDE ANDERSON

Nev

rieFkiiarSo ii'01
'best Publie-Addrees
sysiern in this

- Fot Sale

.

JAMES PRENTIS W. TIART
NOBY T. WEST
R. H. (ROB) LAMB
JOHN R. HUTCHENS
CHARLIE G. JONES
JIM McDANIEL
EDD C. RICKMAN
Wm. H. "JAKE" DUNN

-COUNTY ATTORNEY
NAT RYAN HUGHES
R. HALL HOOD
ALVIN H. KOPPERUD

Sec

ca0OBER and liLS ICEMFUCICIAKS
- BOB MISS,.
Master of Cereal-Oa**

Our Sincere
Purpose ...

We pasee-air"ysae
-----Neul the services at &
mtuheous, esperieueed
presonnel and the use
of the verv best of
(quipment inctsding an
et( Instve ambulance. .

COUNTY COURT CLERK
MARY RUSSELL WILLIAMS
CZLIA HART CRAWFORD
LUBIE THURMOND

RADIO ARTISTS IN PERSON:

-.An Ise cream supper will
be held at the Baektisburg school
bousV.Saturday. June 28. for the
benefit of the school. Everyone is
invited.

-

SHERIFF
L ROBERTSON
CHARLIE ADAMS
WENDEI.L 15 PATTERSON _
CARL B. K1NGINS

MAGISTRATE
Concqrd District
J. W. STUBBLEFIELD
Murray District
W. IL. BROACH
E. I.. HOUSDEN
CECIL HOLLAND
Wadesbore District
R L. ELLISON
W. C. ROBINSON
-444
Swann District
GEORGE W. JONES
Brinkley District
13, H. "HARVEY" DIXON
OPAL .110USDEN
0. J "Ote" BAZZELL
Liberty District
CLARENCE McDANIEL

be*,

and IMF Chevrolet -and Ford Grocery and Tilling Station is now
ears
All models 'and prices W. under the new management of
C. Butterworth Used Car Lot_ next -Joe T. Fergescin and son. We will
to GAbert Funeral Haron, S. 5th _ appreciate your trade.
ttp
St. Murray.
'
tic
IJNEXPIECTED CHANGE makes
available fine Ibrwleigh Route in
Trigg County. Good business se-aired -i0-thi4-_ilistrict /or several
years Exceptional opportunity fog.
the right man. See Dealer Marlon
Bennett Ilsley. Ky.. pr Write RawDept KW-1E1-201A. Free•
port
.112-111-28-Jy3
If to help you Is every
Way peas1bOT
real extent of oar el-.
forts in year behalf Is
determined
by
year
Seeds and wishes
-- •
token of this.

CITY JUDGE
ETHAN IRVAN
P. F. WATERFIELD
J. H. COLEMAN
HUB MURRELL

oic=oi=lo=o=t0===o=to===to=to===i0s=0

FOR SALE: °NFU.- I C boar. Will FOR RENT: Poeeeesion July 1.
•••••igh ahead 111111.pounds_ See G. A. - store space on southwest corner'
,
Court Square Rest---seiMilestile.See C A. Bishop
ltp
FOR SALE: A beautiful building
lot, well located See Mrs. H. P. FREE MOVIES; By presenting this
Wear. 200 N. 5th St., phone 73. tic coupon at the-Rex office of the
Varsity Theatre, Saturday. Mrs. H.
FARM FOR SAL....284 acres, 7 W. Gatlin, 401 North 111th Street
miles east of Murray 9 room Murray'. will recetve—t-free
_ bowie. 40 ac-res creak, bottom. Bar- pumas to Si.- '-litage in Heaven."
at ;UM .Four tobaccd compilmenla_sd. ,the Ledger &
'bars. See t. D. Hamilton. Mur- Timm
ray. Ky.
Itp
FOR RENT: Small 3 room hotise in-FOR TRADE OR SALE: A well Hardin. Marshall County. good
. impecked 5Q acre ridge farm. in a well, fair out buildiriga.. itIglticiinge
on 2 mail routes. 8 miles of stable for cow, good gardenta
Gilbertsvillr- Dam. Wilreasade for ing. party moved away
well impiceiredwsafl acreage near Rent Reasonable. See it M. Grass.
Murray. near :Tire Paints prefer- Cress Furniture Co., ,North 4th
red Must be well located. See or St' Murray
•Itp
Write J. .1. Gough. Denton. Kenroom
RENT:
FOR
2
furnished atucky: July3p
partment. Outside entrance. 507
HELMS REDUCED SUM if ER °bye 'St.. phony 145 Lights, water.
PRICES. Heavies 98 45 up. Official- both 'furnished See C. A. Birliop.
-•
ly pufforurn tested. Goverrunent
Itp
approved. Our champion Veil laid
'175 points past 151 days. Hatching
'err-Helpful bulletins. Helm's
Itatchery, P5Sucah. Ky.
.FARM ,fi5-R SALE: 1811Fserat
• miles east of Murray. Matins fine
bottom land Well Unpainted. Well
• watered.. Price 84.750. Rot J. 13.
Hamilton; Mitreay. Ky. ftp

Services Offered

Wanted

Notices

.•••••

PHONE 55

THURSDAY,,TUNE .26, 1941

WANTED: 3 passengers to Detroit, STREAMLINED 1941 WRECKER
leaving Saturday. June 25. See SERVICE. New equipment. 24Herbert McCuiston or leave word hour. fast. dependable Wrecker
Service Charges reasonable. Day
at Sheriffs office.
ltp phone
WANTED:
First
class
barber
for
Ms Night phone 548-W.
RENT—Furnished
garage,
union Otop.-H88Wiable—guitran
--Irter Motor Co., Chevrolet 3%1
apartment, furnace heat, also turn
ished efficiency apartment. See to start. Hotel Painter. Paducah, FREE MOVIES: By presenting this and Service.
Jy3-34* coupon at the box office of the
)1Irs. .T. D. Rowlett, 711 W':' Main Kentucky.
•
Varsity Theatre next Thursday or STANDARD CLEANING at Boone
St. Phone 157-W.
tic DRIVING TO DETROIT afternoon Friday. Mrs.
R. M. I-•,ssiter, Col- Cleaners. Plain garments in lots
of July 3, Can take 3 passengers. lege Station. will receil,
e two free of two or more 30c each; single
Will be gone one week. See 'J. H. passes to see "Sunn ", compli- garments 3.5is• cash every day.
FOR RENT: A 3 room apartment Shackelford. phone 420.
ltc ments of the Ledger & Times.
Phone 234. South Side Square. tie
with private entrance and bath.
See Mrs H. P. Weer. 200 N. 5th 0=0,111
0=101
St. Phone 73.
tte
----HOUSE n)R MUM 1111, Weet.
Main St 5 rooms and
'modern conveniences. -OMR Tale- tip
phone 307-W or sea
lt9

For Rent

_'_CIUT:FLOWERS FOR
bolas and other flowers, 50 cents
per dozen. .Mrs. i T. -Crawford.
.. - phone Lynn Grove.;- - -July17c

••

WITH A LONG RECORD OF
3.61.ES SUCCESSES —

lc PER WORD. Terms. cash in advance for each insertion. Minimum charger:94. Aig-akiliguggsi aecounting charge of 10c NW be made on all classified ads not paid for before le a.ni, oi day dime

PHO

URRA1

SLIM SMITH'S entertainers, formerly heard over WSM, of
Nashville, Tenn., is composed of a sextet of outstanding musicians who will please their listeners throughout the day.

AM..••••• 411M. 41/1•1....M.••••••10

C'

ALL CANDIDATES
INVITED

Little Sister Lillie and her big accordion;
Dixie Belle, Bashful Bob, Cotton Carrier, Chubby Dink
and Grandpappy Fudley. Heard at 11:30 a. m. from
WHOP, 1230 k. c.
FEATURING—
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ZARK RANGE RIDERS
.(WPAD)

V

'GOD GRANTS LIBERTY' only to
those who love it, and are always
ready to guard and defend it

REC1
EXP1
BLUI

AREND SISTERS (WPAD)

rlaygrot
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rteardtiaein:1
n an
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will
otalkbe

uhertris aurtethini that-vre give
• thought

_lair

to: Were apt to take Liberty jos

granted. We often forget tbat_the
•

of reading ahd writing and saying and think- .
ing arid-doing att we pleaae la.a
_

• ,...11mm
grew at
III per
eibigtiu

right—one,that is ineffably" vithiabile
• 'that _*.e-should love ;and be,at,vays ready to
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progress
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The Bank of Murray is cooperating
100q in all thiria'for a strong
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.
THE OZARK RANGE RIDERS, of WPAD fame, is glenliiiilar
of -heir
young men of wide repute as vocalists. You will enjoy dude numbers.

II

k

Bank 01-Murray ill

0

.

ROSALIE, age 15

,_ . . .

. "Big enough to take care Of you — small
enough to
' be aerare of you"

LOCATED 12 Miles East of Murray on Highway No.280

•
••••••

• Admission, je anti...2h _

MARGIE, age 18

0

EULALA, age 17

The Only All Girl Band in West Kentucky— Daily over ,WrAD;3/5
‘r

11
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CULLIE AND LOWELL STEELE, Managers
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SELLING BY GRADE Grasshopper!
HELPED TO MARKET Work-on Kenttcky
STRAWBERRY CROP'Farm Crops

-•

Grasshoppers are abundant in
By grading their berries strictly some
section of Kentucky, accordaccording to government standards,
with the assistance of the Federal- ing to reports received at the AgState inspection service, Kentucky ricultural Experiment Station at
strawberry growers were this sea- Lexington. A statement issuede by
son able to meet competition from
several other states and receive a the department of entomology says
fairly good price, according to re- that grasshoppers., content to feed
ports to the State College of Ag- and remain in the meadows and
riculture and Home Economics. along the road sides as long as the
Dye to the abnormally early and grass remains green, are now leavspring, strawberries from,see- ing the tough. dry_grass in many
perts of the state and moving into
eral
went on thesmbrket ,at ,
the time the Kentucky berries were corn, tobacco and vegetables where
the plants are green and succulent.
being sold. .
The migration is comparatively
Nine'c&iiierstise strawberrislow: The insects usually start feedsoceations in Kentucky and ftittr fire on the edge of the planting and
private fruit and vegetable con- gradually mOve deeper' into- the
cerns used the Federal-State in- field, consuming the plants as they
spection service this year. In- _
spectors saw to It that berries were
It often happens that there is a
properly graded and libelled at fence-row between the field left
the following markets: Louisville'," and the one invaded. In.. this InPaducah, Bowling Green. Beaver stance, the grasshoppers, after feedDamr Oakland, Franklin; , Mayfield ing during the day. return to the
and Sharpe.
fence-row to pass the night
•
•
G. P. Summers -et-ltie- -markets
Advantage of this knowledge is
department of the College of Agri- taken in applying arstrol measures.
culture, who supervised the State
oisoned bait made by Mixing.
end of the itispection service, esti- while dry, 100 pounds of wheat
mates that more thao 95 per cent bran, and 5 -pounds of Paris green
•of the -commercial strawberry crop or white arsenic and then adding
was inspeCTM and sold according and mixing well two gallons of
to the grades of U. S. No. I. U. S. ordinary lubricating oil, is broadNO. 2' and unclassified. Most of the cast qt the rate of 10 fo
pounds'
uninspected berries were sold di- to the acre. Apply the bait to that
part of the field where ihe grassrectly from fields to consumers.
hoppers are feeding and to the
It is the opinion of most growspace between their bed and breakers, according to information reachfast-or between the fence-row
-hie the College of Agriculture, that where
they spend the night and
-.strict grading materially increased the plants
upon which they feed.
selling prices, and helped KenDo not look for results until atucky' growers meet con-rpetttion bout three days after applying
the.-.froeslillher states.'
bait Dead grasshoppers will then
found under trash and litter-Btu;ill'
your needs locally.
few of them die in the open spaces.

SECTIO
•

$1,526,702,000

CATTLE AND
CALVES

11,390,170,000

HOGS

1120,802.000

POULTRY AND
EGGS

$740.856,000

COTTON AND
COTTONSEED

$659,835,000

WHEAT

$447,044,000

CORN

$369,777,000 '

- -

-

•,•.TOBACCO

$240,369,000
•

-..-

ALL OTHER
FARM PRODUCTS

----,-- - -

4S-1•17.1 .1 1:4•.;d
s

GOVERNMENT /
/j,/% $765,799,000
PAYMENTS

mu,

again leads all sources of ths
'total fan Caah inc., excluding
larger than that from cattle: nearly
Mn.. cotton: 3/
1
2 times wheat; over

U. S. farmer's amts. representing 18% al IMO
Government payments. Milk income is 11%
twice hogs, over twice poultry and eggs: 2 •5
4 tunas corn and more than
tams tobaCco.

-There's(The Here For You, Buddy

I

C

-W61-5 Call
2

•-

Pair 29c

141 /11,;

FREE PICKUP

SKIRTS
2 for 29c

ANICi DELIVERY

MODEL Cleaners

Coy

719 W. Poplar St.

SMOIIWIN

Murray, Ky.

WILLIAMS MA/MTS • SNINWIN•WILLIANIS PAINTS

iliatheisi..Don't SCOLD.
Here's the easiest:1*y to keep your walls
and woodwork spotlessly clean!

r_

STATE COMMITTEE
PLANS NUTRITION
PROGRAM

3000 Expected
At REA Picnic
JUly10

•••

• John B. Hutson
, Kentuckian, Is
UseittO Dealing In-Surpluses
•

•

back to Kentucky several times
year. Fishing is his main hobby...
Officials of the West Kentucky
and he finds little time for even-'
The State nutrition-for-defense Rural Electric Cooperative Corpothat
When he does slip awayration announce that final plans
program, ranging from
larger
for .a few hours, he goes to near.% •
stocks of fish and game to improv- are being Made for the •Aheual
(Reprinted below is an inter- by- Chesapeake Bay.
ing school lunches and standard- REA. Picnic, appliance demonstra"But it's nothing like the trout
izing recipes to emphasize home- tions, and festivities at Brown's view recently given by John B.
Hutson. former Calloway County fishing in Blood river back home,"
produced goods, has been an- Grove on Thursday, July 10.
recalled reminiscently. "We
he
boy,
who
was recently chosen to
The annual program originated
nounced by the Kentucky Nutriusd to catch some fine fish backtion Committee headed by Dr. one year ago and proved highly head the Commodity Credit Corp- ,
Static Erikson. head of the Uni- successful. More than 1700 people oration. John Hutson IS - triell-Te t - when I was a b"'
'ea
-i
lowa nuisOn, a native of"
y••
versity of Kentucky home econom- were present and participated in membered py._ Calloway county
the program and sharing of prizes. and his brother,- N, P. Hutson, ta. 'County, started his governmentics department.
career
with, the 'Department ofin business in Murray now),
The committee launched action Special entertainment features are
Agriculture in 1924. He has been'
—
with a series of clistrict'"confer- being arranged for, which inclyde
active
in
the department's farm"
WASHINGT
ON, June 21-DealgpQes to form county councils to the Murray High School bancl"the
with surpluses comes natural management work and its foreign
iissume local responsibility:" The Kentucky Quartet, and an'amateur ing
e
sa
erye
rn icew
. ithHicsrefahon
irst ba
il/ the
assiaer
geni
kent
ur.
14-person Kentucky committee will contest open to any. participant to the new head of the Commodity
direct a program designed to raise who desires. to regiatax. Primes credit -Corphrieine John B. Hut- tural adjustment
ion, el, of Calloway County. Kenadministration.
the health of. all of Kentucky's will be offered to the entertainer
As head of the AAA tobacco sec3 1-2 millions by an approximate whose feature is considered best
tion,
he
distinguishe
d himself as
by the audience. Various- valuable
ilutsOn - has - ftt-eff WM- 7 Off.
Ugly of one-third.
prizes, *electrical appliances, etc.,
ever since he was a boy an expert in farm economics. In.
Action is to be taken on the will be offered.to
1938
he
was
appointed
assistant admembers. Eta- ahd raised dark tobacco on his,
basis that 18 per cent of the army orate displays will
ministrator of the AAA, and, in
be set up, and Western Kentucky farm.
*1
draftees have been found unfit for lighting .and power
facilittrs have ."We had a real,surplus p Oblem 1940 President Roosevelt -named'
service of nutritional def.i.ciencies, been prepared
well in advance on our hands in those days," the- him duty defense commissioner
and that a muchwiti
l=rcentage for the event.
middle-aged, . slightly gray Ken- 40 repersent agriculture.
Is under par t
actively
The local REA Coop has approxi- tuckian who was elevated by Presill. The importance to the nation mately one
hundaed forty mile% In. ident Roosevelt to the important
of having people of 'Optimum Graves. Carlisle,
Calolway, Hick- tlommodity Credit Corpoartion post.,
health" ' is just being realized. man and
Marshal Counties. Ad- "And we have a real problem on
Many types of illness, from pel- dresses,
information of im port- our hands today."
legra and iteuevy to skin troubles, &nee'on
•
develappoor eyesight and
prObleni, as
vere nervous- merit of Cooperatives will also --'Vetere
Sees it, "is to maintain ample supness, may be causal by roar nu- be heard
at the meeting
Twentyt-forsr members of the
plies of.farM products and at the
tritiop,..it is emphasized. ' Consesame
time maintain proper income Baptist Student Union of Murray
quently; - the committee 'is urging
State College returned to the camlevels for the farmers."
maximum action on the porgram
pus here after attending the South4 The large reserves of commodiby local groups.
ide Student Retreat held
at
ties required in times of
Among specific and Immediate
Ridgecrest,
N. C.
cy such. as now exist tend
emergen
to degoals are the following:
The
Murray
group, accompanied
Because S portable vat wis avail- press prices, and striking a happy
.To produce more game and fish
by Chester Durham. student secrefor home consumption by improv- able, many Scott county farmers medium is part of Hutson's new tary and
Mrs,
Durham left for
job.
ing farm ponds and lakes and dipped their sheep this year for
e annual retreat June 10 and reThe corporation' which -.Hutson
the first time The portable equipking therk with bream, crappie seem
.was especially appreciated kr,, heads is essentially a lending - in- turned t Murray Friday. June 20.
- _
and bass: and by providing a suit-7" stitution making loans principally A mast excellent .course was eni
able. 'habitat for game such as owners of small flocks.
•
The loss of wool in many nooks to preducets Of „farm commodities. joYedi ,with more than 1800 stuquail, doves, squirrels and rabbits.
cletrits;:from .ncarly state in the
To encourage greater home-pro- stimulated interest in dipping, ac- These-loans ar designed to protest
Uniolt being
represented. The
duction and home use of• poultry, cording to Cotinf5, Agent „ H. S. and increase farm income, to stadairy'' products. vegetill51h - Mit
who • believes dipping may bilize farm •Pricee. and to aSSUre snorease hours -were devoted to a
,
11 '
•fintri. etnmely ••?
-senspii,s et tarns- -pros,
RT
To carry on.a carripaigo for mote least a half-pound per ewe. This ducts. The loans are secured by afternoon sessions were interapertes
planting of food producing trees half-pound would more than pay commodities pledged as collateraL eel with recreational' diversidhs.
Those attening from the Murree
"Obviously it will be difficult to
cost of dipping. It is estimated
and 'shrubs.
campus
were
H. L. Hardy, states
To encourage more and better that at 'least 10.000 sheep will be prevent some losses when you try
to protect prices when there are Baptist Student Union preskientt
di
this1"501.1ati1
.ut°
1:h13r
hotne preservation and home stor- tiTereirje
is s-WP6r
prin:
Misset
Site
and
Elizabeth Upeleitirehe large•stilieS7
- Hutson said. "We
age of food.
are trying to keep the losses as Miss Iris Key, Misses Larue and
to develop and extend knowlsmall as possible, and are suetted- Sue Saubders, Miss Murrelle- Blaedige of .better methods of- food
ing remarkably well. Ige can't lock, Miss Imogene Colson. Miss
perservation in order to encourage
tette a chance on tetthirtolKlow Beillah Floyd, Miss Virginia Hardy,greater variety in use of foods
Miss 'Christine Miller, Miss Mary-- on supplies."
and better use of common foods.
A small group of farmers of
„Hutson is a typical Western Ken- Gresham. Miss Frances Wail ShelTo develop standardization of
reemes with eniphasis on _home the county have requested informs- tucky farmer Sturdy and tanned, ton. Miss Oneida Ahart- and •
as Ward,--Flughlan Rictile. Waite!'Mar'
produced foods and cost economics. tton concerning the purchase of he looks- like he wouldlie just - Paul Lemons.To extend,knowledge- & the Western sheep. In order to make comfortable in overalls 111 ,in the tin. • Ralph Teesiner,.
Karl_ .W00
.10
Carmen.pie fundamental faelw_net=skis definite plans and take necessary neat businasa-suit--lea-aesens-ta•
,
to purchase the ewes the spacious office suite in the big De= Lasline-Arn
and Mr. and 'llnk
ion.
sheep
men
are
Durham.
halehg
a meeting partment of Agriculture building.
1111180411411.• unpro
The County Extension Office He' keeps In close touch with
school lunches.
Friday
afternocer,
June
27.
at 1:30 farm folks, and manages to get
It pays to read the classifieds. L
To encourage better food habits
by providing better facilities for o'clock.
Any one in the county interested
procuring food and eating more
in purchase of sheep are requested
and better quality of food.
To expand the nutrition tech- to be present at the meeting.
mg program to include men and
womeii," boys and girls, in the clubs.
schools, in extension, boy's' and
The county councils and the
girls' clubs, through the National state organization will disseminat_
Youth Administration. Farm Secur- information on individual nutriity Administration, Works Pro- tion through the press, radio, by'
gress Administration, public health, lectures, posters and exhibits, and
social service agencies, and through by projecta. The state cOmmittee
the interest of suclr'organiaationt will give recommendations affecting
as Parents-Teachers AsSocIation.s, supply and distribution. as yzell
women's clubs, churches, home- the more individual matter of perFORmakers' organizations and men's sonal nutrition problems and ills.

mwriffMrTMure

magwalim94

SEMI-LUSTRE

WASHABLE

belmesed how easily finger-marks.smudge,.
grease spots ..._even ink stains ... wash right off
he satin-smooth surface of Semi-Lustre! Soap and
water are all you need to keep this lustrously colorful wall finish spic-and-sean.
You'll delight in Semi-Lustre's beautiful colors,
too. See them in The Sherwin•Williams Paint and
.
Color Style Guide now showing at our store.
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Yams- men looking -for -a -gOottitit
Velem take note of the feet ihrt
Uncle Sam wants many more
pilots fur Army planes like these
-and . bigger
What a llf.• at the

heiaa these
beenitiarrabowtr-kbove-st

of the

head-

S9uthost .44r

Corps 'Training Center. Maxwell
Field. Ala, where today one third
of the nation's nee/ crop of 30.000
pilots are being trained.

Local Farmers Use Record Books
One
thousand nine
hundred mainder was largely farm products
forty-one marks the fourth year used by the family as food and
for Calloway County Farmers to helter, and miscellaneous farm instudy
farm
business
methods come.
through farm records. Each year
Dairy cattle appear- to have the
these farm records have shown
strongest income position for the
more expense for limestone, fertilnext several yeers, Thee land,
izer and mixed seeds
At the labor and climate of this
county
same time expenses for purchased
better iuited to dairy cattle
feeds have decreased These facts
any other livestock. As hay
are based upon 37..to 47 farm
Is irnproved by soil amendments,
record keepers started In 1937 and
better
seeding and handling; dairyhave continued each. year.. They
ing is strengthened still further.
have already made such changes
Hogs, tobacco and_pceil_V7 sir •
in their farm management as to
'not be overlook-44.
nearly double their net farm inSuggestions for increasing net
cqrne.
earnings. based upon several years'
R. E. Proctor, farm management
specialist, who assisted with sum- records of successful farmers in
this are:
marizing the records said: "CalloKeep all tillable tnd in producway County is making rapid progress toward successful incomes by tive use.
use of more soil improving pracMow pastures to control weeds
tices and treatment".
A farm and bushes.
woman, in the Eastern part of the
Use all manure and crop residue
county replied: "Our section oi the for soil improvement.
county waited so late to start using
Follow all plow crops by winter
limestone and phosphate that We
_ •
have to hurry to catch 'up even cover crops
Increase
nuniberaf good cows.
with the rest of the county."
Use limestone and phosphate
For 1940 the greatest source of Judiciously' to lower the total
cost
Income on the 47 farms was tobac- of feed'.
co. It provided 27 per cent of the
Adjuet numbers find kinds of
gross income. Dairy cattle p
livestock kept to feeds and: labor
vided Hi per cent, hogs 9 per cent available.
and poultry 7 per cent. The reProduce higher quality tobacco.

MATE
• HEALTH
• COMFORT
• ECONOMY

SUNIIIII(ST MILK

1

—THE
CHILDREN'S

INSULATION is your
aid to these
three things-24 hours
a day--every day of
the year'
constant

CHOICE!

AFTERI-tuning Up a tot of energy,

.CELOTEX

!

AND

--ROCK WOOL

has the vitamins they need.
Order smile today!
_
_

CAN BE APPLIED IN EITHER
OW-Mt-NEW BUILDINGS

•
a..

thearative
Eamon

P:i.tiVarrtft:

FREE,

MURRAY PAINT &
WALLPAPER CO.
Phone 323

••
4

3-Piece

CaVVOSUR

Mixing Bowl- Refrigerat
(WITH

LET US SUGGEST A RELIABLE PAINTING CONTRACTOR

N. 4th St.

-

—ihanres4/Maskaas

Stylo Outdo Ash gt• how you atm borrow a

101

Kelp your Children
them_ _ reireth
.
sehiel with glasses _of cool Sunburst

AndCoetsOnly

ENAMELOID

PER GAL

,,ser.

SEE

Ns"

•••

-

Murray Students
;Attend South-Wide
t at Ridgecrest

trs-

Paled tudh
SHERWIN WILLIAMS

-t

Ex-Calloway Farmer
Had His Troubles In
Raising Dark Tobacco

Sheep Breeders to
Meet Here Friday

CiEANED
=aisd

Wednesday thru Saftuday

Div.ersified Farmuit:
For
4-faiwirt r
- ountr-Tc
,

Portable Vat Helps
Small Flock Owners

-Mg-CLEANING CAN BE- AT LOW PRICES!
Mondays and tossdays Cash Prices
DRESSES
SUITS
.COATS

•
•

v-ag TIME

MILK LEADS FARM CASH INCOME (Milk Industry Fousdatloa Own)
MILK

_

Reg. 89c VALK

49

C

set

—V-

Let us quote you prices. You'll be agreeably

CHILDREN

surprised at how reasonably-you can own and
enjoy insulation.

SUNBURST MILK!

PHONE 262

COVERS)

All acid resisting colors. Bowls 5/
1
2
"green,
7" lc mon yellow, rcd.,Clcar crystal glass
recessed covers. Take advantage of this
offer now before our _limited supply is
exhausted.
cb

LIMIT TWO SETS TO A CUSVMER

•

Murray Milk Products

•

COMPANY

Murray Lumber Co.

PURDOM HARDWARE
WELLS PURDOM
North 5th Street

Murray, Ky.

WE WILL GLADLY CALL AND
FIGURE WLTH YOU ... FREE!'

Telephone 191

Murray, Ky.

DEPOT STREET

MURRAY KY

lasamme.,
41,
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A.round Paschall
- - School

EN:eyone is invited to an Ice
supper ,at Buchanan Metho-Dr:-Tarrea- ii called td
Sasitr& Thtuadgx_wfwitd
'
a chtlt.ciSs Sietkodtt& istght. June
-Ms`s
was auffesieg 'from a reaction 9g a Pruct
"
3* *al '
u ed
deli:pates:
a typhoid seriurn
John • lftskIr
Chzistiau
14;...4“.!,
S.
Camp
Cilickaisars.- emit Morris and
Mr.
saw for a week's Christian trainMrs.. Arils Byars were .at the lied- ing.
aide of their mother, Mrs. D. B.
Byars. Tithrsder and Thursday
t ICE CREAM SUPPER
night. There will he a,
O. T: Paschall and Mrs.
' Ins 4.•-•-•L-sors- t
Terry Srricalterman were the guests Per at ChltranerS School haunt SitMrs. D. B. By-ars Thursday nrday night; • - June M. at. 7:30'
afternoon
o'clock.
.
-- Miss Mary Catherine Morris spent
The committee in charge state
Thursday night ..nd Friday as the that the supper is given in order
guest of her grandparents - Mr. log to raise funds for lighta in 't
Oakland School house.._/lie pubh
Mrs D. B. Byars aadjpez.
__•
Sorry to hear that Mrs. Ellen is con:Uhl-1Y invited.
•
Wyatt of Cherry corner,..,att„ not-feeling so well.
biost of the Wheat in thialeom- 4h.
and 41"11-41"
faatily.
'tit lbeir-erarg
mutiny has. been cut sawd_come
tssOIa twieser spent the week&sled. .
• the guest of Miss Mug_
- Mr. and Mrs. Oche Morris shopeither** Mums.
pal& Maze} Saturciaa=-..
and Mrs Nomad Foster and I Qrie Key and son. Lowell. shopariathisin. Joe and Fay.' were the eau bit Murray Saturday while Mrs.
:
stalls. of 1.1.r. and Mrs. Ben Apra Key visited her son. Orus Key
-end Mrs. Key- of Murray.- Ts:,
•'tint daughter Friday • night.
. _Ms wadMi2.-Onie Aga_weata
• ----Mgr.., Nara= . Poster weg
IEV. liner
guest at Mrs. Matta 'Key Saturday dinner guarte
One Key and son Saturday even
-afternoon.
_
Muport Oar
t
i a net..! cons- ma.
mi. and aars-7 Hiprbh
„tl,nes and
bole 4nd wad in thLI cuallnlunn,Y datiabters. Annie- anci..B,inbie.
atto wo,K.ls,;.1 HtunsibreYs;
crol
)
`""
tended
Sunday SCTS.t.il 4t
t‘hhat S..14rday merning. •
purk Chaser, sant My .145$1/
Mrs
C Paschall eiette • into
in
Little-ter guess
critudanothet.
- Dick Jitnes and
family
. last week.
Lav
a
iseleoese-yeeitor m 'this
hood. She carries with h "If _load
suns.,
jaucti,•
.REDUCTION!

_

S. Pleasant Grove
News

od with You. Eh. Eagle?
The peach meeting here was a
great help to the peach grower's
and we were certainly glad of. Mr
---747-771
lffitt
-:711die shower Sungay was Magill's assurance that-- the
would not seriously affect
rauch help to growing crow.
Miss Mary Minis Myers visited. the size of the, peach crisp.
To the voters of the Brinkley Disrelatives in Paducah last week.
And by the asay I find that the trict:
I take this opportunity of anGalon James and, his etiiipperV EarlY Red Hird peach makes., a
delicious peach pickle, alinost equal nouncing myself for Magistrate ;if
threshed 300 bushels
to the oldfashioned Indian Cling. the Brinkley District in the forthfrom 10 acres.
" Many candidates have been makRev. and Mrs. W. W.'Henley of coming- Democratic primary vu
ing calls on meters in thia vicinity Ripley. Tents., and Mr. and Mrs. Auguat 2, 1011.
ElwOod Dick visited Mr. and
Mrs.. .InWas born and reared. and still
Preston Or of Nashville. Term., Alvis Beach last Thursday.
11%. in the Brinkley precinct where
visited his mutts. _11413._ JnhaCharls Mrs.- Psarniacie Tod4-has.
ehmed in farming
,
.
anZ Mrs. Bane Wilson and at the home of her son Arthur
I have at all times been interestother relatives.
Todd.
ed in the operation of our governMrs. Tommie Shrader arid little
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lute sold
and, feel qualified to serve
=IX ene. visited relatives in .Ten- daughters and Mrs. Evie Jackson ment capacity
in this
of Magistrate.
last
Mr. and Mrs. ChaTUY
vi•Elted
I shall at all times spend, with.
;
nehbasssee
lyweL
ek
lits of the church Jones the past week.
whatever money is al-- here and Mess Steele, of ltialun's
Clive Oyl and family stopped in toted and appropriated for the
Chapel. were delegates to as Eta
: to see Mrs, Belle Story Sunday Brinkley District.
__.4worth League: a•secably-at. Jackson. and .were glad to find her able;
I realize that I am new announcto
Tenn.. last week.
be up, although she was very ing late and it may be possible that "
James Brandon has ;returned to weak?
_
•- •
I will no, be able to see each One
Rosen Story and Charles Dale of you personaly. Ia case that I do
ing his fain
thec
A,kr
arre
tiridornviasn
itd- Kemp were week-end visitors of not, will you consider &Us as My
-Mrs, Branciee, for several days. Mx. and
personal appeal for your vote and
Mrs. Virgil Lassitor and
- Mrs. Brandent's -nephew of Akron,
Influence' r will appreciate what..
tended-etuarcis at
Ronald Darnell; will renal* for with them..-Olive• Stores Chapel
trifloenee you -may render in
— --A. several Weeita:- .viait.
my behalf.
Mrs. Rasa Taylor Gunter and
Respectfully submitted.
•
son of Phoentg. Ariz., have returnMurray, the Birthplace di Radio.
0. J. 'Ole" BAZZELL.
- .,
ed home Alter a vied with -reinUses here.
Miss Pauline Grogan and Miss
Dorothy McPherson who are attending Draughan's Business Col-

'These Clouds Mean'DefenabeineAdiall

r

1,11111
1

IVA

•

ONLY A FEW,T5

a.: -re_a,t

w.iII;s Drug,

.1%r
ied
erifi
:
r3cssei
iu
ltieaf
4
elk
nd
c9.21411thie
visil‘
tlittar
or
j4j
"
s w4ee""iitW
h atrhne
eirr,
Darcuts.
end..11rsOat Grogan
and Mr. and Mrs. Ropy McPherson.
There will be a Sunday School
rally for the Razea charge at Mason's Chapel next Sunday afteriaSon
-Rs+
m.• in ecirmmtion with the
. churches Children Ray s.(vices.
• 4
NW* • Irnokepe: Litre ai.r.
near
.C.seett• Plain was the, week-end
guest of her cousin. Miss Ila
Nell Neabrtt. and. attended church
services here Sunday morning/las Julia Gamer returned borne
--Saturday after visiting her brother,
Riley Gunter and Mrs. Gunter
and
Mr. Gunter and daughter,
Miss Ruth, and son. Quinton, ac: ;eikticiaziied her home and returned
- here Sunday afternoon 'alter a
short Sistie.with relatives.

jat-

•

LEFT

( Electric mull Battery)

WHILE THEY- LAST.. ..
Regular $34.95 Sets•-•••_.

-ered. af 11.30.. Sunday prcvented_some_ from going-to"---the.
sing,
others who had pl2itne4 to visit
fnerreis during the artarnoott, However..the;niets rein- was, apprsx,.taSiad. _There ts -to be'sa Vsa-atipri Bible
at. North purr;pudic&

be:.
monday. 1*.'-3.
S21.47 -:*dk3
/
4
12g
"'
2
clock Toe Rev Hemp... Franklin

Now

Regular $29.95 Sets—...._

44411-eu -be
,4
,
ind
-1".•'
iuesaz_
ii11
-s-14L
uve,jarge
w4tha number ot wen'skieasa-teachers.
``" `as
An °Min fur conveyance fur aii
t-niktren- eefsalsie is being
Regular $19 95 Sets.
,
Labe H Byars. Christopher.
visited lirs uncl. D B Byars
....•••••••••
swi family Sunday dtd StlndaY
0.
ght
a
Nov'• •
anci "Stri. D. &
vasited
.ith -Mr and Mrs. Fran Kaykisnall
Sd:ty
!
t
ti
sl
c
aftermicat
TOR
Mrs. Charier--Morris
COMPANY
for..a_arsie.
'
and Mrs. Odie. Morris anit
206 East Mkin
Phone ,21

slit CO

Now

Now
S12.50 .'1.
ReJNIIK:412.95._sco—
$17.50

P R Y 0R

-

0. J. Bazzell Enters
Mageetrate's Race in
District

or tim

RADIO

•-
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BUCHANAN YOCTHS TO GIVE ,
ICE CILLJA.M SIMPECE

etriiews- Antericiu.s fattiirsinereaselhe'fertility•ofitheir 'fields by sprinkling' thaw with lime.
Clouds iiise as American soldiers increase-their skill.through•artillery practice. Both fertile
soil and
skilled runners are vital to the nation's -defense. American farmers last year, cooperati
ng with-the AAA
Farm Program, applied nearly six million tons of lime to their soil, enough to have priepeered the face, At
tlirealle of a ton per acre, of every,acre of cropland in - Maine; Vermont, New ligialgalthoil
Rhode Island, and Connecticut.

1•41

The nice shower has been a great
help to the crops around here, but
we are ;till hoping for more,
-Eagle.- your weather forecasts
—mound me of the weather man of
--ithe Kansas City Star who went to
__! interview an. old farmer that had
Lutcanny success in predicting The
weather
When asked his methqd
of 'forecasting the old jarmer said:
-1(aii know Mi. Connor. the weather •manr of the Star?'

:-,s-seieswiteeiailaref--1.

'Lynn Grove Revival
.
j.."._gagAiogi.
eeting
- - "Slitr..'Wel. whew he _s_eys rein. /
Iand when he Nye shine,
Sunda at 8-P. M. *ter,

LIVING FROM_ THE FARM

'w.
man,
The revival ifor the Lynn Grove believe we Can use t same Meth_ reed,n tch,,,. atm* that produce • Eggs may be served
Methodist
Church will begin next
at. any meal ,
tinday gust
. at
radii_ iteak- and, tiorow tne tools to
$ ()clock with
variety of ways. Fur break- '-'
prociai-- the erecerivre teaos:an un- 'fast .cegs are nsualty -served poach- the Rev. A. W. Lassiter. pastor ot
I pre-s--- '--,-:•-• ,f ntaking the. -farm cd.hard o. Waft cooked in the shell. the *Noway Memorial Church.
Ic'
Term.. delivering the ins
baked or scrambled Eggs May be Slemphia.
.,
•
.
new crop that aerated us different and interesting
''
reared
lunch or 'supper soil as"
p:iietti, for itself on waYtrts
''
ert
s
bnra
and
ill
in
'
s
onae for
souffle,. emarred.
.
,
,
,,jed, county, is coming to Calloway for
.numbia of farms in
., ., , ,,,..., It ,s Sr otctiamt early
Homecoming
Sulph
at
in a.nated, or i i contbination •rith the
44..,,,, 1tut.., a:4 tam,ta,t psi. i harn. bacoh. rice, macaroni. etc.
— „
Springs and will preach there #
in.
to.ri.iii'... ;Ishii. p.ist spr.n& found that The housewife would find it diffi- " a..
'
tkey, ,..,,t:6,tt_(,,L.t.aul wklici 'yields tuo cult tO plan a variety uf desierts
The Lynn Grove revival will con,
4
•1
_Liriluai
,
slave
tor
diarier
without -.eggs, stanr'tinue for 10 days. Seralces will
-10.r3F to...iseli•trie.ictelarer sEhool lunches, without eggs • iii be held daily at 2:30 and 8.30 p.
wha,t: the stock eluded ir wpm way would be hard m. with thellev: L.
L JOrsett. Who
ssweved- this church for three years,
tiailey.the etAitUlar. Pate to Priffihir. :- ---;
.
--very--vsnisa-disiesg
was . tie is now
.1
ic Ft riding the ble faod or both children arid pastor theof qP7
:
1 11Tinity Church.'
v
nuicli better\-.uad
_
thr aciults ninth_ of the'food lithe. and Jackson. Tenta, an dresidea at 1115,
is- strl carry- palayability often,'are lost 'because E. Cheater Street. Jackson.
?"k well. fte4lar pas- or pour or careresa cooking. "No
The public is cordially- invited
! : 4
41-'44 -114eCt.; eggs to ettend this revrearfneeting. ac.
ly
...not so .hooty be cooked at a low temper- cording to church _officials.
•,
•ixt
span- iiistseetioil'on attar
The albumin or white .00ks
•
: .• ,r.
1.i.nty. best at a temperature eorisid-rably.•
_
.
It pays to read the ciacofieds
be;ow both-nit point. and if -'It is
hich cooked at'a higSter temperature it
.
• becornt*
tutigh or leathery aad is
ICrl•.0(1.
.
b. very hard to digest:.
r
. ,ss•
•
Any dials containing a high proportion of eggs such riis custard,
•
angel' food cake, etc., shotiii be
46
4Sc.144; cooked at a low temperature
of the
Watches by Bulova, Elgin, Hamilton
Eggs should be 'llaref:- eoolced..
In.ti ad of -hard boiled"._ T., hard
Pen & Pencil Sabi - Diamond Sets
'eggs coxer-with boiling water
h A„t
h‘avi.,„t .anci place sin stove where the -eater
Silverware

IN AUGUST 2 FiRIMARY-

••••••••••••1111•141111”

Kvietitus Palaver

1 Abil-A CANDIDATE

IOLREPRESENTATIVE

WE HAVE IT - WE WILL GET IT
OS alt

OLOR-SPLIE -YOUR HO
UNDER OUR-BUDGET PLAN!

In-a

Need a laxative? #
Take good old

•
An irn.portant annouriceiiient f_rt "izariiiset
That I have recei‘;e:cra
.of Nylon
hose, pricedat $125
,- •
•
A tirne_
warnitiv Anything you-bUy
now will be a bargain in a-short time.

DISTINCTIVE JEWELRY

T.0. TURNER

1st All Modes

PLENT -I OF

"
beift
hSeat*
been VC rv Cooked and ready to shell. D
eti
ct•
el-14
1.•*,,Witerlfa_:_aal tn_rciaav,
v.isrovr bailey. It in: • • 7:-Of.ti .....'fert,„Lc.,
eggs in
•-cr
- lur.4 P rutin it. starlit -wet rriantter no hottecwile will_go back,
to
tNe
other-trai
Ti •
.;•,!
tluxf for: the eg
seeding should
tate Si-firsts a-et fender.'Ira -id*
pr
and enly
-do well. A._
is well melted. .and there is -no
1
rley
fTlf.St tin.of grtiltei •Marrinst ,the _white
lard and yellow of the good witting and
rr
•
)1,CC
.t•4
.at eL.re,••"ar
ssial the easily dligested -hard- m•atal egg.
•
- it will take
wiant of;
t••••1 ' _Read the _classified colurtin-

• 't!,
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'bate id ply--e edit down
ibe'Wire jekt eati *ale fear .
eloanyo-a menttl
PHONE 72

West Side Court Square

30 ininuies
the "eax•
1"41"11
y,--hr 4"4-.41
4
when ,sr1111"""
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0

Give the exterior new individuality with
a shade that rivals Nature's — accent
your shutters and doors with a warm,
friendly color — freshen up those mo-- .
notosouLtatetior walls by echoing a tone
.tou
y spiras
kItche
of cnoalonrdi
-bathroo:rwith
ug—
. ailv
bri:k
e

Its a top-setter,
all over ilte Sosalt

W4 have-I& coolestatore-iii town. Come
in every time youcome to town.
•

Iv
rain
noon
one ,
Fa'
take]
Mr
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Mr.,
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born,
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Mi
week
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-BUY:NOW AND SAVE
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Jiggling the Hook. Slows up Service

'
'
1 ..11.111:41.4a.the

WORTH
KNOWING -

Stokes-Smith
F.A St

EASY DOES IT!

only

taleitiod:e call oak orisT

WWei

AT nit TIRE SALE OF THE YEAR:

21 1

•

The

1.,it calarba'r-oiintjv Beardle«.•

liefore banging up,-skive tbc

hook up anddown•tilosety. This causes a light to blink

Perhaps yOur,plassea are outir,oded

dn the switchboard, attracting the operator's attention

- adapted to it, particular dceree of
%twin which \may ' have
ftered
She read your hand ps.an iini.1you got them. Don! suffer be.
cause
ettiell book. Sto0 and eel
of it Come In- ?or art
MADAM. She 'is different '''' ' -" .
-from all othelia._,
• - LOCATED

immediately. Rapid jiggling of the hook, on the other
hand, may fafl to flash the signal light. Remember—

JOE T. PARKER,

Log --Cabin Service Station, •

•
Registered
- wist ei
l Murray illi }Ugh.
' OPTOMETRIST
'way 94. Look for'sign,
At Parker's
'
Jewelry

- -

-

you'll get quickest strike by mining da...book &Wetly.

SOUTHERII BELL TELEPHON Ann Tattimtemenn
11413055011Atta

-SOUTHWEST HOTELS INC.
Mrs. II. Grady Manning, Pres.

Store
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Sunday dinner guests of Mrs. Mils
burn Holland and family. Afterdren remained for a two weeks' program and business meeting.
The health is unimproved.
Every alte---appreeketed the nice wan callers in, the Reiland home
Missionary society is plaRibiLiet
Mr. and Mrs. Caswell Humphried
were
the
From
Rev.
the
amountilfo
Vernon
shopping
f
have the church paper in the near and daughter, Elsie Jo, were Sunrain whichlkll here Sunday afterSteve Pee-dual
the
Clouds are beginning to gather
and baking going on among the
future.
noon. We hope to enjoy another azid Verram Enghland Billinglon.
end with his grandparents, Mr. and
Major W. M Pikels, Mrs. Pickels bringing the appearanc
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MAN SUPPER AT ILJAKSEY
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The Woman's Society-ad Christian
Serviee- of the Kirksey Methodist
Church
sponser an ice cream
supper nest Saturday 'night on
the lawn in front of the church.
You are invited. This Will be a
good clean soclUlisr all who come
Why not come?
Mrs. Hensel Ezell, president.
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In Oldham county, homemakers'
clubs reported improvement in
family heal.tbss,as a result of nutrition programs. ' *

Nashville, Tennessee

at the.

Ycs,%'s-a fact, believe it or not—people do drive all.
the way from places as dictant as Indianapolis, just to
dine and dance in the gorgeous Bluegrass Room at the
Brown Hotel!

4.

SUPPLIES

Co.ke,

•
BUILDING & FARM

•

Featuring the finest food in'theSouth,- an excellent
'
orchestra and two floor shows nightly, it's truly the
'
gayest'
'- bright spot" in this part of the countryi

See and hear your favorite radio entertainers in person. Continuous program
from 8 a. m. until sundown!

PLUMBING

. T.

LET'S GO TO THE
BLUEGRASS VOW

3M1LES NORTH OF MAYFIELD
— ON U. S. HIGHWAY NO.
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Long Distance MOVING
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Celebrate

Prices?. Really low! So why not come up soon—jusi

MO:k

FREE PARKING!

• HARDWARE
•

A. R.Beale & Son
Est. 1897 Murray, Ky.

-

'fis the fun of id Write, if you want complete details!
.'

THE

-,.Aiinsiseictas only 10c for children under
liyeareetage. Others 30c, tax included.
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MISS RAY ACCEPTS
POST FOR SUMMER
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Pilot Oak,. Ky.
Hubert Shipley of Chicago. Ill., In the home of Misses Conng.iiii,1 pollant meeting
of the church, h its regular meeting at 6.30 p. m.
James Den • Oeldv;e11 of- Harris is visiting his parents this week.
Beulah Lamb Sunday.
will be the regular business meet- Sunday. Full attendance
Grove -spent Saturday night with
at 6:30
Miss
Connie
Lamb
and
Mr.
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and
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James
Le
Wilson and
ing of the church for July; at this
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ton, Ky., attending law James Wilson's mother, Mrs. Brown
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Lilburn Paschall was in Murray decision, matters that will vitally
- Bntist
at 7:30 p. m.
=
school,
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home
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Hospital for an operation.
Saturday on business.
and Mr. Brown.
effect the life' and work of the
OUR THANKS to- the fine corps
Miss Pauline Grogan, who is go- church in its problems on enlarge• Miss Eileen Paschall left last of where tia will Spend his vacation.
Bransford
Morris of
Detroit,
of Leaders and teachers who have
Rev. Henry Franklin Paschall Mich., arrived Saturday to spend ing to school at Paducah, spent ment; we urge the largest possible made a fine success
the, week for _Detroit, Mich., where
of the Vaca,
attendance uppn this meeting. Let tion Church School which
she will spend two weeks visiting preached at the Hazed Baptist a few days with his parents. Mr. the week-end with her parents.
closes
Mrs. Cale Langstoh of Hazel has there be much prayer daily for Thursday.
church Sunday evening to a large and Mrs. Will Morris, and family
relatives and friends. Sixty boys and girls
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suffering
audience.
from
a
Young
tooth
divine
exPaschall
direction
is
the
at the above meet- are better for your efforts. Cerin North Hazel. Dona Morris spent
Miss Verna White is in a Memson of Mr. and Mrs. Cleatus Pas- last week up near Paris visiting traction.
ing. We should, and evidently tificates will be
phis hospital where she is
taking chall and has just entered the min- her aunt.
Marion Dunn of near Hazel has will, come into this meeting with Sunday morning awarded at the
trhatments. Her sister, Mrs. Grace
service.
been very sick.
istry. _He is a fine young man
a fervent desire for the Lord's
Wilcox, is With 'Ter.Mr. and 'Mrs. Jewell Moore and
Funeral serVites for John Adams, will to be doneti,
and is pastor Of the North Fork
.
the
l
i
sy,
-church
in
sons of Farmington spent Sunday of hear Puryear, Tenn.,
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Mr. and Mrs. 0. T.• Weather- Baptist Church.
were held every matter t t shall be conwith her niece, Mrs. Chesley Far- Monday,
ford _spent Sunday isster7C
sidered. The chnesh and pastor
fluti- runs& *id - daughter:
Mr. Farris of north Hazel.
H. L. Lax. Pastor
as the - gu...ts of Mr. and Mn. - „Mrs, I
Frank Paschalrof Tay-Wr's-Stote earnestly Inelte one and all toetas,
Geneva, had as theii guests Sat- Afternpon callers in the Farris
l'4atthew Russell and .family.
is seriously ill.- He was taken to tepd ,all the services of. the church --Liiiii Grove revival will con.
I urday for dinner Mr. wild Mrs. Jimhome were Mr. and Mrs. John the Clinic where-lie-hl-tpp
Untie until July 9. RE'. L. L.
Mr. and Mrs. Clate Wilson of
orted-IS Whenever possible.
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Jones will preach each day at 2:
Paris, Tenn., 'were in Hazel Sat- mie Wood of Chicago. Ill., Mr. and Cathcart and Ann, Mr. and Mrs. being critically 111..
Mrs.
.
Conard
Sam
Housden,
P. Martin. pastor
and 8 p. m
Mr. and Troy McNutt and Nancy. Mr. and
urday and Sunday.
John W. Hall of Tiptonville,
Mrs. Charles Wilson and
Worship at Goshen next Sunda
Miss Ed th Paschall returned Charlene. Mrs.._Lue Housden, baby Mrs. Ruble Taylor and father and Tenn., was the guest of Mr. and
morning at 1.
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Mr. and Mrs. Flenoy Outland, Mr. Mrs. Luther Farris
...
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and famiy, of
p, Mr. and Mrs. James Ray and baby and Mrs. N. H. Farris and Gistau
Bible
stud at Goshen each Wed.
near Hazel. a few days last week.
Tenn., where shs vi,ited relatives. Martha. Mrs. Ronald
nesday .at 8 p. m_
Ray and WO of the - Jones Mill community.
John W. Hall and Luther Farris'
Charles Thompson. Paster
PM. James ' Parker Miller
Church school at each church at
of Joe Pat. Mr. and Mrs. Rexie DayMr. and Mrs. Henry Miles and were the guests of Robert Farris, SIINDAY SERVICES:Philadelphia arrived in Hazel -Sat- nport and children. Joe
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and
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.
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Philadelphia, Pa., is visiting his Sermon: "Deep Calleth Unto Deep". will
be held at Campground Sat:.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Miller. Psalm 42. '*
urclay. July 5. All of our officials
Evening Worship-7:30 p. in. should-be there for roll
call.
.
(Church has been screened-worO MEET
Revival Dates
ship in comfort).
Campground, 2nd Sunday night
Fruit growersgrowersof Callowity CounSermon-The pastor v.#11. begin in July.
•
ty 'will meet Saturday afternoon a series of Sunday night- Sermons
Mt..-Heb
31TI
sits-1:00-echixit at the County Ex- nfl rErible Mistakes'. The-111st--- II
Kidney
tenaion Office to discuss the pros- be "The Mistake of Adam and
Regular services next Sunday..
pects' of a market for the crop. Eve". Plan to hear this original
Church School at 10 a, m.
Peaches are a coming industry fot series of sermons. • We -can learn
Preaching .service.- -at-I/the cuul4 .
the mistakes of others,. isith- and 8
.
ralirng tlierVi-our
—IMe ves.All
League at 7:30 p. m.
ThP TVA, with its -plans for navigation, flood
n progress is babeid Upon this
•
Campgrou
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'toontrol, soil conservation, production of electric
ability.
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y---Coirnty -thaw any project- breX
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• planned for this section of America.
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at-field

attorney by the TVA,"
with its -officials, has affordid me opportunities of acquainting myself with
'those officials lad with the plans and prqblems
-of this great organization. This knowledge- would
prove of inestimable value in my capactiy
County Attorney should you see fit to elect me,
Tn jloit
'1 •
Respectfully,
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ALVIN H. KOPPERU6 _
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Sunday, July S. 1941
. As a belated observance%of our
• • Vona! holidu, the pastor will
reach at the morning worship
hour on "A Call to National Reverence" from the text: "0 Zion.
say unto the cities of Judah. Behold-,
-sour God". Isiah 469. Let us
hope that on this fourth of July i
1941 there will be fewer accidents
and fewer deaths than is usually
-ease7-19(e-Varettir
tileh
ways this glorious fourth and observe the speed limits not only of
the law but of common sense as
well.
At the evening hours, 7:45, tabe
pastor will .preach on "Living with
ones . self, from the text: "And
herein do I exercise myself. to
have always a conscience void of
offense towards God and towards
man". Acts 24:16. Living with
ones self becomes a serious matter
when one remembers that he has
to reckon
with memory', and
achievement, and hope.. _Either
of mest 'three May change this
world into a veritable torment
These fine summer day, cause
some to lose interest in the Sunday-school and the church, on the
ground that the weather is "hot".
We do nor slacked our pace about
other matters. so why "take out"
on the Lord and his work? You
and your family need the helpful
influences ,of the church as much
now as any time in the year
Our Children and young people
continue their meetings each Sunday evening and your children
might find these meetings helpful
and interesting.
It is a matter 804 satisis
,
tion to
us that our towfi continues to
grow and we hope _ that till fine
citizens moving tit -Murray will
bring their church lettere with
them and become a part of the religious' life of out town: —
J. Mack Jenkins. pastor

MURRAY LIVESTOCK CO.!
:We are justly

proud of our new stock- - - yards- and pledge our suNiert to - its-continued sss:

FIRESTONE TIRES
AUSES_and ACCESSORIES
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TEXACCVAERVICE STATION
11114
"
11.
111
...11"---
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OUR PRICES ARE LOW NOW!
OUR STOCKS ARE HIGH!

STUDEBAKER
103 EAST MAIN
MURRAY
TELEPHONE 409
Stop By Same Address at Farris Service Station

BAPTIST

CHURCH

Preaching by the pastor morning and evening. ..
The church has just closed one
of the most successful revival
meetings in its histors. The revival was under the direction of
Dr. Arthur Fox and his son Paul.
the team thus was father and son,
the father doing • the preaching
while the son 444 the directing of •
persfial work, music and personal
-Both-erf-.-thrser-strong;
able men ette - a fine and lasting
work, a work that shall never be
forgotten by the church and the
many who heard them who were
of other faiths or not professed
Christians at all; we shall be very
happy to have' these men with
us again.,, in such a meeting. A
large number of persons were baptized last Tuesday night; a number were received by letter and
otherwise In keeping with the custom of the church, and denomination, and more than '100 came
forward during the meeting to renew their vows to the Lord and
His glorious cause. On their leaving us Dr. Fox and Paul left
a happy rejoicing people and pastor whose prayers shall follow
them in their very remarkable
work of evangelism.
The subjects for Sunday are as
fellows: A. M., 'THE PLACE WE
ARE AS A CHURCH TODAY".
P. M.. 'SOME POINTED QUES"MONS r.011., YOUR CONSIDERATION".
The Sunday" School.. the Training Union and all other services
of tISe church will be conducted in
their usual manner and at the '
.usual hour under the leaders of the
various phases of- the work.
July the 9 will be a very WI-

t - It has been the first ambition o myself* and ray _deputies these three and one-half years to render you good
service? and hundreds of you have already expressed your
satisfaction With the record we have made and have cornhlimented and thanked us-for thetnitnner in which your
business has been handled.'We are deeply grateful -to you
and this gratitude on our part is surpassed only by our
genuine _appreciation for your confidence bestowed in
electing mer-

•

It NEELY &SON
Kentucky

WELCOME
MURRAY LIVESTOCK CO.
1-0 THE--'
-MURRAY gOCKYARDS:
And To The
BUYERS A
LLERS . .
WE WELCOME QU TO MURRAY!
You'll Like Our Friendly,
City!

•
When in to*ii-drop in and discuss with'usany
building or remoaeling plans you are contemplating. No obligation on your part, of course.

Phone 262

_
:11

Also: Many hundreds of you have stated to me thatI am not asking for anything unfair or unreasonable when'
I ask you to abide by one of the customs of our forefathers
—and one which is still practidetoday, from the office
of the presideuLof our great United States'down through
our county offices:' THE ENDORSEMENT-OF'ii. GOOD
RECORD!
- —
It is not my intention to •se
lLik—e-Fectieir stain in fouryears if I am elected this time. YOq._-williameiber I tol
you the first time I ran for office tliatI would not run
four times and as I electioniered with many of you, four
years ago, you were honest -enough to tell me that you
were already obligated to one of my opponents in -that
race. Then I thanked you for your kindness to explain te:!-,..4
me and solicited your support then for my second race. In
nearly -.4wery-instanco--you_pledged_your support for this
present race and yoy have been my good friends and have
supported my administration just as much as if you harVI-Iv'8'1,
supported my election to the office. This is one of the fine _
examples of our-way of
Calloway County and
makes me happy to -be-ii-trart--ofiriteh a great citizenship.

•

My race is not based on politics. I have nothing to
offer except courteous, honest, and efficient service in
the Clerk's office, IV the majority ot you want nothjng--.."
ewe; so, I am just applying to you for a position that I
need to male a living, and the way I am applying is to
solicit youryote *sale offer you 19 years of actual office
experience to back up my .claim of qualifications.
With. kin
-dest Personal regards to every one of you,
and assurinethose of you whom -I-might fail to see that -I am deeply interested in your vote,,I am,

Murray Lumber.Co.
104 Depot Street

The duties in the County Court Cle
- rk's'office are extremely numerous and difficult right now. The 1940-41..,1
/
4=t_:.....
fiscal yeal. closed June 80, makingit-neces
eary-fortredget
and appropriation ledgers to, be closed and balanced, as
well as opening a new set of liooks for the 1941-42 fiscal
year. Thia..is one-of-tho tinwl*"r* 4
WiAlLat the office I -'sattend to myself and it will take several slays of my time
from the campaign. I_want to explain to you that "feel
my first duty is to the performance.ortha duties of the of- .
fire "uPiek-wilith-you have--already entrusted me;-end eventhough 1 want to be calling at your homes every .day, tt•is:
impossible for hie to be away from the office more than
half the time and I will -not be able to see anything liii•;:
all of you.
•
If I neglect the office now to further my own campiign I,would not be living up to mj-obligation to you. I :know you will understand this and will realize that I am
just as deeply interested in your vote as if I could see and •
talk with every one of you.

Now in our new location across the
street -fvrom where we've been serving you faithfully for the ,p
.a $ t 7
years . . .
DROP IN AND SEE OUR
NEW STORE!

Lord's day: Bible study at 9:45
a. m., worship at 10:45 a. m. and
730 p. m. Young people meet at
6:30 p. m. "Sin And Its Cure" will
be the topic at the morning worship, "The Everlasting Gospel",
will be the topic at 7:90 p. m.
Wednesday: The ladies' Bible
class meets at _3 p. m., prayer meeting at 7:45 p. m.
'
C. L. Francis, minister
FIRST

Phone 82 •

-Crt•

We've
MOVED!

CIRVIIICR -1011e*HIUST

.••

PAGE THREE ,

Murray, Ky.

Most sincerely, your friend.
•r

Mary Russell Williams

•
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&MD,fellater

Aponsoil---Annual_Beauty Conteit•

Social Calenditr.

Luncheon Bridge
Compliments
Recent Bride

•

etradliti

• FASHION

N

• FE.ATURp

_
Lovely Tea Given At Farmer Home
Wednesday Afternoon

UDC Benefit Tea
For China'

OCAL5,

The annual beauty contest fore
Thursday. July 3
Tbe Garden Club will meet at
--this-apuracae of choosing a repreOne of the loveliest of the slim *
Mrs. Vernon Stursolefield Jr., and
Invitations are out for a
crelock at the Woman's Club
aentailve from Calloway County to AI
Mrs. Frank Albert Stubblefield
Leon Pogue of Parma, Idaho, will
-March of Time" tea to be given I mer parties was the tea which was
Rouge.
attend the Tobacco Festival in
entertained Saturday Art- a
Spend about two weeks with his
alse-J-.----/e. Williams Chapter. -ifiven Wednesday afternirion,' July'
Princeton on August - 20 to 28 will'
tautly planned luncheon bridge
Wednesday. July 9
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Pogue
United Daughters of the Con- 12, by Mrs. C. C. Farmer, Mrs,
again be sponsored this year by a
- The Arts and Crafts Club will at the home of the latter honorwhile recuperating from an injured
federacy at the home of Mr. Herschel Corn and Mrs. A. B.
Csenrnittea
ficea
the
lifterray Birthday
meet at 3 o'clock at the home of ing Mrs Jack McElrath whose
Austin at the home of the former
hand. Leon has been in Parma for
and Mrs. G. B. Scott July 10,
Woman's Club. The local Dark
Mrs. Elbert Limiter.
on Main Street.
marriage was an event of June 22 ,,from 5:30 to 7:30.
the past year and a half working
Fired 'Tobacco Amocietions is coFriends and relatives of Mt J.
The
rooms
in
a grocery.
were.. decorated_ with
This will be an elaborate cosThe spacious lower floor was New Comsat Homema
aparating_sisatn.abea.shib in the A. Wright gathered at his home,
kers dab
Mrs Weed& Matson will. be bouquets of garden flowers and
tume affair and will be interestdecorated with a profusion of
Milton Henry, teacher in Faxon
event Mrs.. _George Hart 18._sen- Sunday. June 29, and surprised hostess to thialliffikifigige afternoo
The New Concord Homemakers
small
tables
ing
where
n
as
the
well
guests
as
reminiscent. Its summer flowers with gladioli prewere
aa • Jig --diairmah of arrangements. him with a dinner on his seventyClub met in the home of Miss High School, is spending his vacaBridge Club at t30 O'clock.
seated held centerpieces of shasta
aim is definitely patriotic and
dominating.
and! the pageant will be directed fourth birthday. At the noon hour
Maud Nance Friday, June 20, with tion in cities along the Gull Coast.
daisies.
humane
and
a
voluntar
y
offerSome of the cities he has visited
by local peaple and all proceeds a bountiful dinner was spread out
The guests were received on the 17 members and visitors present.
Thareilay, Judy le
Bridge
ing
was
will
played
be
followin
taken
g
the
for
medical
porch by Mrs. Carlisle Cutchin and
The U D.C. will entertain with a
above actual expenses, will go on the lawn and all present enOfficers for the new year were are Mobile, Ala. Biloxi, Miss„ and
delectable luncheon and prizes
aid
to
China.
Besides
the
New Orleans, L;1,
March
joyed
Mrs.
the
of Time Tea between the
delicious foods
.-toward the- club house fund.
Rue Beales_and .were greeted elected as follows: Miss
Erin
awarded Mrs. Clifford Melumn for
Daughters and the Children of
in the living roorn
R. M. Nall, editor of the Ledger
Montgom
riy
The beauty pageant will be Smith and eons, Quinton. Ken- hours of 5:30 and 7:30 o'clock at high score and Mrs. John
Mrs.
ery,
F.
presiden
E.
Mrs.
t;
Amos
the
Confede
racy Many friends
Miller
Crawford. The receiving line was Dick, vice-president; Miss Maud & Times, spent last week-end in
Paired on Saturday evening,---July mitnattSith and sorts. Quinton., Ken- the home of Mr. .and Mrs_ G. B. for second high. The honoree
will augment "the cast."
was
Scott
for
the
toenail
netb.
compose
Aleern
of
medical
d
Chicago
and
Max
of
attending the graduation
Granite
of
aid
Mesdame
s Farmer, Nance,
12. at seven-thirty o'clock, probsecretary-treasurer, and
presented a set of crystal goblets
The J. N. Williams Chapter
Corn and _Austin and Mrs. Farmer's Mrs.
' -ably in the high sehpol "stadium. Cay. al.. Mr and Mrs. Clarence for China.
E. Hurt, program conduc- exercises of his son, Frank, from
by
the
hostesse
has
been
giving
s
unusual
parties
sister, MTIL C. J. McClain
junior high school. He was acContestants for the beauty queen Reed. Mr and Mrs. Bunk Myers,
of tor.
The guest lid included Mrs. for 31 years and this promises to
.Louisville.
Assisting in enterA review of the major.project On companied home Sainday by his
must be between _ate ,age.s olasixa Mr. and -Mee W J. Brien and son,
Jack
be
McElrath
She.
Mrs.
best
,
T.
yet.
The
Stokes,
H.
presiden
t
_
. Mrs Berne Stead and chiltaining thesartiests in 'the living Haws and Whys of Food
wife and son. Tbey ars mak_ afe-4-444R,4 -kwenly-fi ve _years-. Mrs. Palfisasalsdirsa, _airs. Joe T.
of, -the Kentucky Divition of
roan were Mrs. George Hart and tion was given by Mrs.PaePara
-Filke---iirehirop
_..-,---------may--be--eicees- .'ssiterieci -or airigleS siren Raymarada Roscoe and Earl
Dewey ing • their home It
Lovettsalgrs. R. R. Meloan. Mrs.
UDC, Mrs. Will Ea Diuguid of
y.
amdeadr
Mr
Miss
Apartme
s
Lula
Moscoe Franknt.
Clayton Beale, and Mrs. Coleman and Miss Ruth MontThe wintielasMili be 1 '
gueet Of
Clifford Melugin. Mrs. E. S. DiuLoyieville and Mrs. Roy W. Melin.
Mrs,
,Floyd
Culp
W.
L.
and
Lennox
children
.
kept the register.
emery, food leaders.
the Tobacco Festival Association la
Mrs. Oliver Jaynes and daughter.
;tad, Jr.. Mrs.' B. 0. Langston, Kallay. of Paducah, past pres.... __
Piireton vahere the Queen .cd the Harvey. Bobby, "Kathryn. Carolyn.
The club planned to have a fish Janet, of Pasadena, Calif,. will arabi -"the dining room the chosen
John Miller. Mrs. Nat Ryan, ident general United Daughters
,,,,,„ Charles and- Sok Mr. and MTS.
fry
at
Pine Bluff July 19 and Mrs. rive the latter part of the week for
cake scheme of pine and white
Mrs. W. G. Swain
of the 'Confederacy, will be the
13
"
1111-1.5
"
'
4.1i1
Ch Sen. la
,
-Wee.s Johnston. Mitt O'Daniel. Mrs.
Mrs. W. S. Swann. avift• chair- Stewart. Mrs. WoadfinMrs. Roy
- winner at- Princetol '
was further developed. The table Charlie Stubblefield and Mrs. Ivan a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
will be preguests or honor.
• Hutson.
,
Henders
asented with a $75 defense bond Lula Wright and daughters. La- man of the. Jefferson Davis High- Mrs, H. C. Curry.
on were appointed as com- Stubblefield. Sr., and other relawas
covered
with a lace cloth and
Mrs. M. G.
tives. Mr. Jaynes and Miss Nancy
aria- a- silver loving cup. -and the vern and- Vera /atilt, Mr and Mrs. way Commission and Mrs. •Roy W. Forster. Mrs. H. I Sledd.
held a centerpiece of white snap- mittee in charge of the 'picnic.
Mrs.
W.
-a
as
-- I a- --a-'
aa
--Johnnie
Wright
and„ sons. George McKinney. past president __general
ranner
During the recreation hour a Jaynes will join them later, followa
dragons and pink rosebuds in .a
vill re_ace sa. as_allo eaessicr
_Mason
auclailti
gg-Carria
el--earta
llsoare
galckhr
aritt
lathe''UDC of Paducah. Went to
trig a- 'tat With relatives itiaDitle.
ensc -bond. In Saddition to . the
eryttat bowl, ?tanking which were peem 1711 dege'fige Was react
Lonzo Dovraing and
Shirley_ Ruasellville Tuesday to arrange fee
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Dick. of-Parta'
pink tapers in crystal candelabra. group. sang America. Mary Emniet1"
a-a Prize, the ap
jaafialcl
i,ã
Jean.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Cfts,'
WillTerm.,
a
ma
marker
a
were guests Sunday oilier
Nance gave a piano solo and
ration:Ifleaf'Fare a float -in the
to commmemorate the again hostesses on
Crystal platters
..
of sandwiches,
Monday aftertarns. •Miss Evelyn Do•ing, Mr. fact that 63 counties
father,
Mr'. Dellon Purdom. •eWilina
parade. will be presenteJo Loyale gaveatwo readcookies and mints completed the
of Kentucky noon when they had guests
d With a and
for
Womeras Society of Chris- lovely
Mrs. Robert- Routera Mr. and sent delegate
Miss
ings.
Cora Graves left Saturday
ciefense bond. it_guipsar_prize
•
table appointments. Pres there in ?a:Wen/bar bridge.
an
-Service
Mra:ster
held the general meet siding at
in Hunter and lasiaglaters. 1861 and established a Provisio
be aaarTata-Waille local committee to
Refreshments ware served 'by for Louisville where she will spend
the punee-howie the first
nal -Mrs. Hugh Houston received th Tuesday afternoo
Grace Heater andaLaura. Me and Government. Kentuck
n at the Metho- hour. were
alaias Calloway Cauray."
y wes - ac- prize for high score and
Mrs. O. T. Hicks and Miss Maud Nance arid Misses Mary several dries as the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. dist Church with Mrs. E. A.
Mrs. ' John Sledd and children. cepted into the Cunfede
Mrs. Charles Scherffuis before goMiss Ruth Sexton, and the second and Sallie Nanee of Chicago..
rati- Slates iffilliman Thurman for second high. Tucker presidin
A clever program 11. been plan- Josephin
g.
e and Gearld Dwain, Mrs. December 10. 1861
ing to the mountains of easter*
hour wets Mrs. E. S. Diuguid. Jr.,
. nod sat the evening
A dainty party plate was served
July -HI In Virgil Watson, Mr and Mrs. Leon•
Mrs.
T.
Hicks
was
in
'charge
Kentuck
y where she will resume
Mrs. McKinney and 241. Sviann at the conclussc
Caldwater Homemakers Club
addition to the beauty - pageant con- ard Watson and
.n of tie game, to of the program and led the devo- and Mrs. A. F. Doran. Others asbaby. Barbara were guests ad . the Col.
fasting in the dining room were - The ColdwateraHomemakers Club her teaching and Missionary work
'John Vi. Mrs. Dick Ilagge of aluabethlowns tional
Jest nittrV_arsiband--ettes- AITTLZIEL
on "Christian-- and World Mrs.
and Mrs_ Ben Carter. Mr. Caldwell Chapter . of UDC
under the auspices of the PresbyMarvin
to a Miss Margaret "'Craves. Mreala W. Vision," The
cert. 'dance review, a pet parade and Mrs
subject of the' after- Butterworth Wrather, Mrs. A. D. held its -regular monthly meeting terian Church.
Ben Cotham and son, luncheon.
and Miss Sue Farmer. in the club house June 17., Durto' be participated in by childrea Harms Mr
Lennox.
Mrs
Robert
HMI.*
noon
was
Mrs.
"Investi
ng Our Heritage
Mi. and Mrs. Marvin Fulton, Mrs i Glen Harris
• 4 si • •
Appriaximately
two
Hugh Houston. ..Mg -C- (Lyle- for Cooperative Work in Method.-- a all. ates_Arrd their _pats. anclaa and children.and
hundred ing the business meeting officers
guests called between the Mum of for the coming year wre elected. Henry and Jo Ann Fulton, have
- '•
baby show fur children -tinder four Sue. -Glenda Boone. Robert. Keith. Preso/yreri
Devitt. Mrs ""K C. Frisiess- and ism'. and was presente
returned
ati
Lee
from a month's visit with
d
la.
and Katie Faye.
splay- three and six o'clock.
• aeirs of age. Apse-apt-Late maree
They are: Mrs. Margaret Riley, relatives
Mrs Hillman Turman. - Mrs. Hit- let form with alas kalperin
in Glendale, Calif., and.
g takMa and Mrs- Calvert Rarela and
ekti_latklareled itekeeti-aensien,-----son
presiden
tun
t;
Huges
Mra.
Sherwoo
-.
was a tea guest.
d-PM*
ing - part: Mrs.:-G.. • • • •-r 7- --T
Brooks. Mrs, Christen. 'Darker
of Interest en route.
.
.
Asheraff,
. -ruralise -di:tams- sairec• sauna in and seri_
vice-pres
idasit;
Mrs.
Effie
Kingins,
Ml. Max Hurt. Mrs. L.- M. Canis,
Mr. and Mrs. P. W. Oedema:ea'
Haruki. Mrs. Alga. lad41.Jr
:a
secretar
y-treasur
er;
Mrs.
Oyna
next ereek's paper. '
Mrs.
sonaJohn Preston, and their gamits,
Rue Beale, Mrs. Oscar Cotand daughter Kathleen. Wila
Darnell;
food
leader
with
Mrs.
'bin,
Mr.
lie May and Irene Lamb, -Teen&
Mrs.
and
C. A. Bishop, We Al-Mrs. .G. E. Jones, alias
Tbstalaresbytenan Atioiliar
Villa Turner and Mrs. Hazel Connie Jones, of Kuttawa
a'
bert Lassiter, Mrs. Henry Elliott,
a Rhea. Mr. and g
Mr.
. and Miss
4._ J. A. Wright lalleday afternoon with Mrs.y B.met
F.
Adams assistants; Idns. B. H. Edwina Jones. a student
and ' children.
Mrs.
Bryan
Tolley.
Mrs.
at MurJ. T. CochMinnie, ismiese. Scherfaus. Mrw at. L. Tatompson
Mrs. liven Norrisl was hostess Hughes, clothing leader.
The Mt Hebron Society of Chrisray State College. spent Sunday at
Tressie. Earie.ne. Ernestine. Irene presided over the business
ran. Misc. arolty_Wear. Mrs. C. C. Saturda
y afternoon 011 members of
session tian Service met at the church Duke.
All
member'
of
s
the club are in- Reelfoot Lake.
and Hasten Wright • '
Mrs. Bob Gatlin,•Mrs. Revis, the Sunshin
'
land Mrs. F. D Mellen was pro- Wednesday afternoon and presente
e Friend , bridge club vited to a picnic to be held in
d Mrs. C. A. Haab
Mrs. Joe Baker, Meath* Jain and
4401114:114-2.•••-•-•,•--- -•••-•-sIV, -5 Zaim-Ase---loft bes1/10
..-addia
getalea*
/1 --Tk---aareraesso.Keillai
vesta
--Mr*
sot--abs
.
arseattraves flaker:
-07112Iasi!' Thursdms afternoon to ms- deicing and social conversation.
Miss Betty Pogue brought a re
Song. -Near the Cross"; prayer, life -ands-hasse-Altee Waters. 'The Graves fiencien
July
18.
tanner's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
meeting
was dismissed with prayer
port tram the summer conk
' bars of the. Magazine Club - and an...1 _ . 7
Tables were placed In the garRev
Blankenship, song, "Jesus by
"....-.
W. Stitt. to their home in ClarksMrs. Hurt
. additional ;gust
.4
at
Hopkinsv
ille
e. Mrs_ John W.
den
Miss
Saves'
for
the
Cheney,
.:
game.
,
-Our
Steward
Mrs.
o
Will H. ship for
Hazel Homemakers Club
dale. Miss.. for a- dew days' visit.
rtown
'whoh
Fast .,ef tansisville. .The roams rtte
is te guest of her sister. Christian
Whitnell received the high score
Service,"
.es
Miss
Lou
Miss Mary Virginia Diuguid.
The ,Hazel Homemakers club met
were -attractively decarated,"watt 17
te
Mrrest
s. IC
nh
aaralcecsou
prize, and Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk the
er
gaw
veork
anasina- Smith. Mrs. Will Billington. Mrs.
Memphis
. is spending several days
June
on the law of Mrs. C. D.
_ summer ficarers. . .
second high and traveler's prizes.
Wntildeogrh
Elmo Smith, Mrs. Noble Fuqea and
with
her mother, Mrs. Ed Filbeck.
Paschall's hoihe.
Twelve mem• •
teaciaer at Berea and of the moun- Mrs. E. B. Smith: Bible study. Mrs.
Sunshine friend gifts were ex, Foliiwing a short business. •and
Mr.
Filbeck. Miss Diuguid is
seabers and One visitor were prompt.
lain people
Mra. Sleben gave a Mary Hendrick. Mrs. A. J Haria-OWT-b
-7
.
Members of the _Spinals and changed among the members.
ragted' t- --the The election of officers for the recuperating from a recent illoess
a-TWO
reau
-ar
atinthly
tet--f
ing
The
malgaral
Of
sore
hostess
roll
lr -an-fag-ararthern• Mill=
call. Mrs Edgar Smith:
served a dainty party coming
Mrs R. A .Johr.7.9.c.n. an interestal Women's Club were
yaw wu Jpostpoird * a which necessitated her spending
a eas club lands.
the matieetewia selieleak
plate,
questions on lesson, Mrs. rit.B. entertained
. .at tee conclusion of the
Arm pr,,gram 11,2S gsven
two weeks in a Memphis hospital.
Mrs R. was held Jana at et - pie-e-atraid a
list Thursday even.
later date:
lFeliahtTuf-game.
iiiriesh
business
rnentra
session,
-aria!
Mr. and Mrs. Leon A. Haring. Sr.
con- Mg with a picnic sapper at the
- E Breath read a Paper on "Wins'I'with Mrs_ J.
Mrs. Audrey Simmonellau the
A. Outland as hatless. stayed daring the mead. hour- ' ducted by Mrs B. F. Guthrie;
ton ,Churebill. the Man of the
of
Philadelphia, are guests of their
home oi Mrs Tip Doran with Mats
minor
lesson
on
the'
•
I
•
•
Care
•
of
•
pupals of
closing 'prayer. Mrs. -uske
son, the Rev. LeasfraA. Haring. Jr.,
lieura...-MuisaLuke Hollandla Pub- &
Lassiter as co-hostesa The
--Shrubs".
-Tsool wall haare hot lueches served
Mrs -Ligon Crawford sad
and Mrs. Haring._
1
iect was "How Peclae Beacon
evening was spent informiala.
"A _ Collectsfar:Sgostaesitk-rl=i
this year. each member . at_ the .
a
, :Mt. aid Mn.
SmItheaseas
.
Marisa_ reenter
alaaarahlaa
were ahead- fifteen mem. aaaaaafa-oa-aae laralea-afFaa itaalaasaill
was read by - the club
meeting..
aeltail te doeate eonle- Wedding
ber* present.
Mrs. Paschall.- Mrs. Claud Ander- were visitors in Mayfield 'Ind Pathing
'that Can be used in' the
--a----- -- Dame the steel hour
ducah Moodily.
a re- kitchen.
son discussed -Our American Flag".
•
Mrs. Frank Albert Stubblefield
Miss Anne Elizabeth Thompson.
freshint ice coarse was served by
•
Contests
and
games
- Plans'"Mr completed for ' the daughter 'of Mrs David
were en- and daughter, Jennie
Mr. and Mrs. V. E Windsor an
the
Sue. spent
Thompson
•
joyed.
Mrs
Orville
flab's pert in "Down
Jenkins
had Tuesday night With her parents.
nounce the emogement of their
Memory and the late Rev David Thompson.
charge
of
the
social
hour
A
Lane" which, was given' at the for many years a minister of
dedaughter, Mary Moore, to Mr.
Judge and Mrs. Seth Boaz, V Maythe
•
••
Ernie auditorium of Murray State Church of Christ became
James Madison Lassiter, son of licious salad plate was 'served by field.
the bride
the hostess
College Sieurday June 28
Mr. and Mrs E A Lassiter.
of Leonard Wood. of Lynn Grove.
Solon Hale had tet his guests
. Each member who can possibly Saturday afternoon in the
last week two of his classmates at
The *aiding will take place
Church
ak, se, tees 'baked to attend
Member
s of the Harnernakers Annapolis, Robert Beaver
early in Aucust
the of Christ study with the Rev. C. L.
and G.
Clubs will attend the Annual W. Martin, of
Hamernakers Carnp which will be Francis performing the ceremony
Centralia, Ill.
'makers
Camp iii the State
held at Columbus Park July 7-11
The young couple will make
By
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Miller, of
CHERI
E
NICHO
LAS
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now but still active in held each evening at 8 o'clock until
Mrs. Minnie Hicks and mother, Oliver. visited Mr. and Mrs.
Clovis point of service.
pounds...,
Sunday. July 13. Thereafter ser75c Mrs. Nichols, Mr. an
Mrs Earl Grubbs Sunday.
Mr. Neely is as active as 4 young vices will be held each morning at
Nix Wilson. Mr and Mrs. Rudy
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Linville. Mr. man of thirty
Red & White Tobacco Beans.
and still has the same 11 and in the evening at 8. The
Orr and children were Sunday and Mrs. Otis Falwell and Jackie,
zest for living..as he did when he series will clue July 19.
oilier Seed Beans, lb.
ISe guests of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Stom A. W. Simmons and Trellis Stone 'opened his store in the
city of
The Rev..A.Moore, Pastor of
Sour,
pounds _.,..
visited, Mr. and Mrs. George Lin- Hazel:
Mc and family. 7
Wesco
the ,Hazel -.Circuit, - will be 'the
Mr. and Mrs..'ParOin- Young and ville and Dot, Sunday afternoon.
Kosher
Qt. jar
Mr.
Neely_ls
moving
(S bite Peak
2-lb. box
his business preacher. Bro.. Moore is a good
family were.olsitore IA the home
)fi
Have just learned that Mrs, Ed- jug &cr.:1'1111We
street to the build- preacher
and' deeply
of Rudy Orr and family' Sunday: gar Lamb. who has been in
SWEETS, 24-oz. jos .
the ing he recently- purchased. The Everyone it invited
ttili pay 66 eenis per pound for
CLUB, 2-lb. box
25c
to Conte-Anil
Misses Laura ()sbron. Jackie Col- Mason hoSpital ..the _past
w
building has been completely re- work_ and _worship with Us.
Rod Rye Tobacco Deans or wilt-• lins and Dean WilSdh alien! Tties- threatened
with pneumonia, was modeled and redecorate
Embassy
Brand
Quart ,jr
r-Embassy brand
d both in-•
give 2 pawasea of other kind el day afternoon with Earleen: Hen- ermoved to the home of her sun,
2-lb. jar
terior and exterior and is one of
Idowls are like stars-we may
rietta and Donald Stoat.
Doe Lamb)and Mrs. Lamb Sunday. the most
for one p..
up tcr, date business- never reach them, but like
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Carraway,
the
Mrs. Reldon Norsworthy and sons Ploees of this
section.
and- Itfrs Pat Carraway and fam- spent Tuesday
mariners of the sea, we chart dill'
with Mrs. Odell
ilies spent Sunday with Mr and Smith.
MUSTARD or
•
course by them.
'Try Ledger & Times printing
PORK & BEANS, 1 -lb. can
6c
VINEGAR
Quart jar
t.\ or RED BEANS, tall can
9c
Murray State College student, has
volunteered for service in the
array air corps and at present is
in the 27th school squadron, Jefferson Barracks, Missouri.
He
will later be transferred to Scott
Field, Belleville, Ill., in the Radio

LIVING FROM THE. FARM

Capt. Alec Fulton,
89, Retired Railroad'
Man, Dies at Hardin

Seen At
TilE MOVirs

•••zr-

of

Swann's Grocery

CU

11

RANTEED FOODS

"'mil
Club t STRAWBERRY
SODA

Neely Remeinbsiri..Early Day_ at,Hazel

•

PEAS, C.,CsIta

24-oz.
Bottle

5•
C

Plus
Bottle
Deposed

.-2 25`
sr"sup

ise _

25.

COFFEE

Murray Route V

55.

CLOCK BREAD

clilAPIR,

CANE
AE SUGAR- 10PouNDs 55c

PICKLES

CRACKERS

SALAD ,DRESSING 2

PEANUT BUTTER 25`

Wesco Special Blend
..•••••

ICED TEA
CRACKER
JACKS

Armour's StarPOTTED MEAT, 5 -oz. can
VIENNA SAUSAGE, 3 cans

25`
10`

lb b"

3 boxes

Cut Rite
WAXED

WHEAT PUFFS, C. Club, 2 boxes 15c
WHEAT FLAKES, C. Club, box 9c
•

THANK YOU!•

Independent
Packing Co.

TO THE 'PEOPLE OF CALOWAY
AND HENRY- C
-First, our thanks to
for -their past help an
be,ar last Saturday to
yes to bringryour live
day of each week and
each week: .44

2

5c
25e

40-ft. roll
Qc
PAPER 125-ft. roll 19c 0

MUSTARD

Ifl HAMS
BAKED

French's
6-oz. Fir

Pionie-441* fittitillitiorated

5 to 7-1b.
avera*

LG. BOLOGNA
REEF ROAM

13c

POUND

-27

Sliced or
by the piece
POUND

CHOICE
CUTS

POUND 23

•••••••.

MUTTON

TO THE PEO
AND-CALLO

IL

Forequarter
cuts
Lb.

-:
C Club Assorted
LUNCH MEATS

61 2c

Pound

,

We deeply appreciat
and we pledge you
day sales the biggest

Fresh Creamed
COTTAQE CHEESE

FRANKS -'

OPENING
ning at ONE O'CLO

Pound

Pound

HMO Sh ortening
45`
3-lb.
100 - "VEAL STEAK Shcuct.tslii.131:lr-15. .alE
or Brick
ESE 2Amer.
POUND BOX 47`
276 _

:.

.
can

Visit our

LEMONS

LET US SELL
AT HIG
•

15c

GREEN CORN
("multi v Club

- Audrey Sinutsons..re.4.• Beale, President. and

MURRA

DOZEN

(right) George Ha

Standard Sliced

CORN FLAKES 1)„, 15` PINEAPPLE
BANANAS 1,0uND 6' JAR RINGS

2!at
.

\
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:e
:
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THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY "
de

BRING YOUR SELLING AND
BUYING PROBLEMS TO THE

PHONE 55 Ic Pt

lassifiect Ads

WITH A LONG RECORD OF
QUICK SALES SUCCESSES-

erms.uctaisibbt.
frinc%1, ORB. T
of17
inmaaddveance aficitrcear hif itendseardtiaon.
itatMpian
m
I.
(barge
on
:d
m for b
ec
hfaorre /S a...rni.
iuge.
Alliat day ef Issue

OtflhI

For Sale

For Rent

ervices Offered

F011 SALE: Glad FOR- RENT-Furnished
CUT
garage STREAMLINED 1941 WRECKER
Wks and other flowers. SO cents apartment, furnace heat, also furn- SERVICE: New- equipment. 24dozen.
,CraL/ford.
per
Mrs. I. Jr
ished efficieney apartment. See hour. fast. dependable Wrecicer
July 17p peons- Lynn Grove."1Ice Charges resin-al-sableDay
Rrorlett 711- W-. - Main
97,4 Night phone 548-W.
St. Phone 157-W.
tic --ph
FOR SALE: Farm it Bargain 170.
Porte
tor Co.. Chevrolet Sales
camcolleee
north
acres 2 miles
of
FOR RENT: A 3 -room , apartment and Service.If
pus. well improved. Known as the with. Private entrance and b.t.
FREE MOVIES: By presenting this
C. W.. Drinkard home place. Prise See Mrs. H. P. Wear.
N.
I .
reduced from 810400 to $8.750 Fbr St: PhOne 73.
tie keoupon at the l;sog cake of the
:Capitol Theatre Saturday or Sunquick -sale. See J ID Hamilton.
nting'thie day. Porter White, Murray. will
Murray, „phone '4404, or .see Mr. 171I2 CCIVIES: By
coupon
the
box
at
oftce
farm.
Drinkard at the
tf-c
of 44+ receive two free passeispitz see
Varsity Theatre
uTsday
-prairie ,p•oner-rs.- eorn ments
FOR SALE-10x10 fOat overhead Friday. Mrs.•
Wil isms.,
_ef ,the LedgeiM Times. 'N,
door. 'Compleff-eitti springs and 01/•=e.
Ivo fr
irons. See Chirries Sexton. lp passes Ife-nes,--%14 fltt- Amen.. STANDARD -CLEANING at BooneeBrosidcase;--tenigstln,_
-Plain- -garments in lots
FOR. SALE-Washing Mactrinesi-or more_ 30c each; single
- the Ledger
,
etw and used-rfrorittrie---and eleegarments-kits-cash every day.
Speed Queens
trie
M
6. FOR RENtr-3 Meet* Iftirnished Phone 234. South Side Square. tfc
RICHARDSON dr CO.. at M
-bed .recitne witiv--ntoffefiri=
Auto Parts Co_ ,
-•
-Mixes.- Ctrs!. in-

tt

coral.

colassissioNas

TAX
'D. D.-CRASS
CLAUDE ANDERSON
CITY JFDGE
ETHi
:
lloct ,,VAN
W
ERFIELD
J. H. CO
MAN
HUB MURRELL

e:sou,

In memory of Rachel Rebecca

'Young who passed away January
,

I 19417Ri'hen evening shadows gather and
we're sitting,' all •alone,
Thera -comes a longing that if she
'could Only come home- _

SHERIFF
L. ROBERTSON •
CHARLIE ADAMS'
WENDELL B. PATTERSON
-'

ekst-A--suriorrrs _
"Aims
pszsms W. rtART ,

weji.'gIive tar away.
Where we laid Our dear loved
sizionsonths. ago today.
,
We think ..of you in silenee. no

NARY T. WEST
-"TLEL-110)31 LAMB
JOHN R. HUTCHENS
"••• CHARLIE G. JONES
JIM McDANIEL
EDD C. RICKMAN
-Wm H "JAKE" DUNN
MAGISTRATE
Coward District
J. W. STUBBLEFIELD
Murray District
W H BaaArk 'E. 1.. -110USDEN
•
CECIL HOLLAND
Wadeibere Martel R L. ELLISON '
W C. ROBINSON
- -GEORGE W. JONES
•Brinkley-District
14 FL "HARVEY" DIXON
.
OPAL HOUSDEN
• 0.".T. -Ole" BAZZELL
- Liberty District
,CLARENCE McDANIEL

1
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Executor's Notice

Caril of Thanks'
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$4.99
$4.99
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1088830 :
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anna 101
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"701---SA.•

FIRESTONE
U. S. ROYAL DELUXE
GOODYEAR & PENNSYLVANIA
DISTRIBUTORS.OF

GENERAL TIRES AND TUBES
Waltar Dialer
1-.
11

See These Tires Before
You Buy

Duff Erwin

West
Calvi

armel Satu_attz
man.

Talve

Wains Drug]

444.

These

These

Men

Men

aritucky
Mfitof
according
State Co
Home it<
Todd. Cl
ties Ful
feed, int
herds. 4
(Pluipmer

Anger Farmer

We Have Plenty of
STORAGE ROOM
for flour deposits!
•
35 pounds of flour
per bushel for milling wheat
•
Call U6 for water!

in-

DAM

-We hasiT
,2,60(3 stockaiiresand
tubes for your car.and truck!

Many silent tears and restless
nights'while others are asleep.
You cannot riart_lite =forgotten
though on earth you live no
more.
-But
in memory you are with'
•
as you always were before
FOR - TRADE OR SALE: A well
Peaceful be thy".silent slumber.
.imoroved 50 acre ridge farm, in a
Peaceful in the grave so low;
village. on 2 mail routes 8 miles of
mem:win-loan OW'
Gilbertsville Dem_ Will- trade for UNITXPECTED CHANGE makes I*941
ber,
well improved small acreage near available fine Rawleigh Route In
' no
Thou
more .
WM. *hall
Murray. near Five Points nrefer- Trigg Coorte 'Good busing&
'
tknow
ired. Must be wen located. Se or' cored an this district for we're
•
n
write J. 1 Gough, Benton„ Ken-1 ••yeert„Ifisteeptional opportunity for -Yet again we hope to meet
when
the
day
of
life
fledtucky
July3p the,right man Se
. q Dealer Marion '
..flermett, Haley. )Cs'. sir' write Rea- Then in--Heaven with Job well
WW1 ms
.7124.-_28.4iwyt Where no farewell tears are- shed?'
PRICES. Heavies 96 46 tap .Official-] port. flu.
Qmie Young and family
lv pullorum tested.. Government
_
approved Our eternalise hen
175 points past 181 days.,Thiteltini_l_
bulletins. Rebel
All persons having claim-s. against
Hatchery.- Paducah..
fthe-rstase of .1-oe C. Baker. cle.
•
We wish to thank the 'friends
ceased, are requested lo'Mee- lassie
FOR -SALL...Nice building. 18614as esepred under the 11C
asualabors who were so kind
near.Collese. -Priced-right. Set
St:otes"anti file seine with me on- to us durl
- REPRESENTATIVE
." caw lawrrav ..,W4 thank
--Pred McClure. on Soutt) 14 St. ig. Air
tr) flrotr-i.hu1140-zolverz or
T 0. -TURNER
5g
't
indebted td the estate in any way made our
easier to
. PINK G. CURD •
FOR SALE-Good 4,deceased.
win
bear
---Mr
LAP Barnett and
new me
Baker,
sons.. ,
and - IOW -Chevrolet aril!' • IFOrd,gileaSe 'settle their aecciutils edit
.pricac_312,;tee:ite-a%
IfOrted-at
-7-rtdf
Butterworth Used Cat Lot; next.
'MARY LOCUM BA/TEX
- 1Q-CLUbl=1-FuneraL "
1 3144
m•_rt _U•s-IFTtt /9t _
CO"Ofrilers Juni Carson
Joe G. Baker
buried at-bilt. Carmel. Cerneteryfar
- Raymond Rogers. field man for S- o'clock Saturday afternoon. Jone
the Atlantic Commission Company. 26, Mrs Swift had been in lB
confe_red with officials of the Cat- health 'for the pain year and had
- loway Vegetable firtswere Associ- been confined to her bed' for'
atron Tuesday and. wecordirrif to seek previous to her death. • She
W H Brooks of the local board of tPL.etlY passed Jimmy at her home
directors. Mr Rogers offered to at 005 Poplar street.
• NIL li.ss E IT - WE WILL GET IT
- take all the output of the local asSwift I's survived
Muray.is
by two
OR TT CAN'T RE HAD
sociation_
sons. Harper and .0cus., and 'six
daughters, Mrs. Yelera Ftublisson.
Mrs Yerne Shelton. litre Audie
Voilie. Mrs. Cora Tidwell. Mrs:
Carrie McNabb and Mrs. Wells
Lawrence. She had 32 'grandchildren andIll great grandchildren.
Services i'ere conducted by the.
-7.-klaniumhip
ritsv.
!mei Methodist Church.

5e4-3

‘,

5.50x18 (Only 5 at this price)
4.75x19 (Only 5 at this price)
4.50x20 (Only 5,
price)
4.-'50x21 -(Only 5 at this price)
6.003[16 (Only-Lat this prig') _

COUNTY ATTORNEY
NAT RYAN HUGHES
R. HALL HOOD
ALVIN-H. KOPPERUD

stolleie

-

RE SP

.s
COUNTY
CLERK
MARY RUSSELL WILLIAMS/
CELIA HART CRAWFORD
LUBIE THURMOND

•

FOR SALE: A--betedifet
tot, well located. See Mrs., H. P. FOR RENT-Furnished bedroom
Wear. 200-N. 5th St. phone 73. tic With -Private_halle__North - 10th St.
279-11. . .
--k
FREE MOVIES: By presenting this
coupon. at..the box office
. Varsity ThvittiS• Saturday.
Miss
Grace Holcombs-.Muriaj.---trilT
twastsee-tiasties-sa-esia-*
- Cowboy and the Blonde". corn- WANTED: First class barlSere for
- ,••• pliments of the -Ledger & Trines.
uhipii shots Reasonable' guarantee
tei start Hotel Palmer. Paducah.
FOR SALE-"About five - acres,
ithcky.
..1y3-Ste
-known-A The RePtlisf-'MN*
'TED44mile
laundry- washed
Ground - Located- East of
iProound: Ironed flat work.
Stadium on- the new Mayfieldill:finished. licis_per
Murray ' concrete; highway,: Saes
James Mckfilfetri Telephone
J W Outland. Chairman, or E.
Five Points
' lp
Jones. Trustee..
•
'lc NO,

ióci
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-J. R. SCOTT
HALE
-fhtnLAND NEALE
GRAHAM DENHAM
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CONGRATULATIONS
_ MURRAY STOCKYARDS

ROVE
MILLING CO.
Kota 30

-

the stroll
Feed a
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cow, war
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minus 43
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fi-om $43
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Men m
harvestec
single itt
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preventit
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would ci
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Dwight
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trig con
timothy,
other see

Stone

Read I

Homy

Our Sincere
Purpose ...

,.
• we welcome tnis
new activity to our section._ To the
.•
stockmen and buyers, We Welcome you to Murray. We
are proud to say,thatSrlats a privilege AO pleasure foç
our firm-to work with the bIclers of _this important .-.-estructure in furnishing the electrical equipment, plumb-

_-•

ing fixtures., and .supillies_Ve-a.re---grateftil-te-thospe-virhe
ron
-iidently placed trust in our products ancrour Service.
. •

I. to help you in every
way po,,ible. and tht
reil extent of our effort, in your behalf is
determined
by
our
needs---andssl,hes in
lellimaref. ibis.

I

N

experienced
personae' and the use
Si the very hest of
equipment including an
exelusive:ansbalance.

•

allertealaa,

A. B. BEALE& SON
Estaklithed 1897

Perhaps
-adapts
Vision
since yo
Cause of
nation.
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